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Rainbow Tours’ Senior Latin America

Specialist, Sarah, first travelled to Latin

America at the age of 18 and was soon

enchanted with the region’s dramatic

natural beauty and astounding wildlife

– in particular the native Resplendent

Quetzal bird with vibrant plumage and

elegant twin tail feathers.

Volcano & Cloud Forest  

of Costa Rica Tour

13 days from £3,195pp

HOME TO VERDANT CLOUD FORESTS, STEAMING 

VOLCANOES AND STUNNING BEACHES, COSTA 

RICA OFFERS AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION OF 

DRAMATIC LANDSCAPES 

EXPERT CORNER

Sarah Frankish

Volcanoes & Cloud Forests

The range of unforgettable experiences

available to visitors is as broad as the variety of

landscapes that make up this rugged patch of

Central America. Costa Rica boasts a Caribbean

coastline with all the tropical allure that you

come to expect from the name. The forest that

carpets the Arenal National Park sprawls out 

from the foothills of the picture-perfect Arenal 

Volcano cone and the Monteverde Cloud Forest 

houses howler monkeys, sloths and resplendent 

birdlife galore. With its enticing portfolio of 

unforgettable travel experiences, Costa Rica 

tops the list of Central American countries 

for adventure holidays this year. With limited 

accommodation to house its ever-increasing 

popularity, early booking is essential to avoid 

disappointment. Call 020 3588 6115 or visit 

rainbowtours.co.uk for more information. 

Discover the astounding diversity of Costa Rica with 

Rainbow Tours. Staying in eco-lodges and boutique 

hotels, travel from the capital city of San Jose and its 

colonial mansions to the northern lakes and the southern 

pacific beaches. You’ll hike across the Arenal National 

Park in the shadow of towering volcanoes in search of 

steaming hot springs, trek through a private reserve 

protecting 500 acres of tropical cloud forest, white 

water raft down rapids and watch sea turtles nesting  

on the beaches of the Nicoya Peninsula. 

I will always return to Costa Rica. 

Though I first fell in love with the 

deserted beaches of the Osa Peninsula, 

the variety of endemic wildlife and 

contrasting natural environments within 

the country ensures that you can return 

many times and always guarantee a 

different, exciting experience. The 

beaches of Punta Islita are serene; the 

perfect place to relax after exploring  

the surrounding tropical dry forest.
Rainbow Tours is committed to 

responsible travel, ensuring that the 

tourism we contribute to Costa Rica is 

sustainably managed and contributes 

positively to both the communities 

and environment.

Costa Rica
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Upfront

What have they
been up to this
month?

Sittingwriting thiswith the rain pouring down

outside, andwith aching feet and struggling voice

from the recent travel shows, I’m cheered up by

thememories ofmeeting somany of you at them.

TheWanderlustTravel Photo of the Year exhibition

is always a particular joy, with our finalists’ photos

resonatingwith a number of you. If you didn’t

make it along (or need reminding), see thewinning shots on p112

and throughout themagazine.

Itwas lovely tohear about yourown travels, your tips, yourfinds,

your frustrations.Thedreaded single supplementona single room

cameupa fair bit, so you’ll bedelighted toknowthatwehavepulled

together someof thebest trips for solo travellers this issue (p22).

Manyof youwere going tobe taking advantageof thenewdirect

flights toCostaRica fromtheUK, sowehave that coveredwithour

expertwrittenTripPlanneronp24.This issuewealso transport you to

Norway (p38), Yunnan (p94) andQueensland (p52). And for rail-lovers

out there,wehave soughtout somewonderful ‘secret’ routes (p82).

Happy travels,

LynHughes

Editor-In-Chief/Publisher/Co-founder
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Welcome

PHOEBE SMITH
♦ EDITOR ♦
Taking a fully-clothed
selfie while teetering on
Norway’s three top rocks
SEE PAGE 38

5 THINGS 
WE LEARNED 

THIS ISSUE:

1
In 2015, Costa Rica was powered 

by almost 100% renewable 

energy for 255 days; p24

2
Kazakhstan’s Almaty became 800 

years older in 2010, after ancient 

foundations were discovered; p69

3 Despite only being 303km long, 

the Cévennes railway line packs 

in no less than 106 tunnels and 

nearly 1,300 bridges; p82

4
It’s illegal to climb the sacred Kawa

Karpo peak in China’s Hengduan 

mountain range; p94

5
Taking a naked selfie has its own 

name in Norway: the ‘nakie’; p38

THE TEAM

TOM HAWKER
♦ PRODUCTION EDITOR ♦
Dreaming about the secret 
side of Queensland away 
from its famed Gold Coast
SEE PAGE 52

RHODRI ANDREWS
♦ EDITORIAL ASSISTANT ♦
Sticking his thumb out for 
a lift to kickstart his first 
hitchhiking adventure
SEE PAGE 66

GARETH CLARK
♦ SUB EDITOR/WRITER ♦
Booking a seat on the 
next Kyushu Seven Stars 
train departure
SEE PAGE 82

Colourful composition
This image of a procession  

in Birbhum, West Bengal, 

was one of our finalists  

in our annual photo 

competition (p112)

 *SPECIAL OFFER* 

£5
*

TRY FIVE ISSUES OF 
WANDERLUST FOR

* Terms and conditions apply

SEE
P50
FOR

DETAILS
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VITTORIO 
RICCI 
Winner of the Wildlife category in 
Wanderlust’s 2015 Travel Photo of 
the Year competition (p112-127)

The judges loved Vittorio’s ‘genius’ snap 
of a hippo charging dramatically through 
a watering hole in Tanzania, complete with
a piercing, angry glint in its eye...

Mountain, desert, ocean or jungle…? 
Mountain.
First great travel experience?
My first time out of Europe, in South 
Africa in 1996. I drove by myself through 
its wild parks without a mobile or GPS 
navigation – a true adventure.
Favourite journey?
Going to the Galápagos Islands –
a timeless place where the relationship 
between animals and humans is like 
nowhere else.
Top five places worldwide?
South Africa; Namibia; Tanzania; 
Galápagos Islands; Utah, USA.
Passport stamp you’re proudest of?
Swaziland.
Passport stamp you’d most like to have?
Botswana.
Guilty travel pleasure? 
Chocolate!

KASIA
NOWAK
Winner of the Icon category in 
Wanderlust’s 2015 Travel Photo of 
the Year competition (p112-127)

Kasia’s misty shot of Bhutan’s Tiger’s
Nest monastery is beautifully simple.
The judges were impressed by its
composition and cultural references

Mountain, desert, ocean or jungle…? 
Mountain, but my favourite would be 
lakes shrouded in morning mist.
First great travel experience?
Travelling from Poland to Bulgaria in a tiny 
Fiat with my parents when I was six.
Favourite journey?
Two weeks in North Korea with two 
guides and a driver. Getting to know 
them was as good as seeing the country.
Top five places worldwide?
Moeraki, New Zealand; Kumgangsan 
mountains, North Korea; Lahic, 
Azerbaijan; Maramureş region, Romania; 
Merak and Sakteng trek, Bhutan.
Passport stamp you’re proudest of?
Iraqi Kurdistan.
Passport stamp you’d most like to have?
Afghanistan.
Guilty travel pleasure? 
Buying cheap jewellery at souvenir stalls.

CHARLOTTE 
CURRIE
Winner of the People category in 
Wanderlust’s 2015 Travel Photo 
of the Year competition (p112-127)

Charlotte’s poignant image of Cambodia’s
S-21 prison in Phnom Penh – showing 
a monk reflecting on pictures of the prison’s 
victims – topped the People category

Mountain, desert, ocean or jungle…? 
Ocean.
First great travel experience?
Taking a jeep across Mongolia, staying 
with nomadic families and gazing at the 
most phenomenal views.
Favourite journey?
Living in a camper van as we spent five 
months driving from Cairns to Adelaide.
Top five places worldwide?
Jeju Island, South Korea; Puerto Madryn, 
Argentina; Tana Toraja, Indonesia; 
Kinabatangan River, Borneo, Malaysia; 
Stewart Island, New Zealand.
Passport stamp you’re proudest of?
Pitcairn Islands.
Passport stamp you’d most like
to have?
Antarctica.
Guilty travel pleasure? 
Visiting cat cafés wherever I go.

TONY
COWBURN
Winner of the Landscape category 
in Wanderlust’s 2015 Travel Photo 
of the Year competition (p112-127)

Tony proves that some of the best photos 
can be taken close to home with his snap 
of a lone windsurfer battling the elements
on a stormy Jurassic Coast, Dorset

Mountain, desert, ocean or jungle…?  
Ocean. You must be by the sea to get 
dramatic shots of sunsets and sunrises.
First great travel experience?
New York – an exciting business trip very 
early on in my career.
Favourite journey?
Driving the Apache Trail through the 
Superstition Mountains in Arizona –
35 kilometres of dirt roads, steep inclines
and sheer drops. Exhilarating.
Top five places worldwide?
Siena, Tuscany; Monterey Peninsula, 
California; Painted Desert, Arizona; 
Jurassic Coast, Dorset; New York.
Passport stamp you’re proudest of?
Tokyo.
Passport stamp you’d most like to have?
Australia.
Guilty travel pleasure? 
Buying an ‘emergency’ Mars Bar.
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singapore
So much more than a stopover…

TheW guide to
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Look out for the Wanderlust 

Guide To Singapore in the 

April issue of Wanderlust.

Glimpse the colourful temples of Little India, 

hike along Singapore’s peaks, sample the 

world-beating cuisine or simply enjoy 

the beautiful scenery with a nature walk. 

Whatever you enjoy, you’ll fi nd it in Singapore.

SO MUCH MORE THAN A STOPOVER…

singapore
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6Viewfinder Indian tea plantations, angry

hippos and religious rays in Rio...
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Unravelling the importance of flags

14Go now Bounce into Boston for its

unique mix of Irish and colonial roots

16Eat this... Pick up some baklava and

savour the history of this Middle-Eastern treat

185 minutes with... Art Malik
The actor chats epic train journeys

20Know your... Trans-Siberian
The iconic railway hits 100 years old

22Going solo Nine solo trips to prove

travelling alone isn’t always pricey

TRAVEL MASTERCLASS

66The masterclass Thumbs at the 

ready! Here’s the lowdown on how to 

hitchhike – and stay safe while you’re at it

69Instant expert: Almaty, 
Kazakhstan How the former capital 

surprised everyone by turning 1,000 years old

72Take better travel photos Travel 

Photo of the Year 2015 ‘Portfolio’ winner 

Chris Roche explains how to shoot religious scenes

74Travel clinic Dr Jane talks leg health, so 

your lower limbs can stay in tip-top shape

77 Gear of the year Get the most for 

your money. Our judges have scoured the 

market for the best travel products for 2016

   82

▲  C o v e r  s t o r y

24 Costa Rica: Trip Planner 
A tiny country packed with wildlife, 

rainforests and volcanoes, but where to start? 

Take a look at our Trip Planner for inspiration

▲  S p e c i a l  f e a t u r e

112Wanderlust’s Travel 
Photo of the Year 2015 

Our judges have agonised for months, but the 

dif  cult decision has fi nally been made and 

7,000 entries have been whittled down to a select 

set of fi nalists and winners – see them here

Issue 164
March 2016

“The diesel Coastal Pacifi c grinds up a long 

incline through hilly sheep country to 

Dashwood Pass and rolling hills of vines 

stretching to the ocean.” Anthony Lambert

WIN!
A two-night stay in 

Guernsey p136

Boston, p14

“In Central America’s adventure-travel

wonderland, everything is really, really close,

and yet massive, mind-blowing and quite 

magnifi cent. Short drives, little ef ort,

amazing rewards.” Chris Moss

24

137

“Iran is not only one of the most

welcoming countries in the Middle

East, but arguably the world.” 

Nick Boulos 

Costa Rica, p24
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THE TOP PRODUCTS FOR 2016...
Gear of the Year, p77

FEATURES

38NorwayWant toget theultimate selfie?

A new shuttle bus connects Norway’s

hiking Big 3, go do them all in just four days...

52QueenslandSwap thewell-trodden

Gold Coast for the treasure trove of

wildlife– including theelusiveduck-billedplatypus

– found in thisOz state’s remoteparks andgorges

8210 top train journeys Sure, you

know about the RockyMountaineer and

Trans-Siberian, but these are the best chugs

you’ve never heard of.Golden Chariot anyone?

94China TheHimalaya isn’t just Nepal’s

crown jewel – the peaks in Yunnan ofer

a remotewilderness without needing to rough it

FROMTHE ROAD

106Your storyWhen his walking

guide falls ill while climbingMount

Kenya, reader Siddharth Sridhar attempts to find

help without amap – or a real sense of direction

110Letters In our mailbag: Celebrating

unsung guides; spreading the word

that Nepal needs you to visit; adding non-

nations to an ever-growing travel list; and

selfie-etiquette failure at Auschwitz

111This month you have been...
Crossing the PacificOcean on a freighter;

dreaming of wine time in South Australia; gorilla

tracking in Uganda; spending your honeymoon

blazing the Inca Trail; andmuchmore...

POCKET GUIDES

137First 24 Hours:
Tehran, Iran

Anxious to visit? Don’t be. Tehran is one of

the friendliest cities in theMiddle East and

ofers a gateway to exploring the rest of Iran

139Short Break: Vienna, Austria
Tightly packedwith culture, Vienna

can feel like amaze of museums, but its relaxed

café culture ofers a lighter side to the capital

141Travel Icon: Piazza della
Signoria, Florence

With Florentine NewYear looming, now is the

time to visit this Italian city. See art treasures,

indulge in a feast andwatch the annual parade

China, p94

Tehran, p137

Almaty, p69

94

“The water’s surface was smooth

and flawless, like green satin

unfurled beneath the riverside

trees.”WilliamGray

52

“Less than 10km across the valley,

from a pedestal of shadowy forest, 

scree and broken cloud rose the vision 

of a Himalayan giant bathed in silver

moonlight.”David Abram

Vienna, p139

Norway, p38

“Below my feet the mountain flanks swept

down to the choppy waters of the ford where

tiny boats bobbed like croutons on a watery

soup.”Phoebe Smith

38

Trans-Siberian
Railway, p20

Queensland, p52

“Penang, Malaysia, is an interesting mix of 

Indian and European infl uences. You have 

to try the seafood. It’s just glorious” 

TALKING HEADS
Art Malik, p18

Florence, p141





360
V i e w f i n d e r

SEA OF GREEN
Munnar, India
Photographer: Ulrich Lambert 

With a countrywide population of over

one billion, India’s cities are full to bursting

– and more. Images of streets choked 

with trafc and sky-high buildings are the

norm, which makes Ulrich Lambert’s shot

of a Munnar tea plantation so refreshing. 

These rippling bushes look as though 

they’re blanketing the undulating hills like 

a verdant carpet, the emerald swell

punctuated only by the occasional white

house – a far cry from the bustling, smoggy 

metropolises of Mumbai or capital New 

Delhi. It’s plain to see why Ulrich edged out 

7,000 other entrants to become a finalist in 

our Travel Photo of the Year 2015 competition. 

For the full list of finalists, see p112-127  

LANDSCAPE
FINALIST



360˚ Viewfinder 

HIPPO HAVOC
Tanzania
Photographer: Vittorio Ricci

While out on safari in Africa, spotting

the odd hippopotamus lazily wallowing in

a muddy watering hole is not uncommon.

But the atmosphere never stays peaceful 

for long. When the sun is high, the

deepest parts of the pools become

highly prized among the adults, who

use the murky waters to escape the

sweltering heat. This competition often

leads to melees of hippos, who thrash

the water furiously to claim the best spot 

– a moment expertly captured by our

Travel Photo of the Year 2015 ‘Wildlife’

category winner, Vittorio Ricci.

For the full list of winners, see p112-127

WILDLIFE
WINNER





360˚ Viewfinder 

HEAVENS ABOVE
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Photographer: Caroline Hanlon

The world’s best known landmarks are

often some of its most photographed.

This is certainly true for Rio’s Christ the

Redeemer statue, which is usually captured

from below, on the streets of the city, or from

the summit of Corcovado Mountain, where

the statue resides. But Caroline Hanlon,

a finalist in the Travel Photo of the Year 2015 

‘Icon’ category, proves that you don’t need 

to follow the crowd to get a classic shot.

Snapping the statue atop Sugar Loaf

Mountain, with the sun’s rays piercing

through dark clouds, the efgy looks like it’s

beckoning to the heavens – proving that it is

possible to see familiar sights in a new light.

For the full list of finalists, see p112-127

ICON
FINALIST
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M
arch 2016 will see New Zealand

choosing whether to keep its

current flag or ditch it for a new

design (pictured, right). The Kiwis

want to modernise the emblem by removing

the British union flag (a nod to its colonial past)

and adding the silver fern (a link to Maori

legend). But does anyone really notice flags

when they travel, and how 

important is the design really? 

“Very,” says Tony Burton of 

the Flags Australia society. 

“People see them as a source 

of national pride, and they 

need to represent [a country’s]

identity.” This explains the importance of 

including the fern to some New Zealanders. 

But in addition to national pride, a good 

flag does something more. “They represent 

what’s important, including wildlife, religion,

landmarks and even the sand and sea,” says 

Ted Kaye, author of Good Flag, Bad Flag. 

Hit the nail on the head and you get a flag 

that’s truly memorable – most people can 

instantly recognise Canada’s iconic red 

maple leaf or Japan’s red sun. Others, such as 

Cambodia and St Lucia, go one step further 

12 THINGS YOU
NEED TO KNOW 
THIS MONTH...
Your March essentials: Going Irish in Boston, riding

the Trans-Siberian; sweet baklava; talking trains with

Art Malik; travelling alone without paying extra…

New Zealand could 
soon be hoisting 
aloft a new flag 

■ Tr a v e l  i s s u e s

1
New Zealand will decide in March whether to change its national flag or 
not, but how important is it for a country to have a memorable emblem?

‘Peopleseethemas
asourceofnational
pride andidentity’

and include famous landmarks in their 

designs (Angkor Wat and The Pitons 

respectively) in order to be easy to identify. 

However, choose a negative emblem and 

you’ll be remembered for the wrong reasons 

– Mozambique’s AK-47 being a classic example.

When globetrotting, it’s useful to know 

your stuff: recognise a flag on a fellow 

traveller’s backpack and 

you can often strike up

a conversation. Just

don’t get mixed up;

some look very similar 

– Russia or the

Netherlands anyone?

In fact, that’s part of the reason the Kiwis 

want to change it, to stop their flag getting 

confused with neigbouring Australia’s. In 

something of a first, they are putting the 

final decision to a public vote, so by April 

they could well be flying a new design.

If they go for a new one, other countries

may follow suit. Australia is mulling over

a potential redesign and Fiji is set to

announce a new union flag-free design

in late February. So, think you know your 

flags? It may be time to look again...
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360˚ Need to Know

New-look flags

Herearefiveflags that are

newer thanyoumight think:

1Canada

A maple leaf design replaced

the Canadian red ensign in 1965 to

become Canada’s first national

flag by law. Initially met with

a lukewarm reception, it’s become

a much-loved national symbol.

2Georgia

The current ‘five cross’ flag,

which has medieval roots, was

widely used by Georgia’s patriotic

movement following its

independence in 1991, before

being formally adopted in 2004.

3South Africa

The current flag was accepted

in 1994 following the collapse of

apartheid. It combines colours

from the African National

Congress banner, British union

flag and the Dutch tricolour.

4Burma

Only six years old, Burma’s

incumbent flag replaced the

socialist republican flag to mirror

the use of the country’s modern

name, Myanmar. Its current design

is the 11th flag in Burma’s history.

5Mozambique

After independence from

Portugal in 1975, Mozambique has

changed its flag twice, with both

designs featuring an AK-47 and

bayonet to signify its struggle for

freedom from the Portuguese.

■ T h e N i t t y G r i t t yAll change
The new ‘silver fern’ 

design may replace the 

current New Zealand flag

■ O n l i n e  r e a d e r  p o l l

What do you think of the 

alternative design for the 

New Zealand flag?

I’m not bothered. It’s 
only a piece of cloth

15% 

I love it. It 
showcases the New 

Zealand of today
50% 

It’s awful. They 
should stick with  
the current one

10% 

I can’t make my 
mind up either way

25% 
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360˚ Need to Know

Go green and explore the
history of colonial Boston

Why go?
Boston is a citywith a rich

colonial past. It’s essentially one

bigmuseum, and asNorwegian

launchesdirectflights from

Gatwick, now is the time to visit.

This year is a landmarkone for

the city. Visit its lighthouse, the

BostonLight, as it turns 300, and

thenmark the 20th anniversary

of the trail-ladenBostonHarbor

IslandsNational Recreation

Areawith a bracingwalk.

Elsewhere, BostonCommon is

theheart of Beantown– and the

first ever public park in theUS.

Take a stroll before sitting down

to eat at the 190-year-oldUnion

OysterHouse,which claims to

be the States’ oldest restaurant.

Boston also has strong Irish

connections, so itsweeklong St

Patrick’sDay revels (5-12Mar)

arewellworth catching. But if

youwant to avoid pub crawls, try

the 5km IrishHeritageTrail.

Finally, try to arrive in time for

April’s BostonMarathon– the

world’s oldest city run– and

Patriot’sDay,when the city

fillswith parades andwar

reenactments commemorating

theAmericanRevolution.

Where to stay?
ThehomelyCoolidge

CornerGuestHouse

(coolidgecornerguesthouse.

com) is a fewminutes from

downtownBoston via subway.

Doubles from£55.

Get there now!
Norwegianwill launch

four newflights aweek from

LondonGatwick toBoston

from27Mar. Returns from

£331.40; norwegian.com

Or how about these…
EasyJet launch four new

flights thismonth, including

Manchester toTivat and three

new routes fromBristol taking

inVenice, Copenhagen and

Nantes (easyjet.com).

QatarAirwayswill launch

eight flights aweek from

Birmingham toDoha from

30Mar (qatarairways.com).

4WATCH THIS...
Best Walks With a View

Starts 19 Feb, ITV
Julia Bradbury explores Britain’s 

hills, coastlines, valleys and 

river paths in search of the treks 

that provide walkers with the 

most bang for their boot. 

Focusing on family-friendly hikes under 16km, 

these shorter routes will be full of history, picnic 

spots, characterful pubs and, of course, 

spectacular scenery: the ultimate Sunday walks. 

5BUY THIS...
Mammut Trovat/Kiro Pro ML

£150,mammut.ch / cotswoldsoutdoor.com
Fleeces are inexpensive and 

help keep out extreme cold, 

but they can be bulky. Enter 

Polartec’s Power Wool (featured 

in this Mammut top) – a lighter 

and thinner alternative. It blends natural and 

synthetic fi bres for odour resistance, high wicking 

(moving sweat away), water resistance, durability, 

temperature regulation and a fast drying time.

■  T V ■  T V ■  G E A R

3RECORD THIS...
Indian Summers: Series II    

Starts March TBC, Channel 4
Drama, sex and revolutionary 

intrigue return to the foothills 

of 1930s Shimla, as the British 

Raj continues to crumble around 

the posh expats and angry 

locals. New to the Royal Shimla Club’s barstools 

are Art Malik (see p18) and Rachel Grif  ths (Six 

Feet Under), with the colonial architecture of 

Penang, Malaysia once again doubling for India. 

Bay watch
Boston is one of 

the oldest cities 

in the United States 
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M
any sweet treats have a history 

as rich as their fi llings. 

Cheesecake can be traced 

back to ancient Greece while 

the humble fruit cake is actually a product 

of the Roman Empire. But few can rival 

baklava for its sheer cultural impact.

This sweet’s Middle Eastern origins are 

hazy, with some arguing that it dates back as 

far as 8th century BC where it was reserved 

as a treat for royalty and the super rich. 

However, as its popularity spread across the 

region and beyond, many countries 

developed their own version. 

When in Turkey, you’ll fi nd that pistachios 

are the chosen fi lling, but regions nearer the 

Black Sea tend to opt for hazelnuts. Walnuts 

are preferred in Azerbaijan, while cardamom 

and rose water syrup is added to Iran’s mix 

of almonds and pistachios – a recipe harking 

back to the glory days of the Persian Empire. 

If you’re travelling in Greece, the home of 

fi lo pastry, you’ll discover that baklava even 

takes on a religious signifi cance and is 

commonly made with 33 layers – a reference 

to the length of Christ’s life. Some countries 

even ditch the nutty centre, and in Hungary 

you can enjoy a fruity apricot version.

To this day, the crafting of baklava carries 

with it an aura of magic, says Anissa Helou, 

author of Sweet Middle East: “The fi rst time 

I visited Güllüoğlu’s baklava kitchens in 

Istanbul, it felt like walking into an 

enchanted world.” 

So when you next sample baklava, you’re 

actually tasting a little piece of history.

BAKLAVA

Serves 4

For the pastry & fi lling

200g hulled, unsalted 

pistachios

100g superfi ne sugar

1 tbsp orange blossom water

1 tbsp rose water

12 sheets fi lo pastry, each 

measuring 18cm by 32cm

For the sugar syrup

400g superfi ne sugar

1 ½ tsp lemon juice

120ml water

1 tbsp rose water

1 tbsp orange blossom water

Method
To make the sugar syrup:

1. Put the sugar, lemon juice 

and water in a saucepan and 

place over a medium heat. 

2. Bring to a boil, stirring 

occasionally. Boil for 3 minutes 

and then add the rose water 

and orange blossom water. 

3. Mix well and remove from 

the heat. Cool before using.

To make the pastry & fi lling:

1. Coarsely grind the 

pistachios and transfer to 

a mixing bowl. Add the sugar, 

orange blossom water and 

rose water; mix well.

2. Spread one sheet of fi lo 

pastry over the bottom of 

a baking dish. Brush with 

melted butter. Lay another 

sheet over the fi rst and brush 

with melted butter; repeat with 

an additional four sheets. 

3. Spread the fi lling evenly 

over the pastry and cover with 

six more layers of fi lo, brushing 

each one with melted butter. 

Pour over any leftover butter.

4. Cut the pastry into 5cm 

squares or thin rectangles 

about 5cm long and 2cm wide.

5. Bake at 200ºC until crisp 

and golden – 15 to 20 minutes. 

Remove from the oven and let 

it rest before pouring the sugar 

syrup all over the pastry.

Excerpted from Sweet Middle 

East (Chronicle Books, £16) 

by Anissa Helou; out now

Go nuts for a sweet 
taste of the Middle East6

top tip
A little bit of cheating doesn’t 

hurt: if making the pastry
proves to be too tricky,
shop-bought fi lo works

just as well when
making baklava.

■  W o r l d  F o o d
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To speak to an expert or request a brochure,

please call 020 3773 1473 quoting WAND



ART MALIK LOVES TRAINS
■  F i v e  m i n u t e s  w i t h . . .

Jewel in the Crown, A Passage to India, James Bond, Homeland. Art Malik is one of the UK’s fi nest acting exports. 
This month, he’s joining the cast of Shimla-set colonial drama Indian Summers... which is actually fi lmed in Malaysia7

You’re a big fan of trains. Did you try 

the Indian trains?

When I was ten, I was sent to school in 

Quetta in Pakistan. We would take the train 

from Karachi, which was an overnight train 

– they’re a diff erent experience. The joy of 

taking Indian trains was that you could step 

off  as they pulled into the station. You could 

also order your food and then have it 

delivered onto the train for you to eat, and 

then hand the tray back to somebody at the 

next station. It’s very diff erent. 

Some friends got married in Slovenia, so 

rather than fl y to Slovenia, we went by train. 

We went from London to Paris, then from 

Paris to Venice, and fi nally from Venice to 

Ljubljana and it was just a wonderful way of 

travelling. I love it. I can’t think of any better 

mode of transport. We live down in Devon 

and my journey to the airport goes through 

Dawlish, along the coast, which is the most 

fabulous railway journey ever.

Do you have a favourite location 

that you’ve fi lmed in?

There’d be two. One was Morocco. When 

I fi rst went there, it was for the James Bond 

fi lm The Living Daylights, nearly 30 years 

ago. It’s an amazing place. There’s a road 

trip that takes you from Marrakech over 

the Atlas Mountains and down again into 

Ouarzazate. It was just a glorious, 

glorious experience.

What was the second?

It would have to be Cape Town, when 

I went to fi lm Homeland. I’d never been 

and I had no idea about it. I had just 

arrived and I thought, ‘What a beautiful 

place!’ It’s one of those cities I’d love to 

go back to one day.

Is there any place in the world you 

would still love to visit? 

Yes. I defi nitely want to see the Northern 

Lights. But given the way the climate is 

changing, it would probably be just as easy 

to go north of Newcastle and have a look.

Indian Summers is back on screens 

in March (TBC) Al
am

y

Summers in Penang, 

than Shimla. Did you 

to experience it?
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‘My train to the airport goes 
through Dawlish, along the 
coast, which is the most 
fabulous railway journey’
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A
rgentina sits grandly atopmany

a traveller’s wish list, andDavid

Marsh’s Last Tango in Buenos Aires

(Matador, £10)will do nothing to

dissuade you. It’s a breezy journey through

a place of extraordinary geographical and

cultural diversity, but lands its best punches

when listening to the city’s inhabitants, who

provide blunt insights into Argentina’s

frequently rough history and politics.

Further north, an evenmore astonishing

meetingwith the locals takes place inThe

Encounter: Amazon Beaming (Pushkin Press,

£10, 1991 reissue). Petru Popescu’s account of

photographer LorenMcIntyre’s intense time

with the elusiveMayorouna tribe of the

Javari Valley is a fascinating tale of ethical

and spiritual dilemmas.

TonyHawks’ latestmisadventure sees him

dealwith imminent responsibilty in typically

silly fashion.OnceUponATime InTheWest…

Country (Hodder&Stoughton, £8, paperback)

charts the comedian’s progress as he

prepares for parenthood by cycling across his

newhomeland ofDevonwith a piglet called

Titch. It’s awarm, fuzzy and funny tale.

And lastly, twitchers bound for Borneo

andMadagascar can enjoyHelm Field

Guides’ new Birds Of additions (Bloomsbury,

£30). For thosewho know their fulvous

whistling duck from their white-faced

whistling duck,Helm’s exquisite eye for

detail and intricate illustrations – hitting

that sweet spot between art and practicality

–make thesewelcome additions. Amust-

have for any globetrotting birders.

The people of Buenos Aires sound of, plus tribal
encounters, West Country hijinks and birds galore

Read yourself
inspired

■ R e a d t h i s . . .

9
win

these books!

Go to wanderlust.co.uk/com
petitions  

BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM FESTIVAL
Various UK venues, from now to May
www.banf-uk.com
From £13.50. Tickets available from venues

From Inverness to Canterbury and over the sea
to Cork, the 2016 Banf Mountain Film Festival
will traverse the UK and Ireland, hitting 55
locations. Gripping stuf!

AN EVENING WITH LEVISON WOOD
London, 2 Mar
www.rgs.org
Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore,
SW7 2AR. £12 for students and RGS members,
£15 for non-members. 7pm. For tickets, visit the
website or Stanfords bookstore.

Indulge in an evening with telly trekker Levison
Wood as he shares the stories behind his new
TV series, Walking the Himalayas.

BRISTOL WILDERNESS LECTURES
Bristol, 2 Mar & 16 Mar
www.wildernesslectures.com
Chemistry Theatre, University of Bristol,
BS8 1TS. Tickets from £9. For tickets, visit the
website or call 0117 929 9966.

2MarchEx-Royal Marine Bob Shepton relives
his expedition to Greenland and Bafn Island.
16March Lois Pryce, co-founder of the
Adventure Travel Film Festival, shares tales of
her motorcycle journey around Iran.

BRISTOL TRAVELLERS’ CLUB
Bristol, 8 Mar
www.marcopolotravel.co.uk
YHA, 14 Narrow Quay, BS1 4QA. £3.50, with
a proportion of the entry fee donated to Water
Aid. From 7.10pm. Tickets available on the door.

Hear Paula Cannings share her adventures in
Vancouver and north-west USA, and go behind
the wheel as Susheel Chumber recollects his
roadtrip through western Iceland.

NIGHT OF ADVENTURE
London, 15 Mar
www.hopeandhomes.org
UCL Institute of Education, 20 Bedford Way,
Russell Square, WC1H 0AL. £20. From 6.30pm.
For tickets, visit the website.

A collection of explorers and adrenaline junkies 
get just 20 slides (and 20 seconds for each 
slide) to tell their story. See website for line-up.

GLOBETROTTERS CLUB
Chester, 19 Mar
www.chesterglobetrotters.co.uk
25-27 Grosvenor Street, Chester, CH1 2DD.
£3. From 1pm. For details, contact Hanna 
(01244 383392) or Angela (01244 629930), or 
email chesterbranch@globetrotters.co.uk

Pat Jones talks through her travels in Eritrea 
and former Rough Guides editor Fran Sandham 
chats about solo trekking across Africa.

■ W h a t ’ s O n

UK
EVENTS
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Following the news that the Indian government has just purchased a bullet
train from Japan, we asked you: should the country modernise its railways?

YES
Anthony Lambert

Travel writer

“Absolutely, and it already is, 

converting metre-gauge lines to broad gauge 

and building freight-only corridors and metros. 

The 508km Mumbai-Ahmedabad high-speed 

line has to be in tandem with the modernisation 

of other lines, to mitigate pollution and reduce 

road carnage – 141,000 died in crashes in 2014.”

Turn to p82 to read Anthony’s 10 top train journeys.

NO
Keith Rufes  

Wanderlust reader

“I haven’t been to India (yet!),

but the chance to see it by train travel is one of its 

greatest allures – particularly some of the toy 

train routes that I understand are under threat. 

The Darjeeling train in particular is at the top of 

my travel hit list. While I understand the need for 

modernisation on major routes, I think it’d be

a shame for the entire network to be revamped.”

Should India look to revamp its rail network?
■  T h e  B i g  D e b a t e
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KNOW
YOUR...
TRANS-
SIBERIAN
RAILWAY

■ I n s t a n t E x p e r t

Russia. It’s not just a long train ride either: 

about 30% of the country’s exports travel 

along the line, too.

What can I see along  
the way?
Despite the enormous area the journey 

covers, you won’t be short of things to spot. 

You’ll pass Lake Baikal, the deepest lake in 

the world, and you’ll cross 16 major rivers, 

including Europe’s longest, the Volga. The 

scenery shifts from grassy steppes to the 

snow-capped peaks of the Barguzin 

mountain range. To break up the trip, make 

a few pit stops. Stay in relaxed Irkutsk, once 

known as the ‘Paris of Siberia’, visit Vladimir 

and Suzdal for their churches, and stretch 

your legs in the city of Perm, which lies in 

the foothills of the Ural Mountains.

How can I celebrate?
Take a trip on it! To pay further homage to 

Russian train travel, stop in Novosibirsk, 

known for its impressive railway museum 

packed with locomotives from the 19th 

century onwards. Even though the classic 

Trans-Siberian only travels through Russia, 

many people confuse it with its two sister 

lines, the Trans-Mongolian – probably the 

most popular of the three lines today – and 

the Trans-Manchurian. 

Both sister tracks finish in Beijing, with 

the former slicing its way through Mongolia 

(note, since Jan 2016, many travellers – 

including citizens from the UK – need to 

obtain a visa before entering Mongolia), the 

latter passes through the icy Chinese city of 

Harbin en route. 

Next stop? The journey of a lifetime...

Riding the rails 
The Trans-Siberian  

is the longest

passenger railway 

in the world

As one of the world’s great train journeys reaches 100 years, raise 

a glass of vodka to life on the rails with the Trans-Siberian Railway
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here’s always been a certain 

romance about travelling by train, 

and no journey represents the 

thrill of exploring by rail better 

than the Trans-Siberian, which celebrates  

its 100th anniversary this year.  

Why is it significant?
In short, the Trans-Siberian Railway

– which traverses Russia from Moscow to 

Vladivostok – is the longest passenger 

railway in the world. Spanning a whopping 

9,259km, it took 60,000 workers 25 years 

(from 1891 to 1916) to build it following 

instruction from Tsar Alexander III. Longer 

than both Route 66 and the Great Wall of 

China, the journey takes seven-and-a-half 

days from start to finish, and it is still the 

main artery connecting Moscow to eastern 
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For more information or to book please call 0844 579 6712,
visit Silversea.com/expeditions or contact your travel agent.

Antarctica
Your adventure of a lifetime!

� Small ship expeditions � Exciting daily shore excursions

� 54 passengers or less � Expert guides � Optional sea kayaking

Contact us for more information.

2016-17 Antarctica Guide Out Now

P: 01179 926 700

E: info@auroraexpeditions.co.uk

W: www.auroraexpeditions.co.uk

GROUP TOURS  |  TAILORMADE  |  PRIVATE TOURS

Authentic, original tours combining culture & adventure
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1. Sri Lanka
Traverse the Teardrop Island

Explore sweeping gorges, Buddhist

temples and velvet mountains with 

Exodus’s Discover Sri Lanka trip. 

Start by visiting the dramatic cave 

temple of Dambulla before heading

to Sigiriya to make the climb up to 

its ancient rock fortress. Check out 

the 10th-century Sinhalese capital 

of Polonnaruwa, then swap culture 

for wildlife and spot purple-faced 

monkeys on a hike through Horton 

Plains and meet the elephants and 

crocodiles at Yala NP.

Who: Exodus (0845 863 9601; 

exodus.co.uk)

When: Selected dates year round 

(solo only departure on 19 Nov)

How long: 16 days

How much: From £1,959 (incl flights)

A
free-spirited solo 

traveller’s worst 

nightmare is the angst 

you feel when learning how 

much a single supplement (s/s)

will add to the cost of a trip. But

lone adventurers represent some

of the most inquisitive travellers

– a fact that many tour

operators are slowly wising up 

to. Consequently, we’re starting 

to see a number of companies 

waive the additional supplement 

on trips and offer single rooms, 

so that those travelling on their

own need not fork out extra

cash. To boost your enthusiasm

further, here’s nine of the

best trips for solo travellers…

2. Sudan
Explore a long-lost Nubian kingdom

Delve deep into Sudan’s past on the

Kingdom of the Black Pharaohs trip 

with Voyages Jules Verne. See the 

recovered Egyptian temples of 

Buhen and Semna at Khartoum’s 

Archaeological Museum, then trek 

through the Bayuda Desert before 

camping under the stars at Meroë,

within sight of the 40 pyramids of 

the Royal Necropolis. End with

a trip to the impressive 1st-century 

Apedemak Temple at Naga.

Who: Voyages Jules Verne  

(020 3553 3722; vjv.com)

When: Selected dates from Feb-Apr

& Oct-Dec 2016; Feb-Apr 2017

How long: 8 nights

How much: From £2,595 (incl flights;

no single supplement on April dates)

Picky 
Traveller

Know when you want to travel 
but don’t know where? Got  
an activity you long to try  

but not sure how? Try  
Wanderlust’s Trip Finder: 

mytripfinder.co.uk

1

12GO 
SOLO

3. Belarus
Go back to the Soviet era

Join Regent Holidays on a journey 

through the Soviet heritage of 

Belarus and the area’s near-

destruction during the Second World 

War on the Classic Belarus tour. 

Explore capital Minsk and the 

moving war-memorial sites of the 

Island of Tears and nearby Khatyn 

before taking in the remains of the 

Hero Fortress at Brest and the 

12th-century Kalozha Church in 

Grodno. Plus, the single supplement 

is waived on set departures during 

2016, so you won’t pay any extra.

Who: Regent Holidays (020 7666 

1244; regent-holidays.co.uk)

When: 15 Jun 2016 (no s/s)

How long: 8 days

How much: From £1,395 (incl flights)
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sand beaches below, and spot 

pufns and nesting birds in 

Brunavik Bay. 

Who: Discover The World (01737 

214250; discover-the-world.co.uk)

When: Jun-Sep 2016 (no s/s in Sep)

How long: 7 nights

How much: From £1,338 (incl flight 

credit of £250) 

6. Panama  
& Costa Rica
Canals, craters and local culture

Tick of two Central American gems 

in one go on Solos Holidays’ 

Panama & Costa Rica trip. See the 

iconic Panama Canal and visit Old 

Panama City before rubbing

shoulders with Emberá Indians as

you take a dugout canoe through 

Chagres NP. Later, head into Costa 

Rica for the impressive Arenal 

volcano and cowboy-friendly Rincon

de la Vieja NP, and spot scarlet 

macaws during a walk through the 

beach-fringed Manuel Antonio NP.

Who: Solos Holidays (0844 371 

8860; solosholidays.co.uk)

When: 1 May & 2 Oct 2016

How long: 15 days

How much: From £3,999  

(incl flights and a private room)

4. Antarctica
Explore the White Continent

Explore the last great wilderness

on Quark Expeditions’s Antarctic 

Explorer: Discovering the 7th 

Continent cruise tour. Traverse the 

Drake Passage before scouting for 

penguins, leopard seals and 

humpback and minke whales in the 

South Shetland Islands. Scramble

up icy pathways on the Antarctic 

Peninsula and sandwich your cruise 

between exploring the sleepy 

Argentine port town of Ushuaia.

Who: Quark Expeditions (+1 802 

222 0434; quarkexpeditions.com)

When: Nov 2016-Mar 2017

How long: 11 or 12 days

How much: From £4,200 (no s/s on 

single cabins on Ocean Endeavour)

5. Iceland
Explore eastern fords

With new direct flights, join Discover 

The World on Trek In the Footsteps 

of Elves tour and see Iceland’s wild 

eastern coast. Based at 

Borgarfordur Eystri, you’ll spot 

glaciers from the slopes of Súlur and 

Geldingafall, climb Gagnheidi ridge 

for sweeping views of the black 

2 43

MORE ONLINE We couldn’t fit all the best 
solo trips on these pages! So, to see even 

more, go to wanderlust.co.uk/164

7. China
Soak up cities and countryside

Lace up your walking boots for 

Wendy Wu Tours’s A China 

Adventure tour. Clock up Beijing’s 

must-see sights before hiking the 

Great Wall’s Jinshanling section and

visiting panda-packed Bifengxia. 

Slow the pace down with a trip to 

see the terracotta warriors of Xi’an 

and a cruise amid the imposing 

limestone clifs along Yangshuo’s Li 

River before ending in Shanghai.

Who: Wendy Wu Tours (0800 9888 

209; wendywutours.co.uk)

When: No s/s on 9 Sep, 23 Sep &  

7 Oct 2016

How long: 16 days

How much: From £2,990  

(incl flights)

8. Ecuador
Cruise the Galápagos Islands

Climb aboard the SS Mary-Anne and

sail the Galápagos Islands with Into 

Latin America. Explore Quito before

heading to the islands to snorkel 

among whitetip reef sharks at 

Devil’s Crown and spot dolphins of 

Floreana’s black beach. Inland, see 

iguanas roam the foot of Alcedo 

volcano and tick of penguins and 

sea lions at Punta Espinosa.

Who: Into Latin America (0117 214 

0247; intolatinamerica.com)

When: Year round (no s/s applied for 

single cabins)

How long: 10 days

How much: From £4,389  

(incl flights)

9. England
Tread the chalk-clifed isle

Hike the Isle of Wight’s wild coastal 

paths on HF Holidays’s Guided 

Walking for Solos at Freshwater Bay

tours. Choose from a selection of 

trails, each varying in difculty. Take 

in the chalky clifs of Culver Down or 

the fossilised forest at Hanover 

Point, and don’t miss man-made 

sights such as Carisbrooke Castle or 

the ruins of Appuldurcombe House.

Who: HF Holidays (0345 470 8558; 

hfolidays.co.uk)

When: 8 & 11 Apr 2016 (all single 

rooms; no s/s)

How long: 3, 4 or 7 nights

How much: From £329 (excl flights)

7 8
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Blowing smoke 
The active Arenal 

volcano, as viewed  

from the Observatory 

Lodge in La Fortuna



COSTA

This Central American paradise is proof that ‘good things
come in small packages’. Explore active volcanoes, white 
sands and wildlife-packed forests with our handy guide

WORDS CHRIS MOSS

T R I P  P L A N N E R
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Costa Rica Trip Planner

osta Rica – I just

wasn’t prepared

for it. Having

travelled mainly

in South

America, I had

grown used to

long distances,

empty spaces and time-consuming

overland odysseys. This small, seismic

country changed all that.

I left San José, the likeable, low-key capital,

after breakfast. Inside the hour I was

zigzagging up to the country’s mountainous

central spine. The townships that clung to

the highway soon gave way to rugged

foothills. Weather washed over me as if the

climate couldn’t make up its mind: a deluge,

scudding thunderheads, a flash of blue sky.

The sun had barely cleared the canopy

when I parked to make the short walk to

the summit of Poás volcano, through

a cloudforest full of elfin trees,

hummingbirds, tanagers and squirrels.

Suddenly I was at the top, looking down

at the milky-green Botos lagoon and the

volcano’s steaming innards, one of the

biggest active craters in the world.

The next stage of my drive – less than two

hours – took me past coffee estates, fruit

plantations and Juan Castro Blanco

National Park. (Not on my schedule. There

are 27 national parks in Costa Rica; they’re

hard to avoid.) Three volcanoes – one

active, one dormant, one dead – lay to my

left, as well as 60 species of mammal,

0 200km
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230-odd types of bird, dozens of rivers, 

trails, orchids, infi nite jungle.

I was at Tabacón by lunchtime. I took off  

on a bike ride, visited some hot springs and, 

as dusk fell, was enjoying a cocktail while 

peering up at another volcano – Arenal – 

and at a pair of toucanets dancing on the 

branch of a mango tree. By dinnertime 

I felt I’d seen an entire continent of 

topographies, climates, nature reserves, 

birds, butterfl ies, fruit trees, peaks and 

paradisiacal greenery.

And that’s how it was for the rest of my 

trip. In Central America’s adventure-travel 

wonderland, everything is really, really close, 

and yet massive, mind-blowing and quite 

magnifi cent. Short drives, little eff ort, 

amazing rewards.

A walk in the clouds

Costa Rica’s 

atmospheric cloud 

forest is home to an 

astonishing variety of 

fauna and fl ora 
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ROUTE: >M 7^acd]M ΄ 2aR]MZ @B ΄ FMOMPƝ] ΄

FWZMaġ] ΄?^]cReRaQR 4Z^dQ 7^aRbc

WHYGO? For abundant adventures in the

shadow of the great volcano.

I:6@ FA8A�May-November, the rainy

season – the volcano is more likely to be visible

after a shower.

O
nce a small farming town, La

Fortuna – 130km north-west

of San José – is now a popular

base for organising active adventures.

Nearby Arenal Volcano National Park

provides several opportunities for hiking,

including a trek on a lava flow from the

1968 eruption, with level trails around

the volcano’s base ideal for mountain

BEST FOR: Hiking, cycling, birding, hot springs, windsurfingDURATION: 4 DAYS

did you
know?

FVR cf^\^bc P^\\^]

UaRRcW]Ub MaR �Pura vida�� M]Q

�Qué tuanis�� � cVR ZMccRa P^dZQ

OR M P^aad_cW^] ^S cVR 6]UZWbV

	URc ^] h^da Y]RRb


�^dc ^S aRb_RPc��

AROUND ARENAL

Power shower

A visitor enjoys one of 

the warm streams that 

fl ows through Tabacón 

Hot Spring Resort & Spa
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well-planned footpaths and canopy 

tours open up a misty jungle busy with 

14 species of hummingbird as well as 

bromeliads and butterfl ies.

biking. There’s a good chance of seeing 

toucans, parrots, tanagers, oropendolas 

and agoutis; Arenal itself has been very 

quiet since 2010. 

Other attractions in the area include 

the pretty La Fortuna Waterfall, south-

west of La Fortuna, and a number of hot 

springs, notably at Tabacón. Lake Arenal, 

perfectly positioned for volcano photos, 

is actually a man-made lagoon created 

when a smaller lake was dammed to 

generate electricity. It’s used for fi shing 

rainbow bass and windsurfi ng; several 

water-sports schools operate out of 

Tilarán to the south of the lake. 

A further 90-minute drive takes you to 

Monteverde Cloud Forest, where wide, 
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BEST FOR: Horseriding, ranch stays, wildlife, orchids

⊳COWBOY COUNTRY
DURATION: 4 DAYS

ROUTE: >WORaWM ΄ DW]PƝ] QR ZM HWRXM @B

WHYGO? To saddle up on the savannah and

spot sloths.

I:6@ FA8A�Dry season on the Pacific-coast

slopes is December-April; February-April is

best for climbing to the craters, as paths

aren’t too slippery.

did you
know?
4^bcM DWPM]b

MaR P^\\^]Zh

Y]^f] Mb Ticos

�SR\MZR� Ticas).

A
transport hubon thePanamerican

Highway, Liberia is the capital of

CostaRica’s sabanero culture, named

for the cowboyswho live on the surrounding

sabana (savannah). Tourismnow rivals beef

production in the local economy–Liberia

has its ownbijou international airport – but

there are plenty of ranches hereabouts.

Liberia has a few run-down old buildings

but is a pleasant enough college town for

a sleepover before bussing or taxiing the

25km to Rincón de la Vieja National Park.

This conservation area is spread around the

active Rincón de la Vieja and dormant

SantaMaría volcanoes. You can saddle up

and combine an easy horseride with

wildlife watching. The park is known for its

orchids, more than 300 species of birds

(including quetzals, toucanets and

curassows), easy-to-spot sloths and

howler and spidermonkeys, as well as

shy pumas, tapirs and jaguars.
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ROUTE: >WORaWM ΄ EM]cM FRaRbMΧ?MZ_MWb ΄

4MO ^

WH o revel in clear, wildlife-rich

Paci rs.

WHEN TOGO?May, known as ‘little summer’,

when the first showers provide relief from the

scorching November-April dry season.

T
heNicoya Peninsula has theworld’s

lowest rates ofmiddle-agemortality.

Corn and beans are the staples of

a diet inherited from the indigenous

Chorotega tribe, andNicoyan elders live in

a close-knit intergenerational society. Since

the 1990s, these youthful senior citizens

have been joined by an influx of

20-something beach bums and surfers, who

congregate around the Pacific coast resorts

ofManzanillo andMalpais.

Though there’s an inevitableUS gringo

feel about the shack-style accommodation

andhipster bars, the beaches and ocean are

just glorious, and there are plenty of

opportunities for snorkelling and scuba

diving to see reef sharks, nurse sharks,

manta rays, angelfish and lovely coral.

The gorgeous beaches are backed by felled

forests (developers have gone berserk

around SantaTeresa) but at the very tip of

the peninsula is CaboBlanco, the oldest

protected area of Costa Rica. A 4.5km trail

leads through old-growth tropical forest to

awhite-sand beach.Note: if heading only for

the beaches of southernNicoya, a quick

route is on the ferry fromPuntarenas to

Paquera (65minutes).
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BEST FOR: Beach bumming, surfing, snorkelling, diving 

NICOYA PENINSULA
DURATION: 5 DAYS

Sun and Stetsons

The Nicoya Peninsula 

attracts aquatic 

adventurers and 

sun-seekers alike; 

(left) the sabana country 

is great for cowboys 

and laidback Liberia 
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ROUTE: EM] <^bŘ ΄ BMPdMaR DWeRa ΄ 3aMdZW^

4MaaWZZ^ @B ΄ B^ġb @B

WHYGO? Tomix urban Costa Rica with wild

waters and active peaks.

I:6@ FA8A�May-June and November –

transitional seasons, good for wildlife

and greenery.

S
an José is only amini-metropolis, but

it does have some smart hotels

located in old coffee-growers’

mansions, and it does give a taste of ordinary

urban life. Aswell as the plaza and fruit-full

centralmarket, visitors should head to the

impressiveGoldMuseumandCosta Rican

ArtMuseum, built in a former air terminal

beside the pleasant La Sabana Park.

A short ride from the capital, there’s

superlativewhite-water rafting on theClass

III-IV Pacuare River (start fromTres Equis or

Turrialba). Alternatively, take a sloth-speed

ride across the canopy of a private reserve

near BraulioCarrilloNational Park on the

Atlantic Aerial Tram (rainforesttram.com).

The national park itself, spread around the

dormant Barva volcano and a chain of

mountains, is under-explored and bursting

with biodiversity. This includes 500 bird

species, including quetzals, toucans and

eagles, aswell aswhite-facedmonkeys,

jaguars, peccaries andCosta Rica’s biggest

venomous snake, thematabuey.

Twoother nearby national parks,

Turrialba and Poás, boast active volcanoes.

The formerwas closed formuch of 2015

following eruptions, but its lower reaches

are usually open for horseback rides; the

latter provides a good opportunity to see

a steaming crater close up.

BEST FOR: Museums, rafting, canopy tours, volcanoes

SAN JOSÉ & THE CENTRAL VALLEY
DURATION:5DAYS

Highs & lows
Rafting below
awaterfall on the
Pacuare River;
(above) an Atlantic
Aerial Tram trundles
over the Braulio
Carrillo NP

⊳
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top tip
Get to Poás and other

high volcanic peaks during
the morning – the weather

almost always comes
in after lunch.

shack-like cafés sited on a sandbar. It’s the

place to embark on jungle trails, canoe

excursions and day-long boat trips through

the freshwater channels of the Tortuguero

National Park, looking out for river otters,

caiman and endangeredmanatees. In July

and August, tours also take in a nesting

site for endangered green sea turtles,

which were on the verge of becoming

extinct and are now protected here.

Accommodation is either in smart

riverside lodges or in Tortuguero

village’s humbler abodes.

ROUTE: >W\Ɲ] ΄ F^acdUdRa^ eWZZMUR ΄

Tortuguero NP

WHYGO? Tomess about on rivers and spy

sea turtles.

WHEN TOGO?March-September, dry season

on the Caribbean coast; July-August is peak

turtle season.

T
ake the 25-minute non-stop flight

from San José or boat service

(3-4 hours) from the working port

town of Limón to get to Tortuguero, a

bustling village of colourful houses and

BEST FOR: Boat trips, jungle lodges, riverine wildlife

THE CARIBBEAN COAST
DURATION:3DAYS

Love at first site

A landing site for

Columbus’ final

Americas voyage in

1502, Limón is one of

Costa Rica’s biggest

cities andmost

important ports
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WORLDWIDE

wildlifeworldwide.com
01962 302 088    sales@wildlifeworldwide.com

Costa Rica - Natural Highlights
An outstanding trip to discover Costa Rica’s

abundant birds and wildlife amid its forests,

lagoons and beaches.

Brazil’s Natural Highlights
Enjoy the varied wildlife and landscapes of

Brazil’s contrasting ecosystems; the savannahs,

rainforest and wetlands.

Wildlife of Ecuador & the Galapagos
Combine two of South America’s finest wildlife 

destinations - the Amazon and the unique  

Galapagos Islands.

  12 days from £5,495

 14 days from £2,495

    11 days from £3,095

24 years experience in creating exceptional tailor-made 

and small group wildlife holidays worldwide

REQUEST OUR NEW BROCHURE

Experts in
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Top tip
Costa Rica has around 850
bird species, including the
eye-catching resplendent
quetzal – look for them in

San Gerardode Dota, of the
San José-Dominical

highway.

ROUTE: Bd]cMaR]Mb ΄?M]dRZ2]c^]W^

@McW^]MZBMaY ΄CdR_^b ΄BZMhM5^\W]WPMZ ΄

HaciendaBarú

WHYGO? For a wealth of wildlife

and a buzzy visitor vibe.

WHEN TOGO?December-April, dry season.

P
untarenas is a slenderpeninsula

stickingout into theGulf ofNicoya,

which exudes anair of atmospheric

dilapidation thatwill appeal to your inner

GrahamGreene. Ferries to theNicoya

Peninsula (seep29) depart fromhere, as do

two-hour trips to the tranquil Isla deChira.

The journey south takes in the coastal

townships of Tárcoles,Herradura and Jacó

before arriving at the densely forested slopes

and sandy beaches ofManuel Antonio –

Costa Rica’s smallest and busiest national

park.Here, you’ll spot threemonkey species;

coatis; iguanas; two- and three-toed sloths;

andmyriadmultihued birds on the park’s

canopywalks and short hikes – just be

prepared to share them.

Ditto the beach scene, which is vibrant

but visitor-thronged. The former fishing

and fruit-packing village of Quepos, on

the edge of the park, is back-to-back hotels

and hostels. Paving and powermay have

turned Playa Dominical, a surfers’ favourite

44km south-east of Quepos, into amajor

tourism centre, but it’s also the access point

for the private 3.3 sq kmHacienda Barú

rainforest reserve, which contains 7km of

walking trails and unspoiled orchid and

butterfly gardens.

BEST FOR: Birdwatching, wildlife, surfing, island-hopping, butterflies

PACIFIC PLAYGROUND
DURATION: 4 DAYS

⊳
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Parklife

Squirrel monkeys 

and red-capped 

manakins (below) 

can both be seen 

in Manuel Antonio 

National Park

⊲
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New year. 
New experience.

Volunteer in Borneo, Costa Rica & Nicaragua, 

Nepal or Tanzania. Our adventurous expeditions are 

impactful, inspiring and challenging. Support young 

people to create lasting change in rural communities.

Make 2016 the year you do something different.

raleighinternational.org/vm    

020 7183 1295

020 3475 4799
www.beyondtourism.co.uk

Let our travel experts show you the real Costa Rica.

Encounter incredible wildlife on our ethical tailor-
made holidays and enjoy a genuine Tico welcome 
from the people that make this country so special. 

Unique holidays that create real benefits  
for the people and places you visit. 

COSTA RICA�t�ECUADOR�t PERU t CAMBODIA t THAILAND

  @BeyondTourismCo
 TheBeyondTourismCompany

Q0246

WAY TO TRAVEL
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ROUTE: BZMhM 5^\W]WPMZ ΄ ?MaW]^ 3MZZR]M @B

΄ 4^aP^eMQ^ @B ΄ BdRac^ <W\Ř]Rj

WHYGO? To explore some of Costa Rica’s

wildest reaches.

I:6@ FA8A�November-late April, the

dry season.

W
hy fly into Puerto Jiménez, on

the untouched Osa Peninsula,

when the road less travelled

takes in one of the most pristine stretches

of coast in the country (though it’s

under pressure from real estate

speculators)? South of Playa

Dominical, the road towards

Osa is flanked by beautiful

beaches on the right and rainforest on

the left, broken only by the occasional

farming village.

The first major stop is Marino Ballena

National Park, a land and marine park

around Uvita and Bahía that protects

humpback whales, several dolphin species

and nesting sea turtles. Here, and further

down on the peninsula, it’s easy to book

boat trips to see them.

Corcovado National Park is said to be the

most biodiverse in Costa Rica – great for

monkeys and scarlet macaws – but down

here the unprotected areas are in

almost as good shape as the

reserves. Puerto Jiménez (aka

BEST FOR: Pristine landscapes, beaches, wildlife, marine life

UNSPOILED OSA
DURATION: 1 WEEK

⊳
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did you 
know?

4^bcM�DWPM�Wb�^]�cVR�BMPWŬ�P�DW]U�

^S�7WaR�M]Q�VMb�\^aR�cVM]�����

e^ZPM]^Rb��W]PZdQW]U�bReRaMZ�

MPcWeR�^]Rb�cVMc�P^dZQ�U^

^Ū� �Mc�M]h�\^\R]c��

Creating a splash
The rugged shoreline 

of the Osa Peninsula
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Port Jim) is a Wild West outpost where you 

might see white-faced capuchins slouching 

down the main street. Note: when hiring 

a car, ask about recent rainfall as the overland 

trip requires several river crossings. ⊲
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ROUTE: >WORaWM ΄ BMZ^ HRaQR @B ΄ 4MƛMb ΄

Bd]cMaR]Mb ΄ EM] <^bŘ ΄ 4MacMU^ ΄ >^b

CdRcjMZRb @B ΄ EM] ;bWQa^ QR 6Z 8R]RaMZ

I:K8A� For a country-spanning roadtrip,

taken at your own pace.

petrol stations, coffee ranches, peanut and

macadamia plantations, tropical fruit as

far as the eye can see, and distant volcanoes

and mountain-scapes, dreamlike under

tropical skies.

BEST FOR: Fly-drives, human geography, roadside actionDURATION: 1 WEEK

did you
know?

;] 	���	 4^bcM DWPM fMb

_^fRaRQ Oh MZ\^bc ���̈́ PZRM]

R]RaUh S^a 	�� QMhb
 Oh 	�
�	

Wc V^_Rb c^ URc M ŬScV ^S MZZ Wcb

R]RaUh Sa^\ UR^cVRa\MZ

b^daPRb�

PANAMERICAN HIGHWAY 

Dropped capitals
The Cathedral Los 

Angeles in the 

former capital of 

Cartago; (below) the 

resplendent quetzal
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D
riving down the Panamericana 

(called the CR-1 in the north, 

CR-2 south of San José) might 

not seem like the best use of your time in 

this wildlife-rich, adventure-packed nation, 

but the advantages of a fl y-drive are that 

you tend to go slower (potholes more or 

less demand this) and take in working 

villages and ‘real’ towns. This includes 

spots such as Cartago (the former capital), 

Cañas and San Isidro de El General, where 

prices are lower, people are less tourist-

hardened, and you get a real fl avour 

of Tico life. 

The highway skirts underexploited 

national parks such as Palo Verde, known 

for its migratory birds, and Los Quetzales, 

created in 2006 and a habitat for one-fi fth 

of Costa Rica’s bird species including the 

sooty robin and quetzal. Between the 

highlights, it’s all dramatic climbs, lonely 
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On the tip of my tongue
Thanks to social media, 

hundreds of people trek to 

Norway’s Trolltunga each 

summer to get the photo of 

them close to the edge



FJORD
Norway’squirky trioof rock formationshavebecome
social media sensations – and are now linked by
shuttle bus tomake it easier to finish a trekking
trilogy (completewith obligatory selfie) in four days

WORDS PHOEBE SMITH  PHOTOGRAPHS NEIL S PRICE

Norway



now lay thick on the rocks, an unmarked 

blanket of uninterrupted white. Above, 

the clouds scudded lazily over the tops of 

the mountains, cutting their height by at 

least a third, while the wind flattened the 

small pockets of exposed grass tufts that

dared to peek above the icy tundra.

It was a good day for a walk – albeit one

that required multiple warm layers and

sturdy walking boots, so I couldn’t help

but gasp as a girl approached me wearing a T-shirt, leggings, and

a thin pair of socks under her sandals that sagged around her ankles,

saturated by the snow. But then I’d forgotten one thing. This path

was taking me to Kjeragbolten, one of the most photographed 

boulders in the world. During the last Ice Age, a large ball of granite 

became wedged between two cliffs above Lyseforden and now, every 

year, travellers complete the six-hour round-trip trek to take the 

ultimate selfie while perched precariously on top of it.

Kjerag is not alone. Two other rock formations in Norway have also

acquired social media fame: Pulpit Rock, a doorstop-like wedge of cliff

jutting out of the other side of the ford, and Trolltunga, a pointed, 

tongue-like platform that dramatically sticks out over a lake and is 

four hours’ drive further north. So prolific has this trio of ‘rock stars’ 

become that the tourist board has launched a shuttle service to take 

visitors from the quiet fishing town of Stavanger in the south to the 

northern city of Bergen, via the starting points for walks to each of 

Between a rock 
and a hard place
The true summit of 

Kjerag is marked by a 

large cairn, but walkers

ignore it to head

to the scene-stealing 

Kjeragbolten (right)
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them, meaning you can complete your selfie set in three-to-four days.

And I’d come to bag the hat-trick myself, beginning with Kjerag.

Selfie-obsessed
“The biggest surprise for most people is the distance,” said Henrik

Lilleheim, the parking attendant at Øygardstøl, where the bus drops

walkers first. “These are by no means ‘get out your car, snap the shot

and be on your way’ kind of things,” he warned. Although Henrik is

there to help organise the vehicles, he actually serves a greater

purpose: keeping an eye on current conditions and advising visitors

accordingly, which he rather aptly does via his Facebook page.

“I mentally tick people off as they set out and return,” said Henrik, “as 

well as advise them to put on extra clothes or sometimes not go at all, 

although they don’t always listen.” He looked me up and down, from

my woolly hat to my heavy-duty waterproof jacket and boots.

“I think you’ll be ok,” he grinned, pulling out his phone to show me

a photo of himself stood atop Kjeragbolten completely naked.

Sporting a few more togs was my local guide, Line, and her

husband, Paul, who were there to see me safely to the top. The

walk-in consisted of three main undulations and we started up the

first that rose steeply from the car park. There’s a series of chains and

ropes to assist you in sections should you need them, though under

the weight of the winter snow, which this season lingered until early

July, many had snapped and it was easier to avoid them.

We were quiet on the way in, anticipation growing with each rise and

fall of the terrain. When we reached the summit plateau and the
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giant cairn thatmarked theofcial topofKjerag (themountain, not

the boulder), therewas no one around but us. For aminute it was

completely silent, thenwhoops of excitement fromup ahead alerted

us that the showstopping stonewas nearby.We pushed on.

Kjeragbolten sits belowa riseon the sprawlingplateau.Atfirst glance

it looks innocuous, but as younear it you see thebreath-drawingdrop

thathangsbelowandyou start to feel your legswobbleuncontrollably.

Happily, it sits next to a large, flat rectangular patchwhere you can

sit andwatch the small queue of daredevils attempting to summon

the courage (or talk the sense out of themselves, depending on your

perspective) to clamber on,which iswhere I headed.

I could immediately detect several different styles. Therewere the

cocksure, whowould simply stride onto it as though stepping onto a

pavement; the reluctant, whowould gingerly lower themselves to a

sitting position, then shift their body up onto it and stay in an

uncomfortable-looking crouch until the photowas done; and then

the oblivious,mainly thosewith selfie stickswho didn’t seem to give

a second thought to the risky task, being farmore concernedwith

getting the right setting on theirmobile phones.

Looking away from the spectacle, I was suddenly in awe of the

impressive scenery beyond the boulder. Belowmy feet themountain

flanks swept down to the choppywaters of the fordwhere tiny boats

bobbed like croutons on awatery soup.Metres away, awaterfall

sliced through the blackened rocks,melting away any hint of snow.

I looked back at the people onKjeragbolten andwondered howmany

would take amoment to enjoy this view.

Walking back, the clouds thinned,

revealing the township of Lysebotn

far below– so deep is the valley that

fromOctober until late February or

earlyMarch, sun never reaches it.

Now itwas illuminated in the dim

glowof the afternoon light. Stood

uphere, surrounded by snow, it

was like peering out ofwinter

into another season.

“Do you think peoplewould

comehere if therewas no boulder at the top?” I asked Line.

“Absolutelynot,” she laughed. “Peopleneedadraw; it’s about getting

thatphoto.But,” she said, looking around, “they really should…”

FromØygardstøl a road of 27 hairpin bends weaves its way

down to Lysebotn. There, a fewmetres from the ferry port that

would allowme to connect with a bus tomy next stop in the

morning, sat a walkers’ hostel. Dotted all aroundNorway, they

offer simple dorm beds or private rooms, as well as good, hearty

ls.

ng, sat with Line and Paul,

ched BASE jumpers leap

Kjerag as the sun set,

ng stew and toasting the

e-takers for bringing

bus to this ford.

ulpit sermons
wnbroke before daylight had

e chance to reach its fingers

nto the depths of the town,

o Imademyway by the light of

my headtorch to catch the ferry,

bidding Line and Paul farewell.

t was fromboat’s upper deck,

about an hour later, thewind so

strong that it blewmy hood

clean offmy head, that I first sawPulpit Rock, its triangularwedge

shape immediately recognisable.

Rain pattered on the carwindowson the drive up toPreikestolen

Fjellstue, the large outdoor centre at the start of a four-hour hike.

I beganwalking through the gnarledwoodenbranches of a forest, the

atmosphere becomingheavier as I steppedout onto anopen rocky

plateau.Climbing stone steps, teetering across awoodenbridge over

a crevice, and following a slopingwalkwayhigher still, I emergedonto

aflattened area. The cloudwas so encompassing that if I held outmy

hand in front ofme, I struggled to definemyownfingers. Iwaited.

Slowly I began tomakeoutwhat looked like the shadowsof people.

The sharphorizontal line of the cliff edge gradually became clear,

then the even sharper vertical line revealed itself too, disappearing

into themist below.Taking another less-used path to gohigher still, it

depositedme around 15metres above the crowdand, as the cloud

properly lifted, I got to see Pulpit Rock in all its terrifying glory.

People swarmed all over its glacially formed 25m-by-25m square

with their phones in hand, lying on its edge or venturing as close to it

as they dared to get a shot of the drop. Butmy viewwas definitely

better; from there I could see across the entire length of the ford,

with Pulpit Rock appearing dramatically stage-like in the

foreground. I could have sat there for hours.

Themost popular of the three sites (due to its shorter hike), its path

iswell looked after and in 2014waswidened to avoid bottlenecks.

Despite the odd selfie stick putting in an appearance, walkers should

be thankful, as the increased unofcialmarketing of the place on

socialmedia hasmade itmore

accessible for us all.

But it’snot just thewalking trail

that’sbenefitted.BackatPreikestolen

Fjellstue, increaseddemandhasseen

anew27-roomhut constructed for

walkers. An eco-friendly affair, it

mixes reclaimedwoodwith

space-saving design quirks that

wouldn’t be out of place in an IKEA

catalogue. Those attempting to do

the trio ofwalks in three dayswouldn’t have time to stop there, as the

bus leaves in the afternoon for Trolltunga, but I treatedmyself to

a stay. At dusk I took a stroll to a nearby lakewhere a giantwooden

troll stares out to sea [pictured left], thendined in thehut’s restaurant

on local vegetables and fish from the ford, all served on slatewedges.

Images from the edge
The journey to Tyssedal, for Trolltunga, would takemost of the

next day,meaning a day off fromwalking. I worried thatmy legs

would get itchy sat on transportation, but instead I was treated to a

drive through prime fordland, punctuatedwith thundering

waterfalls, mirror-flat lakes linedwith fir trees, and clapboard

houses perched on tiny islands.

Mydestinationwasa small hotel just outside the larger townof

Odda,where the followingmorning Imetwithmyguide, Jostein

Soldal ofTrolltungaActive. “This areawas hugely popularwith

Victorian tourists,” he said. “That’s actuallywhat built up the town

in the first place.”

Ashespoke Iwas being fitted for amountain bike and handed

a climbing harness.Most opt to do the 10 hour there-and-backwalk

to reachTrolltunga. But notme. I was convinced that the real joy of

Norway’s famous three selfie spotswas the getting there, so I’d

signed up for a group cycle and via ferrata climb to takeme to the top.

We set out on awide track that edged lake Ringedalsvatnet. I could

feel the suspension bounce as the track became rough, and felt

myself squeeze on the brakes involuntarily as little stones popped

‘At first glance Kjeragbolten
looks innocuous, but when
you see the breath-drawing
drop, you start to feel your

legs wobble’
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Strike a pose
Trolltunga brings out 

the model in most 

people. Perch on its

edge, get out the

selfie stick, or even

take of your clothes 

for a ‘nakie’…





‘Taking a less-used path to go higher still, 
it deposited me around 15 metres above  
the crowd and, as the cloud lifted, I got to 
see Pulpit Rock in all its terrifying glory’

Norway
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EXCURSIONS

AVAILABLECall 0203 393 1662 or visit 
www.hurtigruten.co.uk
or visit your preferred travel agent

FREE
CAMERA

OFFER*

OR BINOCULARS

A breathtaking adventure through the 
landscapes that shape Norway

CLASSIC ROUND VOYAGE

DAY 1:    Embarkation in Bergen 

DAY 2:    Florø - Ålesund - Molde

DAY 3:    Kristansund - Trondheim - Rørvik

DAY 4:    Brønnøysund - Bodø - Svolvær

DAY 5:    Tromsø

DAY 6:    Øksfjord – Berlevåg

DAY 7:    Båtsford – Kirkenes – Berlevåg

DAY 8:    Mehamn – Tromsø
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DAY 12:  Bergen
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undermy tyres. The biking

required concentration, but the

mountain scenery that surrounded

usmade it impossible – somuch so

that I had to do a skidding

emergency stopwhen the bikes in

front ofme came to a suddenhalt.

We left ourwheels and followed

a track up through the trees.

Clambering over rocks, we reached

the first of a series ofmetal ladder

rungs drilled into the rock face, all heading vertically up.

“If you can climb a ladder, you candefinitely climb this,” said Jostein

as he demonstrated the correctway to clip onto the steel safety cable

that ran alongside it. Via ferrata are fixed routes that allownon-

climbers to ascend verticals that are usually onlywithin the abilities of

skilledmountaineers.Despitemy reservations, I foundmyself

clinging to rocky overhangs andhaulingmyself up sheer rock faces.

Every time it got a little too scary, Iwouldhumthe JamesBond theme

tune inmyheadwhile trying to ignore the dropbeneathmy feet.

Withinminutes of topping out, we reachedTrolltunga –where

a queue had already formed to get the photo. Some sat right on the

edge and dangled their feet, others pretended theywere about to

dive off, and two groups had stripped to take part in naked selfies

(or “nakies” as they are known– they happen that regularly).

As Iwatched the poses, Jostein laughed.

“Youmight not believe it, standing

here now, but for a long time this

areawas forgotten. After the

Victorians left, we fought hard to

attract visitors. But over the last five

years,mainly due to socialmedia,

people have been rediscovering this

place, andnumbers growevery year.

We’re a bit likeAngkorWat or Petra:

bothwere rediscovered by explorers,

andnowTrolltungahas been

rediscovered too– this timeby explorers carrying selfie sticks.”

As Iwalked away, packingmyharness inmybag, I stopped far from

the crowd to look at the opposite ridge and the endless peaks that

seemed to risewave-like beyond. It’s easy to dismiss thesewonders as

photo-stops only, but noneof the three rocks here inNorway canbe

reachedwithout putting in time, effort andhardwork. Their

resurgence in popularity is helping communities grow, launching

green initiatives such as thenew shuttle bus and sustainablewalkers’

hostels. Perhapsmost importantly, they’re getting people not

normally interested inhiking toheadoutdoors anddiscover the joy

of reaching a place powered by their own two feet.

Likemany beforeme, I gazed at the thick snow all around, the

sun bursting through the clouds, and reasoned that I might have

come for the photos, but I would leave with somuchmore than

could ever be captured on camera.

‘Some dangled their feet of
Trolltunga’s edge, others
pretended theywere about
to dive of, and some had
stripped for naked selfies’

⊳
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Wheely good views
The ride to the via

ferrata on Trolltunga

is a jaw-droppingly 

beautiful trail in itself
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Norway Footnotes

VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Oslo
Population: 4.9 million
Languages: Norwegian; English is 
widely spoken
Time: GMT+1 (GMT+2 Mar-Oct)
International dialling code: +47
Visas: Not required by UK nationals
Money: Norwegian Krone (NOK). 
Currently around 12NOK to UK£. ATMs 
are available only in towns but credit 
cards are widely accepted. 

When to go

■ Winter: temperatures plummet.
Lots of snow; a good chance of seeing 
the northern lights.
■ Shoulder season: can be good 
walking weather – the shuttle bus will 
not start running until July, check snow 
conditions first as roads become 
impassable if it’s not melted.
■ Best for walking: the snow has 
melted, the shuttle bus is running and
this is your best chance of getting
some good weather.
■ Autumn: good weather can linger; bus
does not run between walks – hire a car

Health & safety
No specific jabs are required.

Even in summer the weather can
change very quickly, so be sure to take
plenty of warm layers, a waterproof
jacket and trousers, and a good pair 
of walking boots.

Further reading  
& information

Norway (Rough Guides, 2012)
visitnorway.com – Ofcial website of
the Norwegian Tourist Board
fordnorway.com – Ofcial website of 
Norway’s ford area
lysefordhikes.com – Maps and details 
about Kjerag and Pulpit Rock hikes
hardangerford.com/en – details about 
Trolltunga and surrounding area

THE TRIP
Getting there & around
Fly in to Stavanger and back from 

Bergen. Norwegian (norwegian.com) 
ofers daily flights to both from London 
Gatwick, Birmingham and Edinburgh. 
BA (britishairways.com) ofers daily 
flights from Heathrow; flight time is from 
1.5 hours; prices start from £45 each way.

A shuttle bus between the the cities 
and the three hikes is available from 
Tide Bus (Tidereiser.com); prices from 
around 300NOK (£24). Car rental is 
available from both airports if preferred.

Accommodation
There are many options available  

in both Stavanger and Bergen. The
author stayed at Skagen Brygge
(Stavanger; nordicchoicehotels.no),
a short walk from Old Stavanger
with views across the harbour. Doubles
from 2,055NOK (£165), which includes
a complimentary evening meal and 
breakfast too. 

The Thon Hotel Bristol (Bergen; 
thonhotels.com) is in the centre of Bergen, 
just a five-minute walk from a nearby bus 
stop to the Flybussen airport coach 
pick-up. Doubles from 716NOK (£57).

Following your hike up Kjerag,
check out Lyseforden Turisthytte 
(lysefordenturisthytte.dnt.no); dorms
and private rooms available
from 320NOK (£26).

By the start of the walk to Pulpit
Rock, check-in to Preikestolen 
Fjellstue’s Mountain Lodge 
(preikestolenfellstue.no/English). Double 
rooms cost from 1,520NOK (£122).

Before/after hiking Trolltunga,
try Tyssedal Hotel (tyssedalhotel.no). 
Doubles from 1,150NOK (£93).

Food & drink
Norway has a reputation for

being expensive, but it is similar in price  
to most Western cities. Seafood is very 
common. Vegetarian options need to be 
requested but most walkers’ huts ofer
some kind of ‘hippie stew’, usually made
with a lot of potatoes and vegetables. 

Expect to pay around 120NOK (£10) for 
an evening meal. Alcohol is still very 
expensive – expect to pay at least 
90NOK (£7.50) for a beer.

Activity
Hiking both Kjerag and Pulpit

Rock all paths are waymarked. Trolltunga
is a more serious undertaking. The route
is marked but is long. For a more exciting 
route to the top, try the Himmelstigen 
with Trolltunga Active (trolltunga-active.
com; 1,100NOK [£88]). You will cycle the
first 7km on a fairly flat but rough track,
then clip in to climb the last vertical 200m 
by via ferrata.

More online
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/164

for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ HuntingtheAurorainNorway – issue 141

♦ AdventureontheLofotenIslands –  
issue129

PLANNING GUIDES
♦ Norway guide
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5 THINGS I WISH I’D KNOWN

1 Buy your food and drink before 
you leave the city

There’s only one place to buy food 
before each one of these walks, and 
they may not be open when you set of, 
so make sure you buy a sandwich, 
water and plenty of snacks to carry with 
you before leaving Stavanger.

2 Be prepared for all weathers
The weather can change suddenly 

– even on the shorter walk to  
Pulpit Rock – so make sure you carry 
waterproofs, as well as sun cream  
in the summer.

3 Make time to slow down
Though the new shuttle technically 

makes the three walks doable over just  
three days, consider giving yourself
a little longer. There’s lots to do
around Preikestolen Fjellstue – from 
short walks to SUP (stand-up 
paddleboarding) and kayaking.

4 Be prepared to queue
Social media has made these sites 

popular, even in bad weather, so get
there early to avoid the long queues.

5Charge your mobile phone 
It is all about the selfie!

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
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Australia

Wild wanders 

Queensland’s 
national parks are an 
oasis away from the 
rugged landscapes



THE
LONG
WAY

AROUND

Most people heading to Queensland opt to drive the well-known 
Sunshine Coast, but head inland to fi nd ancient landscapes, 

remote gorges and some of Australia’s rarest wildlife...

WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS WILLIAM GRAY



On the road

(clockwise from this) 

The long drive to 

Eungella National Park

via Pioneer Valley;

try the pie and chips

at the Pinnacle Pub;

the formerly elusive 

duck-billed platypus 
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he instructions couldn’t have been

clearer: “Turn left, follow the path

down to the river and you should find

them in the second pool along the

boardwalk.” For a moment, I stared at

the national park ranger waiting for his

face to break into a ‘just joking’ smile.

I’d wanted him to shake his head,

whistle theatrically through clenched

teeth and suggest a hike – lasting at

least a day – that would plunge me into some of Queensland’s

toughest bush. Instead, my quest for a wild duck-billed platypus

had been efciently curtailed into a step-by-step guide. I’ve had

hazier directions to international airports.

Feeling slightly ridiculous in hiking boots and snack-laden

backpack, I left the visitor centre at Broken River in Eungella

National Park and followed the ranger’s instructions. A pair of

kookaburras cackled hysterically from a nearby ghost gum as

I clomped confidently along the boardwalk, refusing to hold the

handrail as if that might, in some way, lend a certain pioneering

edge to the venture.

When I reached the second pool, I felt a small frisson of

excitement. The water’s surface was smooth and flawless, like green

satin unfurled beneath the riverside trees. There were no ripples or

telltale trail of bubbles, no ‘plop’ of a diving platypus. Perhaps this

wasn’t going to be so easy after all…

But suddenly there they were. Not one, but two of Australia’s

most enigmatic and elusive creatures floating a few feet from where

I stood. The first thing that struck me was how small the platypuses 

were – just 30 or 40cm in length. At first glance it looked like 

someone had chucked a pair of old brown slippers into the river.

Then the fun began. No sooner had I swung my binoculars onto

a platypus than it would duck-dive underwater, kicking frantically 

with webbed feet and wriggling its bill from side to side in an 

ungainly descent to the murky depths of the river. You never knew 

where it might pop up next. 

A few days earlier I had waited with baited breath each time 

humpback whales performed a similar vanishing trick in the waters 

of Hervey Bay. My journey north from Brisbane via the Bruce 

Highway had been chokka with equally classic Queensland treats: 

the Sunshine Coast, Fraser Island and a jaunt to Heron Island on the 

Great Barrier Reef. 

By the time I reached Mackay and realised that I needed to start 

heading back to Brissie, however, I had decided to shun the ‘default’ 

coastal route in favour of a more convoluted inland loop, one rich 

with the promise of duck-billed platypuses, echidnas, sugar gliders 

and other – supposedly – evasive Aussie critters. This would take me 

though southern Queensland’s remote gorges, spectacular 

escarpments and ancient landscapes: hidden gems away from the 

well-excavated Gold Coast. 

Sugar and space
To be honest, backtracking along this alternative route wasn’t 

entirely tempting. Sections of this road are so long and relentless 

that the highway department has resorted to putting up road signs 

designed to keep drivers focused – and awake. ‘No kids, you are not 

nearly there yet,’ japed one, while another posted a trivia question 

(‘What is Queensland’s national flower?’) with the answer 15km

later. But this inland route back to Brisbane does have the advantage

of joining the dots between some of Queensland’s lesser-known ⊲Ge
tty
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national parks, starting with Eungella – home of the platypus

– just 80km beyond the suburbs of Mackay.

To reach Eungella (pronounced ‘young-g-lah’), I burrowed west

into the sugarcane farming country of Pioneer Valley. It was harvest

time and huge ‘cane crushers’ roved the fields chewing up the crop.

Hawks and kites wheeled overhead, swooping on hapless insects

and lizards flushed out by the advancing machines; kookaburras

squatted on telephone wires while large flocks of white egrets and

cockatoos rose and fell above the sugarcane stubble like loose

laundry. This was harvesting on an

industrial scale. There was even

a narrow-gauge railway laid out

among the fields. Small electric

locos hauled long trains, wagons

piled high with sugarcane.

I stopped at Pinnacle Pub, a local

watering hole renowned for its pie

and chips. It was hot – despite

being a winter’s day in mid-August

– so I sat outside on the covered

verandah. A cane harvester

devoured a field nearby, filling the air with mulch. I spent several

minutes picking the fallout from my mushy peas until a farm

worker rolled up in a battered Land Cruiser. His hair and

clothes were so full of sugarcane debris that it seemed overly

fastidious to fuss over a bit of extra fibre in my food. We

exchanged ‘G’days’ and I crunched through the rest of my lunch

before driving on towards Eungella.

Sugarcane monoculture gave way to subtropical mayhem as

I entered the Finch Hatton Gorge section of the national park.

Named after Henry Finch-Hatton, a farmer and gold miner who 

settled in the region during the late 1800s, Finch Hatton Gorge is 

the antithesis of Pioneer Valley’s farmland. Rainforest trees, palms 

and ferns drew a green veil behind me as I drove deeper into the 

park, fording several tea-coloured creeks before the gravel track was 

finally snuffed out by a wall of vegetation.

Eungella National Park protects one of Australia’s longest 

stretches of subtropical rainforest. Numerous walking trails probe 

this leafy wilderness, but none are more rewarding than the 2.8km 

Araluen Falls track. In just a few 

strides I was completely 

enshrouded in a muted arboreal 

cocoon. The techno whip-crack call 

of an eastern whipbird sounded 

from a palm-choked ravine to my 

left, while brush turkeys sifted leaf 

litter on the shadowy forest floor. 

The trail climbed gently for half an 

hour, weaving between moss-

fuzzed boulders before reaching  

a lookout above the waterfall. 

But it’s the large clear pool beneath Araluen Falls that attracts

the attention of most hikers who visit there. Wild swimming

doesn’t get much better than slipping into the cooling waters of  

a rainforest rock pool deep in platypus country, floating on your 

back and gazing up at the jungle canopy. As I explored more of 

Eungella National Park – driving high into the Clark Range and 

staking out the deceptively tranquil pools at Broken River along 

with their iconic inhabitants – I decided that it couldn’t be a bad life 

being a duck-billed platypus.

⊳

⊲

‘I explored more of Eungella 
– the Clark Range and the 

deceptively tranquil pools at 
Broken River – and decided  

it couldn’t be a bad life being 
a duck-billed platypus’



Plunging gorges and 
gorgeous plunges
(clockwise from far left) 

Reward yourself with 

a dip in the Araluen 

Falls plunge pool; 

trekking through the 

boulders and trees of 

Eungella National Park 



Road warriors 

An eastern grey

kangaroo fills its belly

at Carnavon Gorge
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Into thewild

(clockwise from left)

An echidna snufes

in the leaf litter of

Carnarvon Gorge;

a kookaburra surveys 

the Bunya Mountains;

crossing Carnarvon

Creek; a wild cycad
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’Roos, roads and rain
Kangaroos, however, seemed to have a much tougher time of it.

Heading southwest on the seven-hour drive between Eungella and my

next destination, Carnarvon National Park, you couldn’t fail to notice

the roadkill on the Peak Downs Highway. I shuddered each time

a road train – one of the Outback’s

ubiquitous triple-trailer trucks –

thundered past, its ‘roo fender’

gleaming defiantly at the business

end of 200,000kg of steel and

testosterone. This was Skippymeets

MadMax in the most brutal sense.

At 270km, the Peak Downs

Highway links Mackay with the

mining community of Clermont.

Eungella’s dense subtropical

rainforest was replaced by scant

eucalypt woodland, with a heat mirage jellifying the road ahead;

clouds piled themselves in serried ranks across the huge dome of

cobalt-blue sky, while the earth took on the rusted look of the Outback.

Approaching Clermont I was jarred from the mesmerising monotony

of the arid plains by the Peak Range – a cluster of 30 million-year-old

volcanic plugs, including 572m-high Wolfgang Peak, which jutted

above the gum trees like a worn tooth, half decayed and forgotten.

I pushed on south towards Emerald, stopping to refuel the car and

grab another bottle of iced coffee – staple drink for the long-distance

driver in Australia. “Try not to arrive after dusk,” the attendant told

me. “There are lots of ’roos around when you get near Carnarvon.”

Turning off the A7 Carnarvon Highway, with 40km of gravel track 

to go before reaching the national park, sunset was swamped by 

a colossal thunderstorm. Rain machine-gunned the windscreen as 

lightning flared across the clouds slumped over the tablelands ahead. 

The thunder was so loud I could hear it above the slosh of wet gravel 

beneath the car’s wheels. Peering through the deluge, I tried to focus 

on the road. Without warning, a kangaroo bounded out of the long 

grass to my left. I yanked the steering

wheel, felt a thud and glanced in the

rearview mirror to see the myopic 

macropod nose-plant in the road, 

push itself upright then totter away.

When I finally arrived at the park’s 

Takarakka Bush Resort, the sodden 

wallabies were a sorry sight. Dozens 

of them loitered around the tents 

and cabins. It looked as though they 

were waiting for a chance to nip 

inside, out of the rain. 

Entering the gorge
“It’s beautiful when it’s raining – it brings out the colours and the 

wildlife.” Nothing could dampen the enthusiasm of my 

bushwalking guide, Phil Porter, the following morning as we set off 

through light drizzle towards Carnarvon Gorge.

We followed a sandy trail beneath spotted gums, their trunks 

glistening blue and grey, like molten wax. Raindrops sparkled in 

yellow wattle flowers and clung to the fur of whiptail wallabies 

browsing nearby. Phil pointed out king ferns and cycads – living 

relics from the time of the dinosaurs – and explained how the 

sandstone now exposed in the 200m-high cliffs of Carnarvon Gorge 

was deposited in a huge river delta during the Jurassic Period. 

‘I followed a sandy trail 
beneath spotted gums, their 
trunks glistening like molten 
wax. Raindrops sparkled in 
the flowers and clung to the 
fur of the nearby wallabies’

Rock stars

(left to right) The 572m 

Wolfgang Peak rises 

out of the distance at 

Clermont; just one of 

2,000 drawings at 

Carnarvon Gorge’s  

‘Art Gallery’; the Big 

Bend camping area

⊳
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the road to Brisbane beckoned. A quick glance at my map,

however, revealed at least one green blob between Carnarvon

and my final destination.

Unfortunately, the drive to Bunya Mountains National Park

was a washout: seven hours of torrential rain, endless cattle 

country and drive-through towns. I stopped briefly in Roma to 

visit The Big Rig, but I couldn’t get fired up about a visitor centre 

celebrating Australia’s oil and gas industry. My mind was still 

wandering Carnarvon Gorge, delving into the Aboriginal 

Dreamtime – the creation myths and stories that had fuelled  

the artwork in the gorge.

When the Bunya Mountains ghosted out of the clouds ahead,  

it was almost a relief to drive into thick forest, burrowing once 

more into a subtropical tangle of trees and ferns. It suddenly 

dawned on me that I had been travelling in Queensland for  

over a week without so much as a glimpse of the coast. Driving 

the long way back to Brisbane had involved an occasionally 

monotonous road journey, but it had shown me there was  

much to discover beyond the Bruce Highway; the journey  

inland takes you deeper through layers of recent and ancient 

history; a story written in stone.

Driving on through the riot of Bunya’s hoop pines, red  

cedars and strangler figs, my thoughts turned to possible  

wildlife sightings. King parrots and red-necked wallabies

shouldn’t be difcult. But, having already crossed platypuses

off my tick list at the start of the trip, I really hoped to finish  

it by spotting a sugar glider – that exquisite little marsupial

with a knack for flying so gracefully through the forest.

Perhaps the national park warden would have a few tips 

on where to find one…

Like Eungella, Carnarvon is an oasis in the semi-arid heart of Central 

Queensland. The 160 sq km gorge section of the vast wilderness park is 

not only a refuge for rare plants and indigenous wildlife, but is also a 

sacred, spiritual place. Our 10km hike through the gorge followed in 

the footsteps of the Bidjara and Karingbal people. Carbon dating of 

campfire charcoal deposits on the floor of Cathedral Cave – one of the 

key sites on the gorge trail – has revealed that Aborigines have visited

this place for over 3,500 years. Their rock art adorns the walls of the

towering wind-eroded overhang, a head-spinning montage of hands, 

boomerangs and nets stenciled in yellow and red ochre. 

Even more spectacular is the 62m-long ‘Art Gallery’ where over 

2,000 engravings, ochre stencils and freehand paintings record

generations of ceremonies and gatherings. Phil teased out some

of the gems from this artistic treasure – evil spirits, fertility symbols, 

weapons, a clutch of emu eggs, a sand goanna scurrying across the

rock face… Much of the art, he told me, related to Mundagurra,

a creation ancestor who lay dormant underground, her belly full

of all the animals, ready to burst open and populate the land.

As we retraced our steps back through the gorge, crossing and 

recrossing Carnarvon Creek over 30 times, we glimpsed some of 

Mundagurra’s progeny. Swamp wallabies and eastern grey 

kangaroos foraged beneath Carnarvon fan palms, their flouncy 

fronds unfurling above tall, straight trunks. Pied currawongs,

parrots and cockatoos circled around the natural amphitheatre

of the gorge, and we even spotted an echidna bumbling along the 

forest floor, poking its snout under bits of wood on a quest for ants.

One last stop…
I could easily have spent a week or more in Carnarvon, wildlife 

watching, walking and winding down but, after three nights,  



Queensland Footnotes

VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Brisbane
Population: 4.7 million
Language: English
Time: GMT+10
International dialling code: +61
Visas: British citizens require a visa to 
travel to Australia. Valid for up to three 
months, the free eVisitor visa can be 
obtained online at border.gov.au 
Money: Australian dollar (A$), currently 
around A$2 to the UK£. 

When to go

■ Hiking Some trails – particularly in
Carnarvon National Park – are closed 
during the hottest time of year from early 
November to the end of February. 
■ Autumn Temperatures in the mid-20s 
(ºC), little rainfall and plenty of sunshine.
■ Spring Warm days, breezy nights and 
occasional showers. Several festivals 
mean that hotels can be busy.
■ Wildlife Platypuses are seen 
year-round, but females with young are 
usually more visible during summer.

Health & safety
Long-distance driving in Australia 

can be demanding, so take plenty of 
breaks. When hiking, take lots of water, 
wear a hat and apply sun-cream. Never 
jump or dive into creeks or rock pools. 
Also be aware of the threat from flash 
floods after heavy rainfall, particularly in 
Carnarvon Gorge.

Further reading  
& information

Queensland & The Great Barrier Reef 

(Lonely Planet, 2014) A solid guide
Wildlife of Australia (Princeton, 2013)
A detailed pocket guide. 
nprsr.qld.gov.au/parks NP information
southernqueenslandcountry.com.au 
For general travel advice

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

THE TRIP
The author travelled 
independently, booking rooms 

directly (see below). For a package, try
Australia specialist Bridge & Wickers
(020 3411 1948, bridgeandwickers.co.uk);
a tailor-made 15-day Queensland 
self-drive costs from £3,585 per person, 
including Heathrow-Brisbane flights, 
vehicle rental and pre-booked B&B 
accommodation on the Sunshine Coast 
(Culgoa Point Beach Resort) and Fraser 
Island (Eurong Beach Resort) as well as 
Eungella’s Broken River Mountain Resort, 
Carnarvon Gorge Wilderness Lodge and 
Altitude in the Bunya Mountains. A 15-day
motorhome self-drive costs from £2,290
per person including international flights.

Getting there
Flying time from London to 

Brisbane is around 22 hours via Hong 
Kong with Cathay Pacific (cathaypacific.
com), Qantas (qantas.com.au) and British 
Airways (britishairways.com); Abu Dhabi 
with Etihad (etihad.com); Dubai with 
Emirates (emirates.com); and Singapore 
with Singapore Airlines (singaporeair.
com). From around £775 return.

Getting around
Car rental is available in Brisbane 

from all major companies, including Hertz 
(hertz.com) from around A$400 [£194] per 
week for a compact SUV (2WD is fine). 
Brisbane to Mackay by bus takes 16 hours 
and costs about A$220 [£97] one-way 
with Greyhound (greyhound.com.au). 
Daytrips to Eungella NP with Reeforest
Adventure Tours (reeforest.com.au) cost
from A$300pp [£145]. A five-day camping 
safari in Carnarvon NP with Sunrover 
(sunrover.com.au) costs from A$940pp 
[£454] from Brisbane.

Cost of travel
Unleaded petrol is roughly A$1.35

[65p] per litre. Allow A$3 [£1.45] for
a 500ml bottle of ice cofee and A$1.20 
[60p] for a one-litre bottle of water.

Accommodation
Built in 1933, Eungella Chalet 

(eungellachalet.com.au) has fine views 
and en suite rooms from A$90 [£43] per 
night. Takarakka Bush Resort 
(takarakka.com.au) ofers studios from 
A$210 [£101] per night and campsites 
from A$30 [£14] per night. The Bunyas 
(thebunyas.com.au) is close to the trails in 
Bunya Mountains and has two-bedroom 
apartments from A$140 [£67] per night.

Food & drink
Elz Bistro (see The Bunyas; above)

has a good breakfast and lunch menu,
while pie and chips at the Pinnacle Pub,
near Eungella NP, costs A$12.50 [£6].

More online
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/164

for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ TheWanderlustguide to East Coast Oz
–online exclusive
♦ 5 unusual ways to experience Australia's
Great Barrier Reef –online exclusive
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ East Coast Australia travel guide
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SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND 
INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

1Eungella National Park
A largely inaccessible mountain

wilderness, but walking trails probe
Eungella’s rainforest at Finch Hatton Gorge
and Broken River – the latter renowned
for platypus sightings. You’ll also see
snapping turtles and brush turkeys.

2Clermont
Gold lured the first settlers to Clermont,

but coal is king now. Guided tours of the
Blair Athol Mine take place on Tuesdays
and Fridays. Nearby Theresa Creek Dam is
a good spot for camping, fishing or a picnic.

3Emerald
No emeralds are to be found here, but

54km west is one of the world’s largest 
sapphire fields. As well as visiting gem 
shops in towns like Rubyvale and 
Sapphire, you can take a guided tour of a
mine or join a fossicking tour.

4Carnarvon National Park
Towering sandstone clifs shelter

a spectacular sandstone gorge with some 
of Australia’s finest Aboriginal rock art 
and pockets of ancient subtropical 
rainforest. Allow a full day for hiking
20km to Big Bend and back.

5Roma
The discovery of oil and gas at Roma’s 

Hospital Hill over a century ago is 
celebrated at The Big Rig, while Roma 
Saleyards hosts Australia’s largest cattle 
market. The town is also home to
Queensland’s oldest winery.

6Bunya Mountains National Park
Rainforest adorns an old volcano in 

this national park just 230km from 
Brisbane. Red-necked wallabies (pictured 
above) are commonly seen grazing 
around the campground at Dandabah.
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Promotional feature

F
rom geothermal grandeur to 

dense forests to rocky canyons: 

the USA’s remarkable range of 

national parks has every vista 

you can imagine – and 2016 is 

the ideal time to experience them. This 

year, the National Park Service, which 

manages the USA’s 59 parks, celebrates 100 

years since its formation, and the best way 

to join the party is to take in these classic 

sights, wildlife and wonders on a Grand 

American Adventures small group tour, 

turning America at its most epic into an 

intimate journey of discovery.

Geysers and gorges
America’s national parks are home to some 

of this county’s most iconic sites. Head to 

Yellowstone for spluttering geysers, the 

coniferous Rockies and the elusive wolves 

that haunt them – increase your chances of 

spotting them on Grand American Adventures’ 

expert-led wolf tracking experience.

American Adventures has tours that let you 

explore both park and trek in satisfying detail.

The American experts
Carefully planned national park experiences 

like these are typical of a Grand American 

Adventures itinerary. The company has over 

60 readymade itineraries across North, 

Central and South America – all designed to 

take visitors to key sites and escape the tourists 

on off -the-beaten-track routes. The small 

group size makes it easier to tailor the tour 

to your own interests too, meaning you’ll get 

even more out of your visit. They’ll even take 

care of the logistics too, giving you more time 

to gawp at the wild wonders on off er while 

experienced guides help you delve deeper 

into the stories behind the natural wonders.

So go on, celebrate the National Parks 

Service’s birthday with the trip of a lifetime.

Experience the real USA
Celebrate the centenary of the National Park Service with an intimate Grand 

American Adventures small group tour through the USA at its most iconic

There’s more unmistakable Americana to 

take in with Yosemite’s Half Dome peak or 

the mountains of Glacier National Park; 

Grand American Adventures’ new rim-to-

rim hike of the Grand Canyon lets you take 

in that punch-the-air view from angles that 

few get to experience. 

But beyond the icons, the lesser-known 

parks are just as deserving of your bootprint 

– and a lot less busy. Let Grand American 

Adventures’ experts show you the secrets of 

Olympic National Park’s mosaic of ecosystems, 

where rivers gush from icy-topped peaks 

down through the forested valleys that 

sustain endemic species, such as  the Olympic 

Marmot and Roosevelt Elk. Visitors trekking 

through Arches National Park can enjoy being 

bewildered by its astonishing rock formations.

It’s not all about the West though: the East 

coast boasts leafy greenery for peepers and 

sublime seafood: Acadia National Park in 

New England is one of the treasures on the 

boot-testing Appalachian Trail, and Grand 

Visit www.grandamericanadventures.co.uk or call 
0333 999 7968 to start planning your American adventure

Red, white and blue
(clockwise from this) 

A small group tour is 

a great way to visit icons 

such as Grand Prismatic 

Spring in Yellowstone, the 

valleys of Yosemite and 

Grand Teton National Park  
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■ This month’s experts include: Ultimate thumb-waggler Ania Mochnacka, p66

♦ Whalewatcher Mark Carwardine, p69 ♦ Devotion snapper Christopher Roche, p72

♦ Leg fi xer Jane Wilson-Howarth, p74 ♦ Top gear judger Julia Bradbury, p77 

Almaty – it’s 
older than 
you think! 

see p69



ant to car-hop

around a country

but not sure how to

keep yourself safe?

Worried you might

be left in the middle

of nowhere? Read on and you’ll be one step

closer to becoming a hitchhiking hotshot...

Why do it?
First of all, aside from anything else, it’s

a really cheap way of travelling. Simply stick

out your thumb and, thanks to the kindness

of a stranger, you can travel across counties,

countries and even continents.

Secondly, it’s hugely exciting. You have no

way of knowing where you might end up,

which makes any journey using your thumb

a proper adventure. You may be asking for

a lift to a major city but end up being dropped

off in a small town en route – a town that you

never would have experienced otherwise.

Thirdly, you have no idea who you’ll meet

on the way. “Hitchhiking exposes you to the

very best of humanity,” says Jamie Maslin,

author ofThe LongHitchHome. “It’s the

generous people who offer the lifts that are

the real gems of these journeys.”

He’s not the only one who thinks so. Ania

Mochnacka of hitchhikershandbook.com

says that the warm and welcoming chats

make the experience all worthwhile: “I’ve lost

count of the amount of times I have been

invited into houses, offered food and enjoyed

thrilling and diverse conversations.”

Conversation is great, but you’ve no real

way of knowing that the person you’re

talking to is ‘normal’ – so is it really safe?

Is it safe?
The answer is a resounding yes, according

to Austin Vince, curator of the Adventure 

Travel Film Festival, which last year 

celebrated hitchhiking as its theme. 

However, this does come with a caveat – use 

How to hitchhike safely
■  T h e  Wa n d e r l u s t  M a s t e r c l a s s

Hopeful highway
Keep some cash or 

camping supplies handy 

when hitching in case 

you need to find a bed 

for the night and start 

afresh tomorrow
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common sense. “If you don’t like the look of

the driver when they pull over, simply pass

on the offer,” says Austin.

The same goes for once you’re in the car,

adds Hilary Bradt, co-founder of Bradt

Travel Guides and an enthusiastic

hitchhiker for most of her adult life. If you’re

not happy with their driving, don’t feel you

have to go the whole distance. “If you feel

anxious, create a courteous excuse to jump

out early,” she advises. “The biggest danger

is not assault but dangerous drivers –

whether they’re drunk or just showing off.”

Both Hilary and Austin are quick to point

out that it’s perfectly natural for first-time

hitchers to be nervous, but more often than

not it’s actually the drivers who are more

nervous of picking up passengers than the

other way round.

And don’t forget that meeting the slightly

‘odd’ characters can be the highlight of the

trip for some travellers: “Some hitchers

relish the weirdos!” admits Austin.

Will someone pickme up?
Eventually, yes. Sometimes you have to wait

a while, other times you might get picked up

by the first car you try, but there are things

you can do to up your chances.

“It can’t be overstated enough

that you should dress smartly,”

advises Austin. “Don’t give

the driver an excuse not to

pick you up.”

“And if you’re a lone

woman, don’t dress too

provocatively,” adds Hilary.

In addition to dress sense, it’s

all about location. Hilary suggests

walking to a prime spot where cars can pull

over easily – a lay-by for example, or a place

where vehicles are either driving slowly or

stopping, like a petrol station or a car park.

“Get a decent map of the area, so you

know where you are and what direction you

need to go in,” advises Austin. “And it’s also

worth making a massive sign that drivers

can read from up to 50 metres away, which

you can edit, such as a whiteboard or

similar; that way they can decide whether or

not they can feasibly take you on their way.”

Most importantly, you need to realise that

getting a lift is quite serendipitous – you have

to be prepared to give up being in control of

when you will arrive at your destination.

Don’t shackle yourself to a schedule that

you’ll find impossible to stick to, and always

have a plan B for when things go awry. Pack

camping supplies, so you always have

somewhere to stay – even if you’re in the

middle of nowhere. If you’re in an urban

area, keep some cash handy in case you need

to find a place to stay for the night.

Where should I hitchhike?
If it’s your first hitchhiking experience, start

off in your own country first. Once you feel

more confident, head overseas to somewhere

that speaks your native tongue, before then

attempting to conquer the language barrier.

For first-timers, Jamie recommends New

Zealand for its laid-back locals and stunning

landscapes. Europe is also a great starting

point, with multiple countries connected by

good roads. Hitchhiking there has a healthy

reputation too, especially in the Netherlands

and Germany.

Keep abreast of political situations abroad,

so that you’re aware of where to avoid. And

do check that you won’t be breaking

the law by sticking out your

thumb – the USA is a prime

example of somewhere where

the law doesn’t look

favourably on ‘soliciting’

drivers for a lift (some states

are stricter than others).

More off-the-beaten track

places can be a good option, but

do keep some cash on you, and be

patient, advises Ania: “Both Cambodia and

Vietnam were pretty difcult as everyone

wanted money in exchange for giving us

a lift. Central Russia was doable, but it can 

be very slow, especially in winter time.”

Though it may be nerve-wracking,

hitching can take you to some incredible 

places, allow you to meet wonderful people, 

and offer a free way to get to know a country. 

“Hitchhiking is travel’s best-kept secret,” says 

Austin. So what are you waiting for? Stick out 

your thumb and let the adventure begin…

Where did you

first hitchhike?

In the USA. We were

taking a road trip across

the country, from San

Francisco to Miami, but we didn’t have

a car for the final stages, so had to take

the Greyhound bus and hitchhike from

Nashville. I’ve also since hitchhiked my

way through Bolivia as well.

What’s good about hitching?

The money you can save! We were all on

a very tight budget and the extra cash

we saved on Greyhound bus tickets

meant we could put it towards a few

extra drinks, an amazing activity, or

a nicer hostel to stay in. But I also saw it

as a great opportunity to meet locals.

The people were really friendly in

Tennessee – they loved hearing our

accents and it really added some fun

to what, normally, is a dull journey.

Is it as hard to get a ride?

It depends where you are, who you’re

with and how good your linguistic skills

are. I gave it a try in Bolivia, but I really

struggled with Spanish and it felt very

awkward. Once my driver had given up

trying to communicate with me, he just

made angry grumbles for the rest of the

journey. I think there is always a slight

danger, especially if you are travelling

alone, but I find the best experiences

when travelling happen when you step

out of your comfort zone and take a risk.

Did you encounter any problems?

The main problem was my failure to

learn the language, but I never had any

truly bad experiences. Both my parents

hitchhiked all over Europe and told me

stories of how they made friends along

the way they’re still in contact with. 

What advice would you give to 

hitchhiking first-timers?

I found that the people who picked me 

up were in search of a little company, so 

don’t just fall asleep – the least you can 

do is keep them occupied with general 

chat. One extra safety tip: if at any point 

you don’t feel comfortable, don’t be 

afraid to ask to be let out.

TOMBOURLET
■  C a s e  s t u d y

‘I’ve lost count of the amount of times I’ve hitched a ride
and have been invited into houses, offered food and
enjoyed thrilling and diverse conversations’

Al
am

y

Top tip
Make sure you’re standing  

on the correct side of the road 
to where you want to go, as 

the only drivers that stop  
will be going in the  

wrong direction!

A newcomer to hitchhiking, Wanderlust 

reader Tom shares his hitching ta 
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Why are we talking about a city?

The city of Almaty is celebrating a big

birthday in 2016 – it turns 1,000 years old.

Over the lastmillennium it has benefitted

frombeing on the ancient SilkRoad route,

swelling in size to becomeoneofCentral

Asia’smost important urbanhubs and

Kazakhstan’s biggest city. Itwas also the

country’s capital upuntil 1997,when the

titlewas given toAstana.

I didn’t think it was that old.

Most people didn’t until very recently. It

was previously thought thatAlmatywas

less than 200 years old, dating fromwhen

the foundations of themodern citywere

laid in 1854 on the banks of theMalaya

Almatinka river.However, the city

suddenly became awhole lot olderwhen,

in 2010, archaeologists stumbledupon the

site of an 11th-centurymedieval settlement

litteredwith bronze artefacts and ceramics.

After becoming amajor stop along the Silk

Road, itwas reduced to the size of a village

following aMongol invasion. It later

1South-Western Cornwall 

There have been frequent 

sightings of bottlenose 

dolphins, harbour porpoises, 

short-beaked common 

dolphins and minke whales. 

Risso’s dolphins and fin 

whales have also been 

spotted, but anything can turn 

up – a bowhead whale (the 

first seen in UK waters) was 

even sighted of the Isles of 

Scilly in 2015. 

2Cardigan Bay The home 

of a population of 

bottlenose dolphins, with 

150-200 appearing in any 

year. Harbour porpoises are 

visible from the shore and a 

variety of other cetaceans can 

be encountered on boat trips.

3Western Isles Frequent 

summer sightings include 

harbour porpoises, white-

beaked dolphins, Risso’s 

dolphins, short-beaked 

common dolphins and minke 

whales, and there are

occasional encounters with

many other species.

4Moray Firth Some of the

largest bottlenose

dolphins in the world live

here. Chanonry Point is

noteworthy, especially on

a rising tide, when they can be

seen feeding on salmon just

a few metres away.

5Shetland Since 1980, no

fewer than 18 species of

whale, dolphin and porpoise

have been recorded around

Shetland. These include

rarities such as the pygmy

sperm whale and beluga.

Even humpback whales can

be seen in most years.

By Wanderlust contributing editor 

Mark Carwardine. Mark is author of 

Mark Carwardine’s Guide to Whale 

Watching In Britain And Europe: 

Second Edition (out 25 Feb; £17)

recovered following the birth of the

modern city under Soviet rule.

What can I see there?

Almaty is a leafy city set against the

backdropof the snow-tippedZailiysky

Alatau peaks. It’s a good spot for hiking and

skiing, and it only lost narrowly toBeijing

in a bid tohost the 2022WinterOlympics.

Even though it has established itself as one

of themostmodern cities inCentral Asia,

manyof its impressive landmarks hark

back to its Soviet past. Visit its two

impressiveRussian orthodox churches: the

gold dome-topped StNicholasCathedral

and the 100-year-oldZenkovCathedral,

which is theworld’s second-tallestwooden

building.Overlooking the city is Kok-Tobe

mountain; take the cable car up it for

panoramic views ofAlmaty.

Is there anything further afield?

If you fancy a drive, head forTamgaly,

120kmnorthwest of Almaty, and you can

see 5,000 petroglyphs (rock carvings) from

theBronzeAge, IronAge andMiddleAges.

■ 5 o f t h e b e s t . . .

Ge
tty

BRITISH
WHALEWATCHING 
HOTSPOTS  

Horse sense
The golden-domed

St Nicholas Cathedral

was once used as

a stable for the 

Bolshevik cavalry

did you  
know?

The word Almaty means 
“grown with apple trees” 
and stems from its days  

as a trading post on  
the Silk Road.
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Q
I’m looking to visit 

Equatorial Guinea for 

seven nights but 

I want to visit both Bioko Island 

and the mainland. What can 

I realistically fi t in?

Tracey Holloway, via email

A
There are multiple daily 

flights (45 minutes) 

between Equatorial 

Guinea’s current capital, Malabo, 

which is on Bioko Island, and the 

mainland city of Bata. It also takes 

less than three hours to drive the 

length of Bioko or the entire width 

of mainland Equatorial Guinea. 

Once you have your tourism and 

photography permit in order (this 

can be done in Bata or Malabo), 

I would recommend starting with 

the mainland. Spend a day driving 

east from Bata to Mongomo via 

Oyala, the incredible new capital 

city, which is still under 

construction deep in the jungle. 

After spending the night 

exploring the sights in the 

President’s hometown of 

Mongomo, head back to Bata in 

a clockwise loop via Altos de Nsork 

National Park – where you may 

see forest elephants – and the 

picturesque and hilly town of 

Evinayong. Bata is also a beautiful, 

modern coastal city with a thriving 

nightlife, and it’s defi nitely worth 

a day’s exploration. 

Once you are back in Bioko, 

dedicate a day to trekking up Pico 

Basilé and checking out the Bioko 

Biodiversity Protection Program’s 

wildlife centre at Moka. After 

a night’s stay in Moka, you can trek 

airborne), and if privacy, space or 

water are at a premium, prioritise 

hand and bottom hygiene. Don’t 

bother with hand gels – they don’t 

sanitise nearly as well as a bar of 

soap and a dribble of water. 

Rinsing below the belt after a pee 

or poo reduces the risks of thrush.

Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth, 

Wanderlust health guru

Q
After reading your 

article of doing the 

Appalachian Trail in 

two weeks (issue 160) we’re 

going to do it this spring – any 

top tips or must-visit places?

Allan Cotton, via email

A
It is always lovely to 

hear that I’ve inspired 

someone to visit 

a place – especially one that 

I loved as much as the AT! Mid-May 

will certainly be a good time to do 

to the Luba Crater Scientifi c 

Reserve to see spectacular 

waterfalls and some of the rare

primates on the planet. 

You could also spend a night 

camping on the black volcanic 

beaches of Ureca on the 

southern tip of the island. 

But if all this camping and 

trekking sounds like too much 

ef ort, you can easily do your ow

roadtrip around the island. Che

out the traditional cocoa 

processing facilities at Rebola, as

well as the quaint seaside towns of 

Riaba and Luba. There is also 

a spectacular wooden church just 

outside Luba in a settlement called 

Batete, and no trip would be 

complete without exploring the 

compact capital city of Malabo.

Oscar Scafi di, author of Bradt’s 

Equatorial Guinea guidebook

Q
I’m looking to 

undertake my fi rst 

long-distance train 

journey. How can I keep myself 

clean and healthy aboard often 

overcrowded carriages with 

limited washing facilities?

Adrian Davies, via email

A
Travel with plenty of 

water (consider carrying 

two bottles), especially 

if the climate is steamy. Don’t 

assume that if there is water in the 

loo at the start of the journey that 

it will still be fl owing at the end. 

Head torches are handy, as toilet 

cubicles may be unlit. It is not 

necessary to wash in order to stay 

healthy (many infections are 

THE EXPERTS

PHOEBE SMITH

EditorofWanderlustandexperton
theAppalachianTrail,amongother
thingswalkingandoutdoor-related

NEIL AND HARRIET PIKE

Cycling experts and authors of the 
Adventure Cycle-Touring Handbook 

(trailblazer-guides.com)

OSCAR SCAFIDI

Travel journalist and author of 
Bradt’s Equatorial Guinea 

guidebook (bradtguides.com)

DR JANE WILSON-HOWARTH

GP, author, zoologist and 
authority on travel health 

for Wanderlust

ASK THE 
EXPERTS
Equatorial Guinea in just one week; staying sanitary on long

train journeys; living in comfort on the Appalachian Trail; and 

how to keep your bike safe — our experts put you in the know
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it because most northbound 

thru-hikers will be a couple of 

months in by then, so you’ll likely 

see them around Shenandoah NP. 

You’ll also see a fair few 

southbounders in and around 

Maine, where trekking starts later 

due to snow on Katahdin. 

When it comes to accommodation 

do check out the article as all those 

listed are recommended.I certainly 

would suggest booking in advance 

at some of the places though – 

especially the ones inside or very 

close to the National Parks. 

Of them all, I would defi nitely try 

to stay in Amicalola Falls Lodge

– it’s a really beautiful place and 

setting. Sunny Banks in Hot Springs 

(to met Elmer); Bear Mountain 

Inn in New York state (only go 

midweek); and the Appalachian 

Club’s Lodges in New Hampshire 

are all good too. Shaw’s is pretty 

much your only option in Monson 

so book early, although there are 

other places further north, around 

Moose Lake, which is also where 

you can take a trip on a seaplane.

Allow yourself time in Damascus 

(Virginia) and hire bikes to do the 

Creeper Trail, and also sample the 

food in Mojoe’s. Oh, and do linger 

in Georgia a little if you get chance, 

the people there are some of the 

friendliest I’ve ever met!

For more accommodation ideas, 

see visittheusa.com. You are going 

to have an amazing trip, and do let 

me know how you get on!

Phoebe Smith, Wanderlust editor

Q
I have recently started 

embarking on cycle 

tours, but what 

security measures can 

I implement on my bike while 

I leave it to go off  sightseeing?

Louise Hill, via email

A
If you’re spending the 

whole day sightseeing, 

we’d recommend staying 

in accommodation that has inside 

bike parking. In many countries, 

Natasha Preston, content
marketing manager at
adventure tour operator Exodus
(exodus.co.uk), shares her

top tips for things to do in Costa Rica

hotel owners are happy for you to 

store your bike in your room; if not, 

most places will have a secure 

spot, usually of  the street. When 

just taking a couple of hours out of 

the saddle, it can be a good idea to 

leave your bike with someone who 

seems trustworthy; this could be 

anyone from the guy behind the 

ticket desk to a local shopkeeper. 

Rather than travel with a heavy 

D-lock, we prefer to save weight 

and take a small cable lock, which 

will stop an opportunist thief, 

though not a more determined 

one. Lastly, it’s always a good idea 

to take all valuables with you when 

you head of  to see the sights. 

Having them stored in a handlebar 

bag, which you can quickly unclip, 

makes this easy to do. 

Neil and Harriet Pike, authors of 

the Adventure Cycle-Touring 

Handbook (Trailblazer)

GET BACK TO NATURE… Home to 5% of the world’s biodiversity 

(approximately 500,000 species) and covered in vast swathes of 

rainforest, Costa Rica is a nature lover’s paradise. You’ll spot 

everything from sleepy sloths to fl amboyant hummingbirds, as well 

as stunning waterfalls, a beautiful coastline and active volcanoes.

ADVENTURE AWAITS! For a change of pace between wildlife walks, 

try zip-lining. The jungle views as you fl y over the canopy around 

Arenal Volcano makes for a thrilling sunset excursion! 

WHERE TO STAY? Renowned for its excellent eco-credentials, 

Esquinas Rainforest Lodge is nestled in Piedras Blancas National 

Park and of ers guests the ultimate jungle experience. Have a dip in 

the pool, which is fed by a natural stream, then sample the expertly 

mixed cocktails – the Esquinas daiquiri is dangerously delicious! 

BEST TIME TO VISIT? Costa Rica is a year-round destination, but the 

wildlife you want to see may determine when you travel. If you’re 

interested in its phenomenal birdlife, I’d recommend going during 

April and May, but if you’d rather spend time watching turtles 

nesting, go between July and October. You can catch the humpback 

whale migration from December to April and July to November.

■  I n s i d e r s ’  G u i d e  t o . . .

COSTA RICA

‘Spend a day driving east from Bata to
Mongomo via Oyala, Equatorial Guinea’s
incredible new capital city, which is still
under construction deep in the jungle’

Trailing behind
Book ahead if you 

want to fi nd a good 

place to stay on the 

Appalachian  Trail
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TAKE
BETTER
TRAVEL
PHOTOS

D
evotion, faith traditions 

and belief systems – the 

thirst for spiritual 

fulfi lment fascinates me. 

Two of these images 

[pictured, main and 

bottom-right] show predominantly women 

devotees arriving before dawn along the 

banks of the Ganges, India, to make their 

off erings to the rising sun. This ancient 

ritual, known as Usha Arghya, takes place on 

the fi nal day of Chhath Puja, a festival 

dedicated to Surya, the Hindu sun god. The 

women in yellow stands out [bottom-right 

image], calm and almost Madonna-like 

among the jostling crowds. I do fi nd that the 

imagery of my photographs often appears to 

transcend the diff erent faiths.

To capture this scene, I’d been there since

4:30am waiting for the right moment, and

that is key. The time of day is crucial. If there

are other travellers at the event, they tend to

only stay for the highlights, but there is

much magic to be found even after they’ve

all disappeared.

Winner of the 

Travel Photo of 

the Year 2015 

‘Portfolio’ category, 

Christopher Roche 

tells us how to capture 

shots of religious events

1   Settle in
I spend as much time as possible at the event 

before touching my camera – sometimes days. That 

way I get accustomed to the place, the pace and the 

energy, while the locals can become accustomed to 

me too. I observe, just waiting for the right 

opportunity or for the photograph to present itself.

4   Consider making
a donation

There is no general rule about paying for 

a photograph. I’ve never been asked to 

by a pilgrim. If a priest or a monk has 

opened up his church or monastery 

especially for me, I will leave a donation.You can see Christopher Roche’s Travel 

Photo of the Year 2015-winning portfolio 

images here. See more of his work at 

chrisrochephotographer.co.uk
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3  Always ask fi rst           
I will always request a subject’s 

permission fi rst by gently raising my 

camera with a questioning expression.  

Sometimes I get a nod, sometimes I am 

ignored and sometimes I get a shake of 

the head. If someone doesn’t want to be 

photographed, I completely respect that. 

5  Do your research
It pays of . Study the place, the 

rituals, the geography, the direction of 

the sun and what other photographs 

have been taken of this event before.

2  Dress appropriately
You don’t want to stand out as 

a tourist, so dress appropriately. I am 

as sensitive and as invisible as possible.
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Y
our legs can

comeunder a lot

of new stresses

when you travel.

If you’re usually

deskbound and fairly

sedentary, the simple increase

in activity can cause problems.

And that’s not tomention the

tropical nasties that arewaiting

to burrow into your toes, given

half the chance.Here’s how to

look after your legs.

BEFOREYOUGO

ATHLETE’S FOOT

Manypeople put upwith their

athlete’s foot, assuming it’s

something to be endured. But

it’sworth eradicating,

especially if you’re heading

somewhere hot – fungal foot

infections can getmuchworse

in sticky climates orwhen you

are exercisingmore. The best

anti-fungal cream is Lamisil;

GPs sometimes prescribe this

in tablet form for particularly

extensive or aggressive fungal

infections. Rampant or

ONTHEPLANE

LEGSWELLING

Leg swelling is commonon long

flights.Doing exercises that

contract the calfmuscles helps,

as doesmoving around the

aircraft. Flight socks also

minimise swelling.

DVT

Longflights (over 5.5 hours) are

associatedwith an increased risk

of deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Peoplemost at risk are the very

tall, short or overweight;

smokers; over-50s; thosewith

close relativeswho’ve had a clot;

peoplewho’ve had recent leg

surgery; pregnant or recently

pregnantwomen; and those

who are immobile before, during

and after the flight. The risk of

DVT is reduced bywearing

properly fittedflight sockswhile

in the air andon long bus or

train journeys. I’d recommend

themregardless ofwhether you

have a highor low risk ofDVT.

VARICOSEVEINS

Peoplewith varicose veins are

not at special risk ofDVTunless

the veins are very severe.

However, varicose veins can

cause leg aches and canbecome

inflamed. Somepeople even get

patches of eczemaover them;

amiddle-strength steroid

ointment or creamsuch as

Eumovate shouldhelp.

ONYOUR
TRAVELS

BREAKS&SPRAINS

If youhave an accident, gently

testwhether you canbear

weight on the injured limb

– a fracture is unlikely if you

canhobble along. It’s generally

a good idea to strapup the

persistent athlete’s foot ismore

likely to progress to deep-seated

toenail infections,which are

hard to cure.Don’t let things

get that bad!

WARTS

Warts can cause grief in

unhygienic situations, and are

best sorted before you travel.

Bazuka is an effective treatment.

FITNESS

Getfitter before you travel.

Balancing onone legwith

your eyes closed is good

preparation; aim for 30 seconds

without awobble. This

significantly reduces the risks

of stumbling and spraining

an ankle,which ismore likely in

unfamiliar destinations,

especially if footpaths are

brokenor rough. Strengthening

exercises are especially

important if youhavehad

a previous ankle sprain.

SENSIBLE SHOES

Make sure youpack shoes that

are comfortable andwellworn

in.Consider buying cushioned

insoles so that sore feet don’t

affect your trip.

Looking after your legs
Travel can throw all sorts at your lower limbs – from breaks

and sprains to blisters and jiggers. Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth

runs through the risks of being on your feet all day

TRAVEL
CLINIC

with Doctor Jane+
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injury with a crepe bandage and

do as much as your level of pain

will allow. Immediately after the

accident, try to rest and raise the

injured body part above heart

level. Ice or cold compresses

help. Strapping is pain-relieving

in the early stages.

STRAINS

People on active trips can

over-exercise certain tendons.

Stretching may help settle pain,

along with anti-inflammatory

tablets (diclofenac is the best)

or gels.

BLISTERS

Ill-fitting footwear, or simply 

increased foot-use, often leads 

to blisters. These are best left 

intact, with the blistered area 

padded as best you can. Really

big blisters can be punctured,

but remember that a blister is

the body trying to protect itself.

Duct tape probably gives the 

best protection if you can’t rest.

SWELLING

Hot weather tends to make 

ankles swell, especially if you are 

carrying a bit of extra weight. 

Sitting with your feet elevated 

will reduce consequent aches.

MALARIA

Malaria mosquitoes tend to 

hunt at ankle height and are 

attracted to smelly feet (as well

as odiferous cheese), so

a sundowner shower before 

applying repellent is always 

a sensible precaution.

LEECHES

Repellents also discourage 

leeches, which are a problem in D
re
am

st
im
e

‘Left alone, the female sand flea will
discharge thousands of eggs, then die; her
remains are then expelled in a load of pus’

rainforests. Leeches tend to 

climb head-over-tail onto your 

shoes and attach at the top of 

the sock but can also squirm 

through the eyelets of shoes.

JIGGERS 

One of the most unappealing of 

tropical foot afictions is caused 

by degenerate fleas known as 

jiggers, chigoes or sand fleas. 

This most troublesome species 

is quite common in Africa and 

tropical parts of Central and 

South America where soils are 

dry and sandy. You pick them 

up by walking barefoot. The 

female flea likes to get under the 

skin close to a toenail, between 

the toes, or burrow into the 

sole. There she feasts and, after 

eight-to-ten days, a painful 

swelling the size of a pea forms. 

Left alone, she will discharge 

thousands of eggs, then die; her 

remains are then expelled in a 

load of pus. The eggs can 

reinfect you and anyone else 

walking barefoot close by. Your 

lodger can be teased out with  

a needle. If she bursts, dowse 

your foot with spirit alcohol (or

kerosene if that’s all you have)

to kill the eggs and prevent any 

further reinfestation.

WALKING BAREFOOT  

Unshod people risk not only 

jiggers but larva migrans (aka 

‘geography worms’) and injuries 

from treading on glass, rusty 

nails, used hypodermics,

venomous fish, bits of coral

or urchin spines.  

Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth is an 

author and GP based in 

Cambridge; read her blog at 

wilson-howarth.com

Getting a leg up 
After an accident, try 

to rest and keep your 

leg above heart level 

top tip
Nails grow faster in hot 
climates. Pack clippers,  

but beware of cutting the  
big toenail too short – this  

can lead to in-growth,  
which is painful and  

can ruin a trip.
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For more details visit: www.mytripfinder.co.uk

Deciding where to go and what to do for your next adventure
can be quite a challenge… and a lot of fun!  

Wanderlust has created a couple of brilliant new trip planning 
tools to help make the process a little bit easier

TRIP FINDER
Our Trip Finder tool searches a huge database

of options from our directory of specialist

tour operators:

9 Choose your selected region, destination

or activity

9 Instantly see all relevant trips

9 Click-through links to the exact  

page on the operator’s website

TRIP WIZARD
Let the tour operators do all your trip–planning 
legwork! Just define your preferred destinations, 
activities, budget, dates and must-see spots in the Trip 
Wizard and selected specialist tour operators  
will email you a custom itinerary.

Finding your 
perfect trip

JUST GOT EASIER
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GEAR
OF THE
YEAR
2016

HOW IT WAS JUDGED
In December 2015, gear manufacturers were asked to submit one piece of kit per category. 

An expert panel of judges scored each item on its merits for travellers, taking into account 

the product’s versatility, weight, size, durability and features that would be key for travellers. 

This year, the judges were: Julia Bradbury, TV presenter of Britain’s Best Walks with Views 

(theoutdoorguide.co.uk); Paul Goodyer, founder and CEO of Nomad Travel Stores; 

Phoebe Smith, Wanderlust editor; and Christian Cull of Thuraya.

Want to know the best kit to take on your 
travels? Check out the winners of this 

year’s Gear of the Year Awards and your 
packing will be literally in the bag…
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ERYX, Beta AR Jacket, £430 Judges’ comments: “Love it! It’s 

ht, packable and has great waterproof zips and pockets. It’s a good 

d it doesn’t rise up when you move about – perfect for travelling.” 

p: Sherpa, Thame 2.5 Layer Stretch Jacket

ERYX, Atom LT Hoody, £190 Judges’ comments: “A fantastic jacket 

ly in a class of its own. It has to be the winner.” 

p: Berghaus, Ramche Hyper Hydrodown Jacket

Kimtah Mid eVent Leather Boots, £120

omments: “When you travel, it’s always a balancing act between 

nd fi nding something fi t for multiple purposes – the Teva strikes that 

eautifully.” Runner-up: Asolo, Avalon GTX

ERO, Venture 30, £100 Judges’ comments: “A useful, practical 

recharger. It’s not too bulky and it will stand up to the elements. An increasingly 

vital addition to most travellers’ luggage.” Runner-up: Páramo, Expedition Towel

BEST
WATERPROOF

JACKET

BEST
ACCESSORY

1

GEAR
OF THE
YEAR
2016

2

BEST
INSULATED

JACKET

3

BEST
FOOTWEAR



5 OSPREY, Talon 22, £80 Judges’ comments: “It is lightweight, versatile, 

comfortable and it has great pockets – defi nitely the daypack of the year.”

Runner-up: Lowe Alpine, AirZone Pro 35:45 Rucksack

6 PÁRAMO, Socorro Shirt, £60 Judges’ comments: “This shirt is casual-looking, 

feature-packed and quick-drying, with a great secret pocket for your cash or ID 

– a travel staple!” Runner-up: Craghoppers, NosiLife Sherman Gilet 

7 CRAGHOPPERS, NosiLife Stretch Trousers, £60 
Judges’ comments: “Easy to look after on the road, wonderfully comfortable

and a great price – these really are the ultimate in travel legwear.”

Runner-up: Sherpa, Naulo Pants

8 OSPREY, Sojourn 80, £190 & 9 LOWE ALPINE, AT Wheelie 120, £160
Judges’ comments: On Osprey: “I can’t get over how many ways there are to carry 

this – it’s perfect if you are on an adventure and have no idea where you might end 

up! It’s also got a great back system too.” On Lowe Alpine: “This bag is so well 

designed, you can’t fault it. The stability is excellent, the fabric hard-wearing, and 

being able to just throw everything in, compress it with straps, and wheel it away is – 

for me – a dream!” Runner-up: Millican, Miles the Duf  e Bag 40L
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8

9

6

5

BEST
DAYPACK

BEST
LUGGAGE

BEST
TRAVEL

TOP

This year, Wanderlust’s Gear of the Year is 

proudly sponsored by Thuraya – makers of th

famous SatSleeve+, which can transform you

smartphone into a satellite phone – an ideal 

device for any serious traveller going of  the 

beaten track who wants to keep connected. 

7 BEST
TRAVEL

TROUSERS



* TERMS & CONDITIONS: This ofer is not available in conjunction with any other promotion. Ofer only available by Direct Debit. To pay by 

Direct Debit both the billing and postal address must be in the UK. Subscriptions are continuous; after the first payment of £5, a payment of 

£15.00 will be collected every six months unless cancelled. No minimum term. Please allow up to eight weeks for delivery of travel voucher.
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when you subscribe
to Wanderlust

Every Wanderlust subscriber receives a free 

£50 travel voucher, which you can redeem 

against a trip booking with one of our tour 

operator members. Plus, on the anniversary 

of your subscription we’ll send you another 

£50 voucher, valid for 12 months, so you 

continue to save money every year!

Our tour operator partners of er an 

outstanding selection of trips to destinations 

all over the world, so before you book your 

next adventure make sure you subscribe 

to Wanderlust. 

Subscribe today for only £5 for six months 

and receive your £50 voucher.

FREE

REDEEM YOUR £50 VOUCHER WITH ANY OF THESE TOUR OPERATORS*:



High times
Climbing to an 

altitude of 4,783m, 

Peru’s Ferrilcaril

Central line is

the world’s

second-highest

passenger railway



WORDS ANTHONY LAM ERT

From cheap chugs and remote hill stations
to mini palaces on rails. These are the

lesser-known rides you need to hop aboard

10
TOP TRAIN 
JOURNEYS
YOU’VE NEVER 

HEARD OF



1
COASTAL PACIFIC
SOUTH ISLAND,
NEWZEALAND
ROUTE: Picton to Christchurch

DURATION: 5.5 hours

Taking the ferry fromWellington (North Island) to Picton (South) is a wise

move: it’s one of the world’s best ferry rides, ending in the idyllic wooded

cove of Picton Harbour. Even better, it connects with a superbly scenic

train ride. A fewminutes after disembarking, you can be on the train to

Christchurch, ready to enjoy the scenery from an open observation car.

The dieselCoastal Pacific grinds up a long incline through hilly sheep

country to Dashwood Pass and rolling hills of vines stretching to the ocean.

Passing lagoons of pink salt pans created fromwhatwas LakeGrassmere,

the train rejoins the coast and runs alongside the dunes to Kaikoura.Many

break the journey here for a boat trip to see dolphins, seals and sperm

whales feeding of nutrients funnelled by an underwater canyon.

South of Kaikoura, the train enjoys another long stretch of sea views

before turning inland, passing through farming country dissected by long

lines of poplars, planted to shelter crops from thewind. Seaside suburbs

escort the train to Christchurch, a city being steadily rebuilt after the

devastating earthquakes of 2011.

INFO: kiwirailscenic.co.nz

⊲
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MATHERANHILL
RAILWAY
MAHARASHTRA, 
INDIA

ROUTE: Neral to Matheran

DURATION: 2 hours

The hill station created for Mumbai is largely 

overshadowed by the better-known retreats

of Shimla, Darjeeling and Ootacamund (Ooty), 

each with their own much-loved railways.

But the narrow-gauge line that heads into the 

Western Ghats from the junction at Neral is 

delightful. The train travels at such a slow speed 

that many can’t resist jumping of to show they 

can run just as fast. The sole short tunnel en 

route is called ‘One Kiss Tunnel’ – there’s just

time for a quick peck as you pass through. 

Just 21km long and built to 610mm gauge,

the railway opened in 1907 and was exceptional 

in being financed by Sir Adamjee Peerbhoy 

– one of the most remarkable ‘rags to riches’ 

prodigies of the Raj – he rose from being

a street vendor to employing over 15,000 

people. It climbs almost continuously, providing 

ever more impressive views over the plains 

whose heat the railway was built to escape. 

Situated at 803m, Matheran is car-free and 

generously laid out with some fine colonial 

buildings, parks and a racecourse.

INFO: indiarailinfo.com

2
GOLDEN CHARIOT
SOUTHERN INDIA
ROUTE: Bangalore to Bangalore

DURATION: 8 days

The luxury hotel-train concept is ideally suited 

to India, which has more examples than any 

other country. Probably the least well known is 

the Golden Chariot, which makes an eight-day 

circuit of the states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala and 

Karnataka on two diferent itineraries: Pride of 

South and Southern Splendour. The only 

problem with such trains (apart from their cost) 

is that they rather spoil you for the 7:45am from 

Surbiton. Some might add that they insulate 

you from the ‘real’ India, but then that’s exactly 

what most of their clientele want. 

This ribbon of fuchsia-coloured carriages is all 

about pampering and cocooning its passengers 

from the ‘grit’ of India. The en suite cabins would 

swallow five compartments on the Orient 

Express, and the dining and lounge cars are 

sumptuously decorated. Among the of-train 

excursions by road coach are visits to game 

reserves, Jain and Hindu temples, the French 

settlement of Pondicherry, palaces, a cruise on

a traditional houseboat, and the abandoned city 

of Hampi, which is home to the Stone Chariot

after which the train is named.

INFO: goldenchariottrain.com
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5
KYUSHU SEVEN
STARS
KYUSHU, JAPAN
ROUTE: Fukuoka to Fukuoka

DURATION: Two or four days

Japan’s first luxury sleeper train was

introduced in 2013, and no expense has

been spared. Its seven cars exude expert

craftsmanship, with lashings of walnut,

rosewood and maple, and etched glass

doors. Designed for slow travel, it is the

antithesis of the country’s bullet trains.

Each car is individually designed, and the

whole train has only 12 en suite rooms

and two luxury suites.

The train explores the southwesterly

island of Kyushu, threading its way through

paddy fields and volcanic hills forested with

cypress and bamboo and getting as

acquainted with the sea as a train safely can.

The longer 1,200km tour entails a night in

a luxury ryokan (traditional inn), composed

of wooden cottages with natural hot

springs linked by cobbled paths. For those

mystified by the intricacies of Japanese

cuisine, interpreters are also on hand to

guide passengers through the succession

of dishes presented on leaves and bamboo

serving plates.

INFO: cruisetrain-sevenstars.com

4
TREN DE SIERRA
PERU
ROUTE: Lima Desamparados 

to Huancayo

DURATION: 12 hours

It takes determination to complete this journey, 

because the Tren de Sierra makes it dif  cult, 

with its infrequent, inconvenient and under-

promoted train service. But what a railway it is! 

Until the Chinese built a line to Lhasa, it was the 

world’s highest passenger railway, reaching 

a zenith of 4,783m inside the tunnel at Galera. 

Attendants provide oxygen for those 

overcome by the altitude – or perhaps the 

dizzying drops that fall sheer away from the 

track, which is incised into the monumental 

rock faces of the Andes. Building the railway 

was a heroic feat, requiring 69 tunnels, 

58 bridges and six switchbacks where the train 

zig-zags back and forth.

It was the silver mines of Cerro de Pasco 

that provided the impetus for what many must 

have seen as a near-impossible construction. 

The 170km line took 57 years to complete 

and, since 1908, passengers have been 

awestruck by the scale and raw beauty of the 

mountains, at least once the urban sprawl 

of Lima is left behind. 

INFO: ferrocarrilcentral.com.pe
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6 
RHAETIAN RAILWAY 
SWITZERLAND 
ROUTE: Pontresina to Scuol-Tarasp

DURATION: 80 minutes 

Overshadowed by the well-known Glacier and Bernina expresses, this 

enchanting line between Pontresina, near St Moritz, and the spa town of 

Scuol-Tarasp, near the Austrian border, is a jewel. For much of the way it 

twists and turns at high altitude, and panoramic views to the south 

overlook a succession of seemingly endless mountains as they stretch 

across Switzerland’s only national park towards the Italian frontier. 

The railway parallels the Inn River as it courses along the idyllic lower 

Engadine Valley, passing densely clustered villages of white-walled chalets 

and thin-towered churches that have won architectural prizes for their 

conservation. Houses are decorated with elegant sgraf  to (scratched 

plasterwork) decoration, characteristic of the Engadine. Emerging from the 

fi nal tunnel, there is also a coup de théâtre: a picture-postcard view of 

arguably Switzerland’s most romantically sited castle, the 11th-century 

Tarasp, which is built on a hill but dwarfed by the surrounding mountains.

INFO: rhb.ch ⊲
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HUDSONBAY LINE
MANITOBA,CANADA
ROUTE: Winnipeg to Churchill

DURATION: 2 days

Gazing out on freight cars that have toppled of

the track isn’t the most reassuring of sights to

see as you trundle by, but it helps to explain why

the progress of this remarkable sleeping-car

train is so stately. Linking the provincial capital

of Manitoba with Canada’s only Arctic seaport,

Churchill (on Hudson Bay), the train is forced to

gently tiptoe across the muskeg (bog) on which

the tracks are perched. The derailed wagons

remain where they fell because the track can’t

support the work of a crane.

The landscapes are mesmerising in their

variety and wild, intimidating loneliness.

Wheat fields morph into deciduous and then 

boreal forests before the trees thin, diminish in 

size and finally disappear. The telephone line 

beside the track has to be carried on tripods 

across the taiga, so ferocious are the winds that 

can howl across the Barren Lands. It’s a train that 

attracts travellers, and swapping stories tends to 

fill the evening hours after dark.

INFO: viarail.ca
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8
HEART OF
WALES LINE
ENGLAND&WALES
ROUTE: Shrewsbury to Swansea

DURATION: 4 hours

The line between Shrewsbury and Swansea

wends through some of the most unspoilt

scenery in the Welsh Marches, the

countryside of AE Housman and Mary Webb.

It links small Welsh towns that once hosted

thriving spas, such as Llangammarch Wells

where former German emperor Kaiser

Wilhelm II and his family once visited in 1912,

travelling incognito. There are spectacular

views for most of the way, over landscapes

with few buildings.

Diesel trains serve 32 intermediate stations, 

many profoundly remote and some bright 

with flowerbeds and hanging baskets  

looked after by local volunteers. Nearly  

all stops ofer great walks; for instance, 

Knighton is on the attractive Ofa’s Dyke  

Path, while half a dozen nature reserves  

can be reached from other stations.

For example, it’s a short walk from

Llangunllo to the vast upland common

of Beacon Hill, while a footpath from  

Builth Road takes you to the National  

Nature Reserve of Cors y Llyn. Just

before Swansea, the train skirts the sandy 

expanses of the Loughor Estuary where

you might glimpse a cockle fisherman.

INFO: heart-of-wales.co.uk

physically unaltered railways, and its 

authenticity has secured it roles in films such as 

The Missouri Breaks and Indiana Jones and the 

Last Crusade. It is still operated by the Denver 

& Rio Grande Western steam locomotives that 

worked the railway before its preservation, and 

its carriages could grace any Western. 

Trains operate from both ends and meet 

roughly halfway at the remote station of Osier. 

Here, passengers detrain to have lunch before 

returning to their start-point or continuing to the 

end of the line and returning by road coach. The 

railway operates between May and October; in 

autumn, the colours of the aspens are stunning.

INFO: cumbrestoltec.com

⊲

⊲

9
CUMBRES & TOLTEC
SCENIC RAILROAD
NEWMEXICO/
COLORADO,USA

ROUTE: Chama to Antonito

DURATION: 6.75 hours (return) 

Of the various heritage survivors from the days 

of US narrow-gauge railways, this is the longest 

and highest. The 103km route crosses the 

Cumbres Pass, the highest rail pass in the 

United States at 3,053m, linking New Mexico 

and Colorado. Weaving through the grassland 

of the southern Rocky Mountains via numerous 

loops, trestles and tunnels, it is one of the most 
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10 
LA LIGNE DES 
CÉVENNES
MASSIF CENTRAL, 
FRANCE 

ROUTE: Nîmes to Clermont-Ferrand

DURATION: 6.5 hours 

Clermont-Ferrand, the capital of the Auvergne, 

is the destination of this leisurely journey 

through the Cévennes, the remote, wild country 

explored by Robert Louis Stevenson and his 

donkey Modestine in 1878. Though ‘only’ 

303km long, the line burrows through 106 

tunnels and crosses almost 1,300 bridges, 

including some of France’s most impressive 

viaducts, such as the 41-arch near-semicircle 

of Chamborigaud Viaduct. 

The fi rst part of the journey, in Languedoc-

Roussillon, has a strong Mediterranean feel; 

a plain of cypress, Lombardy poplars and Aleppo 

pines is followed by vineyards as far as the eye 

can see. After a short brush with the remains of 

mining around Alès, the train climbs into hills 

steep enough to be terraced for agriculture. 

North of Langogne is the line’s pièce de 

résistance as the train runs along a masonry 

ledge above the River Allier with glorious views 

that stretch out far across the gorge. Volcanic 

plugs dot the landscape on the approach 

to Clermont-Ferrand, preparing you for its 

imposing cathedral, built out of distinctive 

black lava stone.

INFO: about-france.com

⊲



Nominate your guide now
for theWanderlustWorld
GuideAwards 2016!

T
heWanderlustWorld

Guide Awards were 

launched in Decembe

2005 to recognise the 

undersung heroes of the trav

world – guides and tour leade

The judging process is long

and challenging, so the more

insight you provide on the gui

the better for our judges, wh

include Bill Bryson, Mark 

Carwardine, Lyn Hughes and

industry experts.

The winners will be announ

at a life-affi rming celebratio

London’s Royal Geographical

Society on 6 October 2016.

Each of the Gold, Silver and 

Bronze winners will receive a

bursary to spend on commun

projects or to further their 

education and qualifi cations.

www.WorldGuideAwards.com

Nominate your outstanding guide now and make sure they get the recognition they deserve!

Did your tour guide turn your trip into an unforgettable experience? 
Nominations close 22 February and we want to know about them! 
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HIMALAYA
The mountains of north-west Yunnan, home to minority villages 

and snow peaks, of er the chance to experience a remote 
Himalayan enclave without forsaking creature comforts

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS  DAVID ABRAM



he phone cut like

a cattle prod through

my altitude-deranged

dreams. “Good

morning Mr David.” It

was a 5.30am wake-up

call from our guide,

Renching. “Weather is

good. Mountain top clear. Come!”

I stumbled through the gloom, pulled back

the curtains and gasped in awe at the

spectacle before me. Less than 10km across

the valley, from a pedestal of shadowy forest,

scree and broken cloud rose the vision of

a Himalayan giant bathed in silver

moonlight. The mist that had enveloped the 

massif had finally cleared, revealing the 

sacred Tibetan summit we’d travelled all this 

way to see: Kawa Karpo, spiritual home of 

the eponymous warrior god.

Stars were still crisp in the sky as we drove 

downhill towards a platform said to afford 

the most spectacular view in all China –  

a front-row seat for a lightshow on a sublime 

scale. By the time we got there, the sky above 

the summit ridge had grown paler, and the 

snow fields and glaciers sculpting Kawa 

Karpo’s flanks were more clearly defined: it

looked as if the bank of cloud behind us was

going to spoil the day.

But then, just as I’d given up hope of

a clean sunrise and started to pack my

camera away, cries of wonder erupted from

the group of Chinese tourists standing

next to me. The pyramidal ice peaks had

fired up like a row of rose-coloured candles,

radiating an extraordinary light. The effect

was mesmerising. Camera shutters whirred.

Renching performed ritual prostrations,

bowing before the vision of dawn light and

ice, intoning the Buddhist prayer, ‘Om mani

padme hum’ – ‘Hail thee, jewel in the lotus’.

It’s a line I’d heard countless times travelling

in the Himalayas, but which had never

seemed quite as poetic and apposite as it

did at that moment.

Angering the gods
Kawa Karpo is the crowning glory of the 

Hengduan mountain range, in China’s 

southwestern province of Yunnan. 

Culminating at 6,740m, the massif straddles 

the border of China and Tibet, and is 

regarded as holy by Tibetan Buddhists. 

Every year, between 10,000 and 20,000 

pilgrims perform an arduous, 240km circuit 

of the snow mountain, known to the 

Chinese as Meili Xue Shan.

It has, however, never been climbed. An

expedition from Kyoto University was

mounted in the winter of 1990-91, but 

ended in tragedy after all 17 team members 

were killed in an avalanche. The locals 

interpreted this as a sign of the warrior 

god’s ire. A law has since been passed to 

prevent any further attempts.

Although no big hitter by Himalayan 

standards, Kawa Karpo and its 20 snow-

covered subsidiary peaks nevertheless look 

colossal when viewed close up. The summit 

soars more than five vertical kilometres 

above the Mekong and Salween river valleys, 

which here flow north to south around the 

base of the mountain.

It was these parallel valleys, and that of the 

mighty Yangtze, which for centuries 

provided the principal trade routes between 

southern China and Tibet. Tea grown in the 

hills of southern Yunnan was carried in 

bricks on the backs of porters wearing only 

cloth slippers and sent to the Tibetan 

capital, Lhasa. Here it was exchanged for 

thoroughbred horses, which the Tang and 

Ming dynasties needed in order to wage war 

against the Manchurian hordes menacing 

the Great Wall on their northern border.

Trade along the so-called Tea Horse Road 

continued well into the 20th century.

However, after the Second World War

horses were superseded by trucks, which ⊲

Ariverflowsaround it

The Mekong meanders

past the Kawa Karpo
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Local colours

Prayer flags decorate  

a village near Meili; 

(below) the locals  

make oferings at  

White Chick Temple,  

Shangri-La



Holy smoke
(clockwise from this)

An ofering of juniper 

(shugpa) incense being 

burned at a hilltop 

shrine above the 

entrance to Benzilan 

village. The smoke is 

believed to purify and

protect; Naxi people, 

Tacheng; black-and-

white Yunnan 

snub-nosed monkey; 

view from White Chick 

Temple, Shangri-La; 

Lisu man, Tacheng



nowadays lumber across themountains

on Swiss-style highways, complete with

long, arcing tunnels and a chain of

impressive concrete bridges.

During 15 years of double-digit growth,

new roads and airports have brought

sweeping changes to this formerly remote

corner of China.Huge hydroelectric

projects on the valley floors provide

electricity to even far flung settlements,

while a string of townships has sprung up

along the river banks, where theChinese

government has re-settled nomadic

Tibetan herding communities, localNaxi

andBaiminority people, andmigrants

from the eastern plains.

The overall standard of living is amazingly

high, comparedwith similarlymountainous

parts of India andNepal.On theway back

from the platform,we paused to photograph

one especially prosperous-lookingTibetan

village, comprising around 20white-

washed, tin-roofed farmsteads framed by

strings of prayer flags and a backdrop of

shining snowpeaks. At this early hour, the

hamletwas swathed in purple-blue smoke

belching fromwhat looked like oversized

chimenea. “Juniper,” explainedRenching,

“Tibetan people burn for good luck.”

Easily four times the size of your average

British three-bedroomedmid-terrace,

each house was set amid rambling gardens

of barley stubble and fruit orchards.

Mulberry bushes rustled by the banks of

babbling streams, as the sound of bells

from herds of grazing goats and yaks

drifted over the treetops.

“These peoplemaking lot ofmoney from

yartsa gunbu,” said Renching, reaching for

his smartphone. “See – caterpillar fungus.”

He swiped through images of smiling

friends and relatives proffering palm-fulls of

aworm-likemushroom. Prized inChina as

a cure for ailments ranging from lung cancer

to erectile dysfunction, the fungus lives as

a parasite in the larvae of the rare ghost

moth, unfurling a sprout in late summer

that can fetch asmuch as £52,000 a kilo on

the openmarket. “Everyone here nowhas

iPhone 6s – caterpillar fungus phone!”

Finding Shangri-La
Theymay have 4G, but theTibetan

inhabitants of theHengduanmountains

havemaintained their distinctive,

traditionalway of life to a great extent, aswe

discovered in the course of aweek-long tour

around the valleys of the upperMekong.

The backbone of the tripwas a series of

beautiful Tibetan-style lodges, run by the

Songtsam chain. Built of stonewith

handsome, hand-carvedwindows and

polychromepainted doorways, eachwas

located on the edge of a village, in delightful

spots evidently chosen for their views and

tranquil atmosphere.

The firstwas on the outskirts of the

region’s capital, Shangri-La, wherewe’d

originally arrived by plane from the capital

of neighbouring Sichuan, Chengdu.

Originally known as ‘Zhongdian’, the city

acquired its exotic name in 2001 as part of an

attempt to boost tourism.However, the

connectionwith the legendaryHimalayan

kingdom featured in JamesHilton’s 1933

novel, LostHorizon, is entirely spurious.

That said, Shangri-La is encircled by snow

peaks and grassy plains dottedwith herds of

yaks and horses. And it does boast

a fabulously picturesquemonastery – one of

themost spectacular outsideTibet proper

– and our hotel was right below it.

Sometimes referred to as the ‘Little

Potala’ because of its resemblance to the

great palace in Lhasa, the Ganden

Sumtsenling dates from 1679. Badly

damaged inMao’s Cultural Revolution, it

has since been painstakingly reconstructed,

and its ornately decorated roofs, gleaming

golden finials, monks’ quarters and

ochre-walled prayer halls today form an

arresting spectacle when viewed from the

shores of the adjacent lake.

We took it easy on our first day, to

acclimatise to the altitude – Shangri-La

lies at an elevation of 3,300m above sea

level.We took leisurely strolls around the

reed banks on the lakeshore, interspersed

by rounds of tea and yak-butter biscuits

back in our room, which had a dreamy

view over the water.

During one of the circuits, I remarked to

Renching thatmost of the visitors to the

monastery seemed to beChinese rather

thanTibetans, and asked himwhere all the

localswent tomake juniper incense

offerings in themorning. “WhiteChick

Temple,” he replied, pointing to a hilltop

on the opposite side of the city.

Our visit to the shrine the following

morning proved to be one of the

highlights of our trip. From around

7am, streams of worshippers filed up the

steps leading from town to the temple,

dressed in wildly contrasting attire that

reflected the changing times: from

miniskirts and diamanté baseball caps

‘We sat in the shade of a conifer tree 
with a party of monks to gaze across the 
rooftops of Shangri-La, where the historic 
quarter is being rebuilt from scratch’

⊳

⊲
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Flying the flag
(clockwise from this) 

The 17th-century 

Ganden Sumtsenling 

Monastery is the 

largest Tibetan 

Buddhist monastery in 

Yunnan; Lisu village; 

Ganden Sumtsenling 

Monastery; an incense 

maker, Benzilan; Naxi 

hair style, Tacheng
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DISCOVER CHINA DIFFERENTLY
China is full of extraordinary sights, but with our new range of Discovery Tours 

you won’t just visit them – you’ll touch, breathe and get under the skin of this 

fascinating country.

Call 0800 204 4136
Visit  wendywutours.co.uk/discovery-tours  or pop into your local travel agent ABTA W7994  ATOL 6639

�  Get a glimpse of Yunnan’s 

most remote areas

�  Trek on the Great Wall

�  Visit Mount Everest’s 

legendary Base Camp

Small group journeys No single supplements 18 years’ experience Expert local guides Unrivalled knowledge & expertise

Wendy Wu



to traditional rainbow aprons and

raw-silk headscarves.

The atmosphere in the precinctwas joyful.

Three generations of familiesweremaking

the ritual kora around awalkway linedwith

multi-coloured prayer flags, pausing to

murmurmantras and leave offerings of

smouldering incense. Afterwards, we sat in

the shade of a conifer treewith a party of

monks to gaze across the rooftops of

Shangri-La’sOldTown.Destroyed by a fire

in 2014, the historic quarter is being rebuilt

from scratch. Carved-wood facades and

terracotta-tile roofswith upswept eaves are

rapidly taking shape inwhat promises to be

a large, and quite beautiful, Tibetan-style

shopping centre pitched at visitors from

China’s big cities.

Into the hills
Havingmadeour good-luckofferingof

juniper atWhiteChickTemple,we re-joined

ourdriver at thebottomof thehill for the

start of our tripnorth toBenzilan village, our

first halt. Along theway,wepaused at a

traditional pottery,wherewemadeaTibetan

blackware cup thatwouldbefired and

delivered toourhotel at the endofour tour.

Splashesof yellowing larch andpoplar trees

carpeted themountainsides aswepressed

furthernorth into analtogether starker and

more grandiose landscape.Tuckedup

a secluded side valley just off themain road,

SongtsamBenzilan lodgeprovides aperfect

springboard for explorationsof thewild,

forested country above it.

As shafts of golden evening sunlight shone

through the leaves ofwalnut trees, we drove

high up the valley to a spot just clear of the

forest, where a little shrine festoonedwith

prayer flags offered a glimpse of the

snow-dusted peaks to the north-west.On

theway back, awater-driven prayerwheel

glinted at the entrance to a farmwhose

occupantsmade traditional Buddhist

incense from rare aromatic pines harvested

on themountain. I’ll never forget the

wonderful scent of the grinding room,

where the timberwas powdered and rolled

withmedicinal herbs into sticks.

Clutching a bundle as a souvenir, we

gratefully accepted the family’s invitation

to fill our bagswith fresh peaches and

apples from their orchard, whichwe

munched the followingmorning on our

way to the next stop on our journey.

Fronted by swirling rice terraces,

Tacheng enjoys a warmer, wetter,

subtropical location. The vista ofmisty

green hillsides from our balcony was

sublime, andwewere glad we’d decided

to spend a couple of nights there, as it

gave us time to enjoy a harvest lunchwith

a local Naxi family, visit a sacred Buddha

cave high on amountain overlooking

the Yangtze Valley, and travel to a nearby

nature reserve where we observed

a troupe of endangered black-and-white

Yunnan snub-nosedmonkeys tucking

into a breakfast of fresh lichen.

Rooms with a view
Themost exhilarating leg of our journey,

however, was without doubt the stretch

along theMekong Valley as it twisted

northwards below the Kawa Karpomassif.

Every now and again, visions of ice-

encrusted summits would appear at the

head of canyons cleaving deep into the

mountain’s flank. Villages nestled amid

terraces of barley, against backdrops of

wine-tinged scree and ridges rising at

dizzying angles towards glaciers

shrouded in swirling cloud. On the

roadside, parties of foot-sore, wild-haired

Tibetan pilgrims limped towards Deqen

town, their faces nut-brown fromweeks

on the Kawa Karpo kora.

Our final destination, perched on

a natural balcony high aboveDeqen, was

an exquisite, wood-lined lodge filledwith

evocative Tibetan antiques – a haven of

warm colours andwondrous vistas.

Fromour room,we had an uninterrupted

view of the snowmountain to thewest.

Thewindow seat seemedmade for a cosy

read, but I spent hours withmy nose

pressed against the glass gazing at the

gleaming ice fields.

There weremany ‘perfectmoments’

on this trip – climbing through forests

drapedwith prayer flags and fronds of

pale-green lichen, and having a hilarious

lesson on how to eat bean jelly with

chopsticks from a sniggering six-year-old

Naxi boy, to name but two. But the one

that stands out came on our last evening.

After a supper of creamy, homemade

tofu and vegetables fresh from the lodge

garden, my travel companion and I retired

to our room for coffee, as the sun set

and the greatmountain turned pink,

thenmolten red.

I’ve trekked several times inmy life for

weeks on end, enduring sleepless, freezing

nights under canvas and a diet of relentless

barley flour and noodles for views not

half as enthralling as this. And I can say

without a trace of shame that aHimalayan

sunset never looked as fine as it did on

that evening, Gaggia latté in hand, and

a pocket-sprungmattress to crash out

on once the last traces of alpenglow had

faded from the phalanx of saw-toothed

summits. Forme, the seat of the Tibetan

warrior godwill always represent a vision

of eternal bliss.

‘The window seat seemed made for
a cosy read, but I spent hours with my
nose pressed against the glass gazing
at the gleaming ice fields’

⊳

Window on  

the world

The sun streams in 

through the windows 

at Songtsam Benzilan
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020 8566 3739 transindus.co.uk

Discover hidden china

Songtsam Circuit

www.bambootravel.co.uk

YUNNAN’S PASSAGE TO 

S H A N G R I - L A

Travel overland from Yunnan’s 

capital to the fabled land of 

Shangri-La, a time-forgotten 

corner of China bordering 

Eastern Tibet and lying under

the shadow of the Buddhist 

holy mountain Kawa Karpo 

near Deqin. Stop off along the

way at Dali & Lijiang, and trek

through Tiger Leaping Gorge.

020 7720 9285 
info@bambootravel.co.uk

Wanderlust Readers  

Travel Awards: ‘Top Tour

Operator’ winner for  

2014 and 2015
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£3,495
per person for a 17 
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Deqen Prefecture, China Footnotes

VITAL 
STATISTICS
Full region name: Deqen Tibetan 
Autonomous Prefecture (DTAP)
Prefecture capital: Shangri-La (formerly 
Zhongdian)
Prefecture population: 353,500
Language: Tibetan, Mandarin
Time: GMT+8
International dialling code: +86
Visas: Required by foreign nationals. 
Standard tourist visas, valid for three 
months from date of issue, may be 
obtained through Chinese Visa Application
Service centres in London, Manchester 
and Edinburgh (visaforchina.org); visas 
cost from £96. You need copies of your air 
tickets, confirmation of all hotel bookings,
and a detailed itinerary accompanied by
a supporting letter from your travel agent.
Money: Renminbi (RMB) or yuan, currently 
around 9.5RMB to the UK£. ATMs are 
common in towns and cities, and accept 
international cards. Foreign credit cards 
are not widely accepted in shops. 

When to go

■ The best months, comparable with
northern Europe. Precipitation is minimal.
■ Winters are cold and snowfall common 
due to altitude.

Health & safety
Travellers arriving in Shangri-La 

(3,300m) often experience mild altitude 
sickness (AMS) in the form of headaches, 
dizziness and fitful sleep; this generally 
lasts no more than 24 hours. If symptoms 
become more acute, transfer by car to 
lower altitudes if possible. Note, AMS can 
strike up to 36 hours after descending, 
though it won’t worsen at lower elevations.

Further reading
& information

Southwest China (Rough Guides, 2012)

THE TRIP
The author travelled with 
TransIndus (0844 879 3960, 

transindus.co.uk). A 15-day private tour of 
the region, including the Songtsam Circuit, 
plus time in Chengdu (to see the pandas 
and nearby Bronze Age sites) and Lijiang, 
costs £3,045, including return flights, 
accommodation, guides, transfers and 
meals. Shorter trips are possible.

Getting there & around
BA (ba.com) flies five times

a week from Heathrow to Chengdu’s 
Shuangliu International Airport. Returns
start at around £500; flight time is
11 hours. Planes to Shangri-La leave daily 
from the adjacent domestic terminal with 
China Eastern Airlines (flychinaeastern.
com). Flights cost around £125 one way 
and take 90 mins.

Bus services are erratic outside 
Shangri-La. For short trips, a car and 
driver are all but essential. Few people 
speak English outside high-end hotels – 
it makes sense to employ a guide.

Cost of travel
Transport’s likely to be your 

greatest expense. Allow £150 a day (plus 
tips) for a car, driver and guide. Entrance 
tickets to monasteries, museums and 
viewing platforms cost £10-12pp. 
Booking through a tour operator can 
work out cheaper than making the 
arrangements yourself.

Accommodation
Tarifs for double rooms in all 

these lodges are around £150 a night. 
Songtsam Lodges (songtsam.com), the 
chain of five properties around which this 
trip is based, have stylish Tibetan-
influenced interiors. Packages include 
full board and visits to local workshops, 
religious landmarks and the monkey 
sanctuary near Tacheng.

The five-star Six Senses (Qincheng 
Shan; sixsenses.com/qingcheng) is a 
40-minute drive from Chengdu airport, at 
the foot of sacred Qingcheng mountain. 
The Chinese-style chalets are set amid 
bamboo groves with private courtyards.

Temple House (Chengdu; 
thetemplehousehotel.com) is located in 
the heart of Chengdu’s trendy shopping 
district, its lobby is set in a converted 
19th-century building. The rooms and 
suites occupy dark-glass towers and 
ooze cutting-edge cool.

Food & drink
Songtsam’s rates include full 

board, and all meals are of a high 
standard. Tibetan and Chinese dishes 
predominate. Every room has a proper 
espresso machine. Yunnan wine and Dali 
beer are available as extras.

More online
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/164 

for links to more content:
VIDEO
♦ TheSongtsamCircuit– onlineexclusive
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ TheWanderlustguidetothebest of the 
SilkRoad–online
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ China travel guide
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FIVE THINGS I WISH I’D KNOWN

1Altitude sickness
can strike after

you’ve come down
Altitude sickness can
strike up to 36 hours after
descending – I felt terrible for
a day at Tacheng lodge, well below
the AMS threshold, but didn’t realise
what the problem was until I googled
the symptoms.

2Scooters are handy – and fun
On my last afternoon in Shangri-La,

I rented a scooter for a whizz around
town. I really wish I’d done it the day
before, with enough time to make a tour
of nearby Napa Lake – it’s so much more
fun than driving a car!

3Give yourself time to take in the
Shangri-La-Lijiang journey 

The road journey between Shangri-La 
and Lijiang is amazing. Leave more  

time than I did for  
detours to its many  

viewing platforms.

4Make sure there’s
enough time to trek

Tiger Leaping Gorge – before
it’s too late...
Having had a glimpse of it from road 
level, I bitterly regret not finding the time 
for the trek up Tiger Leaping Gorge. 
Plans are afoot to tarmac the trail, so see
it before it’s spoiled by bus tours.

5‘All-inclusive’ does not really 
include everything – admission 

fees will stretch your budget
Costs of “all-inclusive” trips tend not
to include admission tickets to 
monasteries, viewing platforms and the 
monkey sanctuary. These can soon 
mount up, and towards the end of the 
tour I started to run out of cash.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

top tip
Few people speak English.

Use your smartphone to  
photograph key pages of
Mandarin phrasebooks

and record English-speaking 
hotel staf giving instructions  

for taxi drivers.



“L
ook! Leopard!”

I caught a glimpse

of the sleek, spotted

cat as it crossed the

footpath some

20 yards in front of

us before it disappeared into the jungle.

“We are very lucky to see him,” said my

guide with a wide grin and a wheezy puff.

I wondered if it really was good luck when

a leopard crossed your path. We certainly

needed plenty of luck on our three-day trek

to Point Lenana, one of the peaks of Mount

Kenya, the second highest mountain in

Africa. Considered to be even harder

to climb than Kilimanjaro, our route had

turned into a near-impassable boggy marsh 

due to unseasonal December rainfall. 

Richard, my guide, was also worrying me 

a little. Getting on for 50, he had seemed 

short of breath even at the base, but at least 

appeared to maintain a static level of 

discomfort irrespective of altitude. I envied 

him at 4,100m as I had developed a mild 

headache and a breathing pattern à la Darth 

Vader. So it was something of a relief when 

Richard suggested a short break high on 

a ridge above the deserted Teleki Valley, the 

twin peaks glinting in the distance. 

I was sipping my orange juice when 

Richard abruptly began retching and 

vomiting. I am afraid that my fi rst reaction 

was bemusement: who ever expected the 

local guide, the Sherpa, the Tenzing Norgay 

to get altitude sickness? My second reaction, 

more befi tting a medical professional, was 

concern. Vomiting. Raised intracranial 

pressure. High-altitude cerebral oedema. 

He was in trouble, and we needed help. 

Then the real difculty dawned on me. 

We had no means of communication; 

Kenya’s Safaricom service provider had 

abandoned us miles ago. No one expected 

us at Mackinder’s Camp for hours, and 

a search party wouldn’t be organised till the 

next morning, which could be much too 

late for Richard. A night of hypothermia, 

hunger and lurking predators would not do 

my health much good either. There was 

only one choice: I would go on alone to 

Mackinder’s and get help. The problem was 

that I had no map and only a rudimentary 

idea of where we were. 

“Go down to valley, cross river and fi nd 

camp,” were the only directions Richard 

could give me in the state that he was in. 

“Is there a trail?” I asked, uncertainly. 

He shook his head and vomited 

some more.

I set off  into the unknown. 

I genuinely don’t know what it was that 

gave me the newfound strength and the 

rapid acclimatisation to make it across the 

ridge; perhaps it was the adrenaline surge, 

perhaps it was the knowledge that my 

travelling companion was completely 

dependent on me fi nding this camp. 

Or perhaps it was the 250ml of artifi cially 

sweetened orange juice that was coursing 

through me. I just do not know. 

I fi nally reached the river and drank 

deeply from it – thoughts of microscopic 

parasites dancing in my brain. I had run 

out of water, my only insurance against 

heat exhaustion and crippling altitude 

sickness, and the cold, glacial river water 

was a godsend. Refreshed, I set off  across 

the valley in the approximate direction 

I assumed the camp to be in. 

Mountain
rescue

What do you do when

your guide gets sick on

perilous Mount Kenya? 

 Don’t panic, says reader

Siddharth Sridhar

Letters, tips, photos & exploits from you, our endlessly adventurous readers

■  Yo u r  S t o r y

FROM
THE
ROAD
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Therewas no trail, nothing, no human

soul in that vast, treeless valley. The clouds

had descended to reduce visibility to a

hundred feet in any direction. I tried

shouting for help, cold hands cupped to

my cracked lips. No one heardme except

for a rock hyrax that looked onwithout

interest or sympathy.

On and on Iwent through that

nightmare valleywith nothing to guide

me except for the belief that it couldn’t all

end here, in themiddle of nowhere,

wearing some smelly thermal underwear

and a dusty fleece jacket.

Squelch!My footwas trapped ankle-deep

in themud, and the effort it tookme to pull

outmy left bootwas exhausting. Then it hit

me as I putmymud-soaked boot back on

and regarded the deep cavity I hadmade.

“Eureka!”Mud. Softmud. Stop

blundering about, I thought, and look for

footprints. So I scouted in themuddier

areas near the river that I had been avoiding

until now, and I foundwhat Iwas looking

for: the beautiful, oh so beautiful imprint of

a boot. And then onemore, and another,

I think Iwas still shoutingwhen I reached

the camp. Aman looked out of thewindow,

surprised. “Guide, across river, over ridge,

very sick, need help,” I gasped breathlessly

and grabbed a thermos full of hotwater and

aKetepa Pride teabag—one spoonful of

sugar, nomilk. The search party left. I slept.

I had done all I could.

I rose some twohours later andmade

myself another cup of tea as the search

party returned. Richardwas all right, if

a little unsteady onhis feet. The slow

descent into the valley, carried in the two

porters’ strong hands, had helped his

altitude sickness.

I will not attempt to describewhat I felt at

seeing him again. I cannot imaginewhat he

felt. I remember us laughing and spending

someof those tears that grownmen reserve

for just such occasions.

So, is it good luckwhen a leopard crosses

your path?

Yes, itmost certainly is.

Have you got a travel tale to tell? Post it at

wanderlust.co.uk/mywanderlust

and another, all heading off irregularly but

resolutely into the distance and towards

a settlement: signs of humanity,masters of

all the Earth.Mercifully, there had beenno

rain towash the prints away, and I hurried

through themuddy quagmire renewingmy

shouts for help. ⊲

Lesser spotted
Leopards stalk

the jungle

beneathMount

Kenya (above)
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“Trekking Torres Del Paine 

National Park, Chile. We did 

the ‘O’ Circuit and it was an 

unbelievable experience.”

James Mann

“On the Yeti Trail between

Merak and Khaling, Bhutan.” 

David Kiddy

“Finding shade at Inspiration Point 

in California’s Yosemite National

Park, USA.”

Julie Caskie

“Amer Fort in Jaipur, India, blew me away with its colours. 

This particular gate has been preserved for hundreds 

of years despite the intense sunlight.”

Jodie Fletcher Swift
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■  R e a d e r s ’  P i c t u r e s

Been somewhere beautiful? Done something amazing? 

Email fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk – make us jealous!



Where does your 
Wanderlust take you?
Every month we ask ‘Where does your 

Wanderlust take you?’, giving you a chance to 

win a goody bag including a versatile 100% 

Merino Wool Buff® – the ultimate travel 

accessory (RRP £25). But can you top Julie 

(above)? Show us where your Wanderlust takes 

you and where you take your Wanderlust!

Take your magazine with you on your next trip 

and share a pic with us. Post it on our Facebook 

wall, tweet it to us at @wanderlustmag, email it  

to fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk or hashtag it 

#wanderlustmag on Instagram. 

“Blending in with the street art in Salta, Argentina.”  

Sally Walton

“Paddling across a lagoon in Mo’orea, French Polynesia. 

Stingrays glided beneath my board and friendly blacktip

reef sharks circled inquisitively.” Emma Fehon

“Having been inspired by 

Wanderlust, I finally opted 

to visit Easter Island,

Chile. Definitely

recommended.” Julie Scott
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*LETTERS
Your mail and missives: this issue, selfi e shockers, a Nepal rallying call, 
delving into Sri Lanka, trekking through Ethiopia, and much more...

Great guides
I recently got back into reading 

Wanderlust after a gap of a few 

years, when I was out of the UK. 

The World Guide Awards are 

a great initiative. Sometimes the 

‘unsung heroes’ of trips are the 

local people introducing an 

individual attraction. For 

example, we were introduced to 

the wildlife in the dark caves of 

Kuala Lumpur by Qina – one of 

a few enthusiastic guides. 

I realise that a 45-minute tour 

wouldn’t provide a suf  cient 

testimonial for the Awards, so is 

there any possibility of a 

subcategory for the attraction 

with the best guides? I’m sure 

that many of these places could 

also benefi t from a community 

bursary, no matter how small.

Doug M, Inverness

Ed – That’s a good idea, Doug. 

we’ll certainly consider it. 

Do you know of a top guide? 

Nominate them for the World 

Guide Awards 2016 at 

worldguideawards.com

Nepal needs you
I’m writing to say thank you for 

your article about Nepal, which 

was accompanied by some 

stunning photos [December 

2015/January 2016, issue 162]. It 

will not encourage me to visit 

– because I had booked my 

fl ights before I read it! – but 

I hope it will make some other 

Wanderlust readers head for that 

amazing Himalayan country. 

Hopefully, every visit will start 

a chain reaction and help revive 

the tourism it needs to recover.

In December 2014, I spent 

a week in the Kathmandu Valley

as part of a longer trip to Nepal. 

Four months later, I watched in 

disbelief at the devastating news 

from that region. I compared 

photos taken after the disaster 

to my own, and soon after 

I received emails with photos 

from people I had met in the 

Kathmandu Valley and had kept 

in touch with. They really 

brought it home to me that it 

was not only centuries-old 

monuments that had suff ered, 

but that a lot of Nepalese had 

lost their homes too.

In February, next year, I’m 

going back to the Kathmandu 

Valley to see my friends and take 

my own “after” photos, as well 

as images of what’s left and what 

has been rebuilt. I hope others, 

including Wanderlust readers 

who have read your article, will 

follow my lead. Together we can 

make a diff erence.

Kasia Nowak, via email

Tiny non-nations 
I loved your recent article on 

countries that don’t exist 

[December 2015/January 2016, 

issue 162]. I would suggest your 

readers also try the Sovereign

Military Order of Malta in 

Rome. Unless on of  cial 

business, you can only enter t

territory via its post of  ce in 

Rome. I’ve been to Transnistr

as well, but I would advise 

readers who plan to visit there

that they do so with caution d

to corrupt border guards. 

However, you don’t need to 

stray far to see a pseudo-

country. I live in one: England

Kevan Hubbard, Oxford

Each issue, our winning

contribution wins a haul

ofWanderlust gear.

This time, congratulations

to Sophie!

WIN
WANDERLUST
GOODIES

★ STAR LETTER ★

Selfi e shame
My husband and I had just returned from 

a break in Wrocław, Poland, when I read 

your article titled ‘Taking selfi es could 

ruin your travel experience’ [February 

2016, issue 163]. It seemed so relevant after 

what we’d witnessed on a tour of 

Auschwitz. I was appalled to hear at least 

two adults in our group on their mobile 

phones, and was more shocked to see 

three (again) adults taking photos and 

using a selfi e stick inside the gas chamber. 

Later on, our guide explained to us about 

a recent incident where teenagers took 

similarly distasteful photos, which 

resulted in a court case. If more 

education surrounding proper etiquette 

was given, perhaps we wouldn’t have 

adults behaving so appallingly.

Sophie Leworthy-Coleman, via email
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Reminiscing about sea travel.

I loved the two weeks I spent

as a lone passenger on a 26-person

crew freighter, crossing the Pacific

Ocean from Los Angeles to

Auckland.FeuDRenais

Wondering where to see first

out of your top ‘57 New Trips

for 2016’. So much to see! Thanks

@wanderlustmag hollystoke

Lacing up my walking boots in

Africa. I had unforgettable

experiences in rural Ethiopia, far

from the normal tourist trails.

However, the paths are not for those

without a head for heights!Agnes S

Remembering unforgettable

gorilla tracking in Uganda.

One of the best experiences of

my life.Ronnie Hancox

This month you have
been mostly...

Bodhgaya

MatthewMorris

This photo is taken in Bodhgaya

in Bihar, India. This is the

Mahabodhi Temple, a World

Heritage Site where Buddha

attained enlightenment some

2,500 years ago while sitting

under the Bodhi tree. Buddhist

devotees from around the world

come to worship at this site, and

I found it to be one of the calmest

and most serene places I have

ever visited. I sat there for more

than an hour, taking the odd

photo and thoroughly enjoying

the atmosphere while watching

the monks walk slowly around

the temple and gently pay

their respects.

TALK TO US: Online at www.wanderlust.co.uk/mywanderlust Email fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk 
Mail Wanderlust, 1 Leworth Place, Windsor, SL4 1EB Twitter @wanderlustmag 
Facebook www.facebook.com/wanderlusttravelmagazine Instagram @wanderlustmag

Kicking my marriage of  the 

right way. How many 

newlyweds spend their honeymoon 

hiking the Inca Trail? #MachuPicchu

MandiB87

Craving more of South 

Australia’s tipples. Would 

have loved to do more – the wine 

was brilliant, as was the wildlife.

Jayne Peck

Getting ready to snap the 

northern lights. I’m hoping to 

take some great photos when I see 

them soon! #fingerscrossed

Tink1_x

Ditching the job for an 

adventure of a lifetime. 

I’m a 50-year-old bloke and I quit 

the of  ce to go travelling around 

South-East Asia. jimsolan
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PHOTO OF
THE MONTH

JUST BACK
FROM...

Sri Lanka

wanderlust.co.uk

forummember

LucyNichols

reports back after

herone-month trip

The highlight: The beach at

Uppuveli, Trinco. Beautiful

water, chilled atmosphere, very

few tourists.

Must see: The elephants in

Uda Walawe National Park.

It really is a joy to see Asian

elephants in the wild, instead

of being chained up or giving

rides all over Asia.

Top tip: Use the trains as much

as possible. They’re slow but

have beautiful views and

super-friendly locals.

Cautionary tale: Always insist 

on using the meter when getting 

a tuk-tuk in Colombo, and 

haggle hard everywhere else.

I wish I’d known... The best route 

around the country. We hadn’t 

planned it in advance and ended 

up going back on ourselves.

Anything else? Sri Lanka was 

summed up for me by the slow 

train from Trinco, gazing out at 

beautiful scenery and meeting 

a friendly family who off ered us 

part of their breakfast.

■  E x p e r i e n c e s
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THE JUDGES

Lyn Hughes 

Wanderlust co-founder  
and editor-in-chief

Paul Goldstein 

Award-winning wildlife 
photographer and guide

Paul Harris 

Award-winning travel and 
landscape photographer

Graeme Green 

Professional travel        
writer and photographer 

Keith Wilson 

Professional travel 
photographer and editor

Sophie Lam 
Head of travel, 
The Independent 

Simon Calder 

Senior travel editor,              
The Independent

Sam North 

Show manager, 
Clarion Events (for 
Destinations Travel Show)

Rob Hawthorne 

Marketing manager, 
Clarion Events (for 
Destinations Travel Show)

Christie Lord 

Tourism Western Australia



TRAVEL
PHOTO
OF THE
YEAR
2015

Seven thousand entries. Only fi ve 
winners. Read on to see the spectacular 

images that made this our best year 
yet, with four of our entrants set to 

win a once-in-a-lifetime photo 
commission to Western Australia 

1
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People

L�Daughters of Buddha

Sagaing, Sagaing Region, 

Burma (Myanmar)

Kyaw Zaw Lay

Amateur photographer

Judges’ comments: “A joy – it 

shows great perception and is 

brilliantly executed. I can almost 

hear the rustle of sandals as they

glide across the fl oor.”

Nikon D4S, 24-70mm @ 70mm, 

1.60 sec @ f/6.3, ISO 200, 

ND 400 fi lter

*See previous spread

@�Music on the go

Birbhum, West Bengal, India

Somenath Mukhopadhyay

Teacher

“I love the composition of this 

image.” “Simple, joyous and 

ef ective.” “Graphic, colourful 

and full of joy.”

Canon EOS 5D MkIII, Canon 

70-200 f/2.8 @ 110mm, 

1/320 @ f/10, ISO 250

M�The basket maker’s portico

Purulia District, 

West Bengal, India

Amitava Chandra

Dept of revenue executive

“A graphically strong and superb 

composition.” “A beautiful 

abstract image.”

Nikon D700, Nikkor 24-70mm 

f/2.8 @ 26mm, 1/125 sec @ f/10, 

ISO 400

R�Old shepherd

Talesh County, Gilan 

Province, Iran

Saeed Barikani

Mechanical engineering student, 

energy conversion 

“A composition that tells 

a real story and has a very 

‘documentary’ feel.” “A timeless 

moment, well exposed.”

Canon EOS 6D, Canon EF 17-40 

f/4 @ 17mm, 1/200 sec @ f/7.1, 

ISO 500

RUNNER-UP
.�Let sleeping Sikhs lie 

(especially those 

wielding spears)

Golden Temple, Amritsar, India

Allan Dransfi eld

Car designer

“The colours and abstract nature 

of this photo make it attractive 

and compelling.” “The high 

viewpoint and tight composition 

lends the image a very graphic 

and journalistic interpretation.”

Canon EOS 5D MkIII, EF50mm 

f/1.4 USM @ 50mm, 

1/20 sec @ f/7.1, ISO 2000

WINNER
T�Refl ecting 

S-21 Prison, Phnom Penh, 

Cambodia

Charlotte Currie

Lawyer

“Brilliant moment, poignant.”

“A sober study of a horrifi c place. 

Somehow it is not intrusive – 

remarkable for that feat alone. 

Brilliant and provocative.”

Olympus Pen EPL3, Kit Lens 

14-42mm @ 40mm, 1/80 sec @ f/4, 

ISO 3202

3

4 5
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P�Young salute

Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh, India

Argha Chatterjee

Businessman 

“Real atmosphere and sublime 

composition. Perfectly suited to 

black and white.” “A feeling of 

stillness and beautiful light”

Nikon D5100, Nikon 18-55mm @ 

38mm, 1/50 sec @ f/5, ISO 800, 

UV Filter Exposure

HIGHLY COMMENDED

D�Net casting

River Shilabati, near Garhbeta, 

West Bengal, India

Deba Prasad Roy

Retired

“This is a beautiful image, 

the colours are almost elegiac.”

Nikon D5100, Nikon AF Nikkor 

18-105mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED @ 32mm, 

1/80 sec @ f /5.0, ISO 250

J�Too much practice

Bali, Indonesia 

Khairel Anuar Che Ani

Quantity surveyor

“This has so much character and 

personality in it – a very human 

(and funny) study.”

Canon EOS 5D MkII, Canon EF 

70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM @ 95mm, 

1/160 sec @ f/4, ISO 100

<�Shadow catcher

Hoi An, Vietnam

Graeme Heckels

Chartered accountant

“There’s originality of 

perspective with a lovely light 

and shade balance.” “I’ve seen 

a lot of Vietnam shots – but 

nothing like this. Original and 

atmospheric.” “An unusual 

and beautiful composition, 

leaving the viewer time 

for contemplation.”

Panasonic Lumix DMC G6, 

100mm, f/3.5, ISO 160
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WINNER

L�The Jurassic Coast, 

Dorset on a stormy day 

Kimmeridge Bay, Dorset, UK

Tony Cowburn 

Retired company director

“There is a wildness in this 

image you wouldn’t associate 

with Dorset. Crisp, airy and 

saturated.” “An expansive, 

atmospheric view. You can 

feel the wind.”

Canon EOS 6D, Canon EF 

24-105mm f/4L IS @ 47mm, 

1/320th @ f/10, ISO 100 

R�Ship in Antarctic fog

Hannah Point, Livingston 

Island, South Shetland 

Islands, Antarctica

Jenny Grayson, 

Multimedia producer & 

international adventurer

“A great study and almost 

a bygone image.”

Canon EOS-M, EF-M 18-55mm 

f/3.5-5.6 IS STM zoom @ 18mm, 

1/160 sec @ f/8, ISO 100

M Little house on the

tea plantation*

Munnar, India

Ulrich Lambert

Telecom engineer

“The texture captured with the

photo is beautiful.”

Nikon D90, Tamron 17-50mm 2.8

@ 50mm, 1/80 @ f/8, ISO 200

*See p6 for Ulrich’s image

1

@�Fishing

Zhejiang Province, China 

Fan Xu, 

Lawyer

“This lithographic conversion 

lends itself perfectly to the 

subject. It’s well composed and 

makes great use of diagonals.”

Canon EOS 5D MkIII, EF70-

200mm f/2.8L IS USM @ 336mm, 

1/160 sec @ f/11, ISO 100 

2 3
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O�Cold sunset

Rocca la Meja, Cottian Alps, 

Piedmont, Italy

Marco Barone, Antenna installer

“A great composition, making 

the most of the refl ection.”

Nikon D800, Tokina 16-28 f/2.8 @ 

16mm, 1/5 sec @ f/16, ISO 50, tripod

T�Bamburgh awakens

Northumberland, UK

Simon Booth, Senior ecologist

“The perfect time of the day and 

an interesting foreground.”

Canon EOS 1DX, EF17-40mm f/4L 

USM @ 22mm, 10 seconds at f/22, 

ISO 100, Lee 0.6 hard graduated 

fi lter, a Gitzo GT4542LS Series 4 

6X Systematic Carbon Tripod

P�Xiapu mudfl at & fi sherman

Fuding, Xiapu County, Ningde, 

Fujian Province, China

Theam Meng Sea

Manager 

“The refl ection gives this 

serene moment a warm glow.”

Canon EOS 5D MkII, Canon EF 

70-200mm f/2.8L IS @ 70mm, 

1/40 sec @ f/7.1, ISO 6400,

 Skylight fi lter Exposure

RUNNER-UP

D�Polar bear landscape

Wrangel Island, Russia 

Gunther Riehle 

Engineer for food technology

“The desolate landscape would 

have been enough but the polar 

bears, isolated and vulnerable, 

add hugely to the composition.”

Nikon D4, Nikon 80-400mm 

f/4.5-5.6 @ 165mm, 1/2000 sec @ 

f/7.1, ISO 400

HIGHLY COMMENDED

J�View from the top

Kirkstone Pass, 

English Lake District, UK

Ceri Jones, IT Consultant

“The lovely, subtle colour 

creates great atmospherics.”

Canon EOS 6D, Canon 17-55mm @ 

35mm, 2.6 sec @ f/22, ISO 100

< Fairyland

Yunnan Province, China

Chen Lin

Transportation staf 

“The fog makes for a very 

intriguing image.”

Nikon D7000, 70-200mm f/2.8 @ 

82mm, 1/80 sec @ f/11, ISO 100

9

10
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O�My favourite harp seal pup 

Ice fl ow of  the Magdalen 

Islands, Gulf of Saint 

Lawrence, Québec, Canada

Gunther Riehle

Food technology engineer

“Adorable – the composition 

allows the audience to easily 

engage with the pup.”

Nikon D300, Sigma 10 -20mm 

f/4-5.6 @ 16mm, 1/250 sec @ f/8, 

ISO 200, B&W polarising fi lter 

RUNNER-UP
@ Momentary

Near Marlow,

Buckinghamshire, UK

Porsupah Ree

Programmer

“What a capture. Patience and

execution personified.” “It’s

been captured with great

timing and precision. The scene

could be interpreted as either

ominous or playful.”

Nikon D7100, Nikkor 300mm AF-S

f/4D @ 300mm, 1/1000 sec @ f/4,

ISO 500

1

2

L�It’s just a shower

Masai Mara, Kenya

Deborah Dunderdale

Police of  cer

“Good work, great endeavour.”

“The sense of misery is palpable.

It refl ects the photographer’s 

persistence in dif  cult but 

atmospheric conditions.”

Canon EOS 40D, Canon 100-

400mm lens @ 160mm, 

1/125 sec @ f/9, ISO 200

R�Aerial spat

Danube Delta, Romania

John Hunt

Retired

“Just a fantastic moment, 

perfectly captured.”

Canon EOS-1DX, Sigma 120-300 

with 2 converter @ 402mm, 

1/800 sec @ f/8, ISO 800 

M�Into the storm

Masai Mara, Kenya

Jackie Freshfi eld

Marketing consultant

“Dreamy, dramatic and 

thought-provoking.”

Canon EOS 7D, Canon EF 

24-105mm f/4L IS USM @ 28mm, 

1/250 sec @ f/8, ISO 1250
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Savour 
every step, 

share every 
moment

01707 386690
ramblersholidays.co.uk

qLadies Only Safari to Tanzania June 2016
qFamily safarisqBird enthusiast safarisqCanoe safaris
qWalking safarisq Photographic safarisqFishing safaris
qLeopard and lion conservation safarisqElephant-back,
camel-back and horseback safaris qSafari honeymoons

Tailor made and small group safaris to: Zambia, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Congo, Madagascar, Mozambique,

Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar, Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia,
South Africa, Namibia, Malawi, India, Sri Lanka and Indian Ocean

www.trackssafaris.co.uk

☎01386 830264
ATOL and TTAbonded to give you 100% financial protection

NO SINGLE 
SUPPLEMENT  

SAFARIS

020 7720 9285 | info@bambootravel.co.uk | www.bambootravel.co.uk

TAILOR-MADE TOURS OF 

SOUTH    KOREA

South Korea is buzzing!
Few lands offer such a 
vibrant clash of tradition 
and modernity. At equal 
points futuristic and 
reverent, always surprising 
and never dull, a holiday 
to South Korea will 
greatly reward the curious 
traveller. Find out more on
our website, or contact us
directly to discuss a tailor-
made itinerary.
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T�Back from shopping

In our backyard, Walhain-

Saint-Paul, Belgium

Marc Costermans

Psychologist

“What a shot – you need 

fast refl exes (or the patience 

of a saint) to catch such 

a special moment.” 

Canon EOS 1D MkIV, 

Canon @ 500mm, 

1/2,000 sec @ f/4, IS 1600

P�School bathing

Sipadan Island, Sabah, 

Borneo, Malaysia

Sean Chinn

Manager for a property company

“Technically superb, great 

angle.” “Underwater 

photography requires extremely 

good diving skills. This image 

gives a great sense of space 

and monochromatic nature.”

Olympus OMD EM10, 9-18mm lens 

at 9mm, 1/100 sec @ f/18, ISO 250, 

Nauticam underwater housing 

with 2 INON Z-240 strobes

HIGHLY COMMENDED
D�When two tribes go to war…

Española Island, 

Galápagos Islands

Chrys Tremththanmor

Minister of religion

“Terrifi c timing. Great action 

shot.” “A really visceral capture 

of gang warfare.”

Canon EOS 7D MkII, Canon 

70-300mm f/4-5.6L lens 

@ 300mm, 1/3200 @ f/8, 

ISO 640, ultraviolet fi lter

J�Lioness’ playtime

Masai Mara, Kenya

Mike Cullis

Retired 

“I love the way the photographer 

has captured the playful nature 

of the lions.” “A great sense of 

playfulness often overlooked at 

this popular location.”

Canon EOS 1D MkIV, 500mm f/4L 

IS USM lens @ 500mm, 

1/640 sec @ f/5.6, ISO 800 with 

beanbag support

WINNER
<�Escape*

Tanzania

Vittorio Ricci

Traf  c police of  cer

“The glint from the angry hippo’s 

eye really draws you in.” 

“Sensational. Dramatic. Genius. 

Photographed many times but 

never as well.” “Dynamic, 

ominous, fantastically frozen in 

time. The backlight emphasises 

the immediacy of the event”

Nikon D200, Nikon AF-S 300mm 

f/4 & TC 14 EII @ 420mm, 1/640 

sec @ f/7.1, ISO 250 

*See p8 for Vittorio’s image
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WINNER

L�Tiger’s Nest

Paro Valley, Bhutan

Kasia Nowak

Finance manager

“Beautifully and deceptively 

simple. Great touches of colour 

and cultural reference.” 

“Photographed literally millions 

of times, never as well as this.”

“Fabulous focusing and 

placement of fl ags.” “The line 

of fl ags literally draws your eye 

to the nest.”

Nikon D700, Nikkor 24-70mm @ 

48mm, 1/100 sec @ f/8, ISO 200

R�Borobudur’s Buddha

Borobudur, Java, Indonesia

Ulrich Lambert

Telecom engineer

“Brilliant – right time of the day, 

right exposure.” “This image 

puts you in the frame alongside 

this iconic fi gure, and is actually 

ironically enhanced by the 

modern signage.”

Nikon D7200, Tamron 17-50mm 

f/2.8 @ 17mm, 1/200 sec @ f/9, 

ISO 100

@�Sunrise over the Thames

Millennium Bridge, 

London, UK

Stephen Walford

Divisional manager

“I love this unusual composition. 

The depth of focus and visceral 

texture are enhanced by the 

early morning light.” “A new 

icon, originally composed. Great 

droplets; they add another 

dimension: the weather!”

Olympus E-M5, Olympus M.Zuiko 

Digital 12-40mm f/2.8 Pro @ 

12mm, 1.8 sec @ f/2.8, ISO 400, 

Hoya ND graduated fi lter

HIGHLY COMMENDED 

M�St Mark’s Square

Venice, Italy

Alex Stevenson

Sales assistant

“Lovely and atmospheric – 

the blurring of the gondolas 

gives viewers a sense of 

constant industry.”

Canon EOS 50D, Tamron 

18-200mm @ 18mm, 30 sec @ f/11, 

ISO 100, ND 1000 fi lter

3

4

2



WINDOWS

ON THE

WILD 

Discover the unparalleled beauty of 

the Yukon with tailor-made wildlife 

and adventure holidays from

020 8742 1556 
www.windowsonthewild.com

Expert advice, personal service and amazing trips to Africa

Call us to talk about planning your perfect adventure

01747 445060

www.thesafarispecialists.co.uk

Making the world a better place  

is easy. All you have to do is have  

the time of your life.
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O�Amsterdam light trails

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Matt Parry

Marketing manager

“This shows great skill – one 

of Europe’s busiest cities is 

seemingly lit up by the people 

travelling over and under it.”

Canon EOS 5D MkIII, Canon 

16-35mm f/4 IS USM @ 17mm, 

30 sec @ f/18, ISO 100, 

Lee 0.6 ND Grad Filter

T�Rice donation

Inle Lake, Shan State, 

Burma (Myanmar)

Naing Tun Latt

Regional manager at 

a pharmaceutical company

“A thoughtful human encounter 

– one of Inle Lake’s traditions 

gets its moment in the spotlight.”

Nikon D700, 16-35mm f/4 nano 

@16mm, 1/25sec @ f/7.1, ISO 400

RUNNER UP

P�Snow time

Westminster Bridge, 

London, UK

Ron Tear

Retired

“The beauty of winter; this is 

a timeless take on a much 

photographed icon.” “Loving 

this. It seldom snows this hard in 

London. A lot of things have to 

be in sync to make this work, 

and they were.” “Looks like an 

old image, but isn’t.”

Canon EOS 1DS MkII, Canon 

75-300mm IS Lens @ 100m, 

1/80 sec @ f/7.1, ISO 800, 

converted to mono 

D�The golden rock

Kyaiktiyo Pagoda, 

Mon State, Burma (Myanmar)

Zaw Zaw Tun

Silk screen printing

“An original angle for an iconic 

shot. Clearly well thought out.”

“Great use of wide angle and 

and an unusual viewpoint to 

create an original picture.”

Canon EOS 5D MkIII 1/125 sec @ 

f/9, ISO 640, fi sheye lens

J�Rays of Christ 

the Redeemer*

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Caroline Hanlon

Communications associate

“This image keeps going. Just 

a wonderful study of a fantastic 

city.” “Great backlight and enough 

detail in the shadows to give 

a sense of place in this crowded 

city.” “Such a fi tting shot.”

Canon EOS 5D MkIII, EF 24-

105mm f/4L IS USM @ 50mm, 1/60 

@ f/13, ISO 100, tripod used

*See p10 for Caroline’s image
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HOT OFFERS

10% of  natural mosquito 
repellent from incognito

incognito is a strong mosquito 
repellent that provides total 
protection. It’s 100% natural, but 
stronger than any Deet product, and 
it has taken experts over 10 years to 
develop.

Take your pick from repellent sprays, 
roll-ons, moisturisers, soaps, oils and 
deodorants. There are plenty of 
accessories to help keep mozzies at 
bay, too, including mosquito nets, 
incense sticks and bite-relief zappers.

We’re of ering every reader 10% of  
incognito products – simply enter 
discount code ‘WL157’ when you 
buy at www.lessmosquito.com

CLASSIFIED
Hot of ers, specialist directory, latest travel jobs, and more…

20% of  Nomad Travel

Wanderlust readers can receive an 
exclusive 20% discount of  clothing 
and equipment at Nomad Travel – 
and 10% of  vaccinations to help 
you travel further this year. 
Clothing brands include North Face, 
Berghaus, Teva, Merrell, Mountain 
Equipment, Thermarest, 
Craghopper and many more!

Simply post ‘WLUST11’ in the 
discount code box in your shopping 
basket when you check out. 
Find out more and start shopping 
at www.nomadtravel.co.uk

*This discount is not valid in 
conjunction with any other of ers 
or discounts and does not include 
pharmacy items.

Wildlife, Wilderness and 
Great Barrier Reef: 
Save up to £360 per couple

Embark on a two week tailor-made 
self-drive holiday with Wexas, 
taking in the wilderness, outback 
and beaches of Queensland. Begin 
in the Atherton Tablelands, before 
heading to Mareeba Wetlands 
Reserve and Port Douglas, famed 
for its proximity to rainforests, 
beaches and the Great Barrier Reef. 
From £1,995 per person including 
fl ights, car hire and superior B&B 
accommodation. Save up to £360 
when booked by 31 March 2017.

For more information visit 
tinyurl.com/WexasGBRof er 
or call 020 7838 5950

Inca Trail to Machu Picchu 
with Llama Travel, and save 
up to £600 per couple
Starting in the Sacred Valley, the 
Inca Trail climbs to the passes of the 
Andes before descending through 
cloud forest to Machu Picchu. Walk-
ing the Inca Trail with Llama Travel 
means you get time in Cusco to accli-
matize and expert guides on the trail. 

Inca Trail Holidays from £1839 on a 
14 day holiday including fl ights from 
the UK, hotels and transfers.

Book soon  as Inca Trail permits are 
selling out fast!

www.llamatravel.com. For more 
information please call 0207 
2633000 or for details. Email: 
mail@llamatravel.com

9Single trip cover fromunder £7

9Annual cover from£31

9Noupper age limit

9Free cover for kids*

Insuranceworthshoutingabout!
Travel Insurance…

W
anderlust

subscribers

SAV
E10%

 ‡

Insurance is arranged by Insure & Go Insurance Services Limited, who are authorised and regulated by the 

Financial Services Authority. Policy terms and conditions apply. * Three children per insured adult. 

‡Subscribers can access their 10% discount on travel insurance by visiting wanderlustinsurance.co.uk

www.wanderlustinsurance.co.uk

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser
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Specialist Directory: ASIA

Travel to Borneo and leave urban life behind. Head into it’s lush jungle’s, down scenic 
rivers and through the vibrant villages of beautiful Borneo. On the way soak up stunning 
vistas, meet local indigenous people and relax in hot springs. 

CLASSIC BORNEO 

from £1400

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser
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Specialist Directory: AFRICA & WORLDWIDE

Namibia
• Botswana

• Victoria Falls

• South Africa

s Tailormade safaris
s Self-drive safaris
s Fly-in safaris
s Scheduled safaris
s Volunteer and

conservation projects

CALL US ON: +264 61 309 387
VISIT: www.chameleonholidays.com
EMAIL: info@chameleonholidays.com
SKYPE: chameleon.holidays

I would tell
everyone to
climb this
magical
mountain

Stand on the roof of Africa and see things
from a new angle.

Trek Kilimanjaro, the world’s highest freestanding
mountain, for Mind so we can be there for
anyone with a mental health problem.

To find out more and get
your free info pack visit:

mind.org.uk/kili
community@mind.org.uk

R
egistered

charity
no

219830

A superb mixture of a historical city, a stunning desert and the glorious Red 
Sea. 2 nights in Petra, then on to Wadi Rum, fi nally relax, sunbathe, snorkel or 
dive in the Red Sea at Aqaba. www.mytripfi nder.co.uk/hgt23l 

SUN AND SAND

from £520

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser

Let us take you 
on the paths less travelled…

WORLDWIDE TREKKING, CYCLING & MOUNTAINEERING

worldexpeditions.co.uk
0800 0744 135
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Specialist Directory: SOUTH AMERICA & WORLDWIDE

 San Jose, is the capital of Costa Rica, and is a bustling and lively city. The main 
attractions are located in the centre of the city. There are several nearby 
attractions including the Poas Volcano. www.mytripfi nder.co.uk/tyh56l

BEST OF COSTA RICA – 11 DAYS FROM £1449 (INC FLIGHTS)

from £1449

Riding Ventures
Tailor-made horse riding holidays

www.ventureco-worldwide.com
hello@ventureco-worldwide.com

01837 55 907

AFRICA         INDIA          SOUTH AMERICA

For more info call: 020 7183 6371

or visit: www.traveltheunknown.com

Get off the beaten track!

Small group & tailormade tours

ASIA
INDIA • BHUTAN • MYANMAR 

VIETNAM • CAMBODIA

LAOS • PHILIPPINES

EUROPE & NEAR EAST
BALKANS • CAUCASUS 

TURKEY

MIDDLE EAST
& AFRICA
IRAN • JORDAN

ETHIOPIA • MOROCCO

LATIN AMERICA
COLOMBIA

CUBA • MEXICO

“This trip was the most important thing that I and 
the other members of the group have ever done in 
our lives. If all the trips are as good as the Mali tour, 
the world would collapse with happiness.”
Sherry Smith on the Songlines Music Travel Mali trip

 www.songlinesmusictravel.com
or call  +44 (0)20 8505 2582

Songlines Music Travel tours are operated by The Tailor-Made Groups Company Ltd

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser
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Price from: £2,175 per person. An expert-led gulet cruise that explores the 
turquoise coast of Turkey. Discover monumental ancient cities, enjoy wonderful 
walks and embark on a culinary and cultural adventure. 
mytripfi nder.co.uk/uwk56w

A GASTRONOMIC GULET CRUISE 

From £2,175 

Award-winning Páramo clothing designs use unique, 
hardworking Nikwax fabrics to keep you comfortable 
and protected all over the globe. 

For optimal performance and minimal weight 
- visit www.paramo.co.uk

More protection. 
Less packing.
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Jobshop

How I got
into Travel

How long have you worked for KE? Just over two years.
What did you do before and what attracted you to the job? 
My life has been one big adventure. I’ve travelled the world twice, 
raced to the North Pole, worked in Australia as a diving instructor, 
and more. Before KE, I ran a bike shop. It’s all very exciting stuf  but 
you have to grow up some time, and KE was the perfect option.
What do you like about your role? The fact that I can be creative. 
I love working with journalists and creating newsletters. Everyone is 
brilliant here and we all have adventure stories to tell. I thought I’d 
travelled a lot until I started working at KE and realised I haven’t 
touched the surface compared to some. They’re a great bunch.
What challenges have you faced? The biggest challenge I’ve 
personally faced was racing to the North Pole? Workwise, my life in 
London was pretty challenging, but now it’s nice to live somewhere 
without a two-hour commute and 12-hour day. 
How has your career progressed at KE? I’ve been lucky because 
I started out working in sales, but then I was of ered a role in 
marketing – it’s been a great career move.
Tell us about your favourite moments so far. Thrashing the KE 
family at go-karting. My macho colleagues didn’t expect that!

Tavienne Kelly
Marketing Team Leader, KE Adventure 
Travel (keadventure.com)
Tavienne has led an adventure-packed life

To advertise a job in Wanderlust call our Sales team on 01753 753471
Alternatively to list it on our website go to: www.wanderlust.co.uk/travel-jobs/advertise

Full Time and Freelance International Tour Managers
Wanted at TRAVEL EYES INTERNATIONAL

We are an award-winning 
international tour operator, 
specialising in holidays for blind 
and sighted customers who travel 
together with us to worldwide 
destinations (Traveleyes-
international.com). Our sighted 
customers travel for up to 50% of  
in return for ‘providing the eyes’ 
for the blind travellers. Their 
participation and verbal 
descriptions of each destination 
enable the latter to enjoy a new 
freedom to travel independently 
of family members.

Responsibilities:
The role of a tour manager will 
involve travel to interesting 
destinations abroad (for 1-2 weeks 
at a time) accompanying groups 
on holidays, ensuring customer 
satisfaction and safety, delivering 
group briefi ngs, organising 
activities (full training provided).  

Required:
∞  Substantial tour management 

experience is essential.
∞  Excellent communication skills: 

both written and verbal and 
strong ability to describe visuals, 
diagrams, ideas etc.

∞  Excellent organisational skills 
and the ability to multi-task 
ef ectively.

∞  A capacity to maintain 
excellence through close 
attention to detail.

∞  Excellent interpersonal skills and 
ability to engage with people at 
all levels; our customers come 
from all walks of life.

∞   Ability to work well under 
pressure.

∞    Respecting confi dentiality at all 
times.

∞ Other languages would be an 
advantage.

Please send your CV and 
covering letter to hannah@
traveleyes-international.com.

Closing date: 21/02/2016

Trailfinders’ unrivalled and award winning reputation
for offering an efficient and friendly service to our clients
is attributed entirely to the knowledge, enthusiasm and
commitment of our staff.

Travel Consultant
A strong worldwide geographical awareness is
needed as well as extensive and recent first hand
travel experience, with particular preference for travel
experience within Australia & New Zealand, America
& Canada or Asia. Ideally you will have experience of
working in a target based sales role, otherwise you will
have a drive to succeed in sales with proven persuasive
and influencing skills and a results orientated nature.

In return we offer a competitive salary package, a unique
and comprehensive in-house training and ongoing
coaching programme, performance related promotions,
the opportunity to progress your career through
specialisation and excellent travel opportunities.

For more information or to apply visit trailfinders.com/jobs

Aw
ards 2015

Wanderlust is at an exciting stage in 
its history. Not only do we publish 
an award-winning magazine, but 
traf  c to wanderlust.co.uk is 
growing at 50% per annum and our 
portfolio of other products and 
services is growing too. We 
currently have three job openings 
available that we’re looking to fi ll. 
The roles will be based in our 
Windsor (UK) of  ce. 
For more information about any of 
these positions, head to 
www.wanderlust.co.uk

Marketing Manager
Wanderlust is now looking for an 
exceptional, experienced and 
creative marketing manager to 
help us drive the brand and related 
products forward. 

The role will encompass all 
aspects of the marketing side of the 
business, including management 
and promotion of our brand 
extensions, organising and 
launching events, and expanding 
our sales both on the newsstand and 
in specialist outlets.

You will need to be able to 
multitask and work to deadlines. 
You will also have an understanding 
of the Wanderlust audience and 
recognise their wants and needs. 
This is an opportunity to really ‘own’ 
the role and make it yours. 

Wanderlust 
Website Intern
Wanderlust has a great opportunity 
for a hardworking and motivated 
intern who is committed to a career 
in online publishing.

Wanderlust’s website is growing 
daily. We’re looking for someone 
with ideas and enthusiasm, who is 
keen to learn on the job. Reporting 
to Wanderlust’s technology director 
and web editor, you’ll love travel and 
websites, be au fait with social 
media such as Facebook and 
Twitter, and keen to help take 
wanderlust.co.uk to new heights.

Wanderlust 
Marketing Intern
Wanderlust has an opening for 
a savvy individual to join the team 
working on the UK’s best travel 
magazine and its highly successful 
website, wanderlust.co.uk.

Primarily a support role, you can 
expect your day to be busy and 
varied, with a mixture of print, online 
and event management tasks. 
You must also demonstrate 
a willingness to pitch in where 
necessary. The position will give the 
successful applicant a genuine 
hands-on experience and a good 
understanding of a successful 
modern publishing business.

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser
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Silver Fern Holidays

How did Silver Fern 
Holidays start?
My first career was in 

education, but I’ve always loved 

the great outdoors, so I decided 

to change course, and in the 

1980s I spent four years working

my way around Australia

and New Zealand. 

New Zealand’s natural beauty 

stunned me, so when I came back 

to the UK in 1988 I started to use 

my contacts to create walking 

and other special interest  

holiday itineraries. And because 

I didn’t know much about 

marketing, I offered established 

holiday companies the chance to 

package in their own brochures. 

Eventually, with my wife 

Barbara, I bought a travel 

Find your trip on wanderlust.co.uk
Searching for a specialist tour operator? Whether you’re after a fixed 

departure or a tailormade trip, Wanderlust’s Trip Finder and Trip Wizard  

tools can help you track down the ideal operator for your adventure of choice.  

Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk for more details.

agency and people became aware

of my obsession with New 

Zealand, so a couple of years ago 

we decided to become Silver 

Fern Holidays in our own right. 

Early challenges?
We’re on a mission to overcome 

the perception that New Zealand

is purely an adventure holiday or

gap-year destination. Don’t get 

me wrong, there are thrilling

activities for those who want

a challenge, such as the Nga 

Haerenga National Cycle Trail. 

But the great outdoors, from the

kauri forests to the Abel Tasman 

National Park, is accessible to 

just about anyone, and we 

encourage all our clients to get 

out of their hire car and 

8 

incorporate a walk or an 

afternoon’s cycle hire into their 

itinerary, so they can see New 

Zealand ‘close up’.

What makes  
Silver Fern  
Holidays unique?
Our new programme of small 

group journeys – no more than 

16 in a mini-coach – can’t be 

found in any other brochure: 

they’re exclusive to us. They 

bridge the gulf between 

adventure trips and coach 

touring, balancing off-the-

beaten-track itineraries with 

must-see sights, tapping  

into local communities – 

including Maori iwi – for 

unique experiences. We 

are excited about how they 

will be received. 

Future plans?
We are looking forward to 2019 

and the 250th anniversary of 

Captain Cook’s first landing in 

New Zealand. I am sure there’s a 

host of films and documentaries  

on New Zealand in the pipeline, 

as well as plenty of events, and 

it will be fantastic publicity for 

the country: we’re already 

getting excited about the 

opportunities it will bring.

www.silverfernholidays.com

John Lightwood
The founder and co-director of New Zealand 
specialist Silver Fern Holidays on falling in 
love with the Kiwis and small group tours

To advertise in Marketplace: Call the sales team on 01753 753471      Please don’t forget to mention WANDERLUST when you contact an advertiser
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DIRECTORY INDEX
For all up to date directory listings check online at www.wanderlust.co.uk

MORE TRIPS
ONLINE! 

Find your perfect 2016 
escape – visit 

www.wanderlust.co.uk  
and try our new 

TRIP FINDER
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Competition

A
t just 63 sq km and 

less than an hour’s 

fl ight from the UK 

mainland, Guernsey 

is ideal for a short break. 

Life is slower here 

(less than 35mph, if you go by the speed 

limit), but for keen lovers of the outdoors, 

its 48km of clifftop trails, crystal-blue waters

and pristine sands make for a picturesque

and active escape.

This month is also the perfect time to visit,

as it sees the arrival of the Channel Islands

Heritage Festival (25 March-10 May). Themed

walks, gluttonous banquets, coasteering,

island hopping, cycle rides, kayaking and

more sees laid-back Guernsey burst into life,

and now is your chance to experience it.

Working up an appetite
Guernsey fits in a varied amount of landscape

in its compact space, with hardier hikes along

the rugged cliffs to the south and kayaking

among the coastal caves of Petit Bot, while

there are some beautiful bays to the north

and west, particularly Vazon. To add a bit of

culture to your excursions, download a ‘Tasty

Walks’ audio guide during the festival, with

whistle-stop tours taking in sights such as St

Peter Port’s imposing Castle Cornet and the

old German fortifications, as well as exploring

the island’s pagan and smuggling past.

Guernsey’s geography aff ords it another 

benefi t: it’s surrounded by smaller islands. 

Herm (20 minutes by ferry) is ideal for walkers, 

with exquisite views across to its sister islands. 

Sark (40 mins) has long stretches of beach 

wrapped around its coast and some great 

walks along La Coupée, a 80m-high strip of 

land joining the two parts of the island. 

Add some local flavour
While in St Peter Port, try local tastes such as

fruity ‘gâche’ bread and ‘ormer’, a local delicacy

similar in taste and texture to abalone. The

island is known for its seafood, and the cafés in

the port – and the fine dining options that

scatter the bays (The Auberge is particularly

good; www.theauberge.gg) – serve up huge

platters of boat-fresh treats.

While out walking, be sure to pick up some

‘hedge veg’ – a local custom where residents

sell homegrown produce over their garden

fences. The festival is also holding ‘Hugo’s

Banquet’ on 3 April, a six-course, 200-seat

charity feast held in the market inner street,

and celebrating Victor Hugo’s – who penned

LesMiserablesat the well maintained

Hauteville House – generosity to the poor.

Whatever you enjoy, be it hiking, eating,

history or just taking it easy on the beach,

you’ll find it in Guernsey. And with the

Channel Islands Heritage Festival in full

swing, there’s no better time to visit.

Embrace island life with wild hikes, fi ne food and 
clif top views on a festive short break to Guernsey

WIN a two-day trip to

GUERNSEY

For more information, visit www.visitguernsey.com

HOW TO WIN
VisitGuernsey and Channel Islands Direct are 
of ering the chance to win a two-night break 
for two people to Guernsey. The prize 
includes return fl ights from the UK with 
Aurigny Air Services and three-star B&B at La 
Villette Hotel. The fi ve runners up will receive 
a Guernsey Cow Biscuit Card, made in 
Guernsey using local produce.

Q: In which year was 
Guernsey made 

a British Crown dependency?  
a) 1204  b) 1404  c) 1604

To enter and for 
full terms and 
conditions, go to 
wanderlust.co.uk/
competitions or send 
your answer 
to the Wanderlust 
of  ce (address p2). 
The closing date for 
entry is 16 March, 
2016. State ‘no 
of ers’ if you’d rather 
not be contacted 
by Wanderlust or 
its sponsors.



Before you arrive
It’s not uncommon to touch down in the

Iranian capital with mixed feelings. There’s

excitement and high anticipation at finally

reaching this once out-of-bounds land, but also

some sensations that are rather more unsettling.

What kind of a welcome will I get? Do they hate

Westerners? Will going through the airport be

like a scene lifted from Argo?

Well, first things first: you have nothing to

worry about. Aside from the odd anti-West

billboard and the mural of a skeletal Statue of

Liberty painted on the wall of the former US

Embassy, there’s no ill feeling to be felt towards

visitors. Iran is not only one of the most

welcoming countries in the Middle East, but

arguably the world.

Located in the north of the country, around

700km south of the Caspian Sea, Tehran has

a long history, although little of it was recorded

until the 13th century. It was originally a suburb

of Rey (then the Iranian capital), and was

perhaps best known for the high quality of its

pomegranates. It wasn’t until 1220 when the

Mongols swept through Rey, slaughtering

thousands and sending many more fleeing for

the safety of Tehran, that it started to eclipse its

near neighbour, and in 1795 it was finally

made the capital of Iran.

Modern day Tehran is a sprawling city of long

boulevards, impressive mosques, busy bazaars

and Persian gardens filled with trickling

fountains and smitten couples. Snow-capped

mountains peer down on the people below, and

some gentle walks in and among the foothills

ofer a break from the hot streets.

The city itself is a cluster of distinctly diferent

neighbourhoods, with the more prosperous

areas lying to the north and the poorer districts

to the south. One of the main thoroughfares is

Valiasr Avenue, which slices through the city for

17km north to south, all the way from the Alborz

Mountains to the main train station. And all the

way in between is a changing city that will

delight and enthral.

At the airport
Flights touch down at Tehran Imam

Khomeini International Airport, 30km southwest

of the city centre. Direct flights from London take

7.5 hours. There are currency exchange booths

and a tourist information ofce in arrivals.

Remember that bags are screened upon landing

and the use and possession of alcohol in the

Islamic Republic is forbidden.

Getting into town
A taxi into central Tehranwill cost you

around IRR300,000 (£6.95) andwill take

between 60-90minutes depending on trafc.

Tehran, Iran
Iran is oneof2016’smost talkedaboutdestinations, head there this year andyou’ll
find its capital tobea friendlybase for exploring thecountry, saysNickBoulos
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Pocket Guides First 24 Hours

Tower records
The Azadi Tower 

was built to mark 

2,500 years since 

the birth of the 

Persian Empire  



HERE’S THE PLAN...

Top end:When it comes to
accommodation, Iran is noticeably
lacking in top-end luxury, but the high-rise
Parisian Azadi Hotel (azaditehran.phi.ir)
gives a good impersonation. It’s a reliable
choice and tends to be the favoured hotel
of visiting heads of state. Doubles from
IRR4,920,000 (£113).
Mid-range:Try the TehranGrandHotel
(tehrangrandhotel.com) onMotahari
Avenue, one of two locations for the
brand in the capital. This edition has

250 relatively stylish rooms, a swimming
pool, and is found in a central location
close to themain sights. Doubles from
IRR3,270,000 (£76).
Budget:Simplicity is thewatchword at
The FirouzehHotel (firouzehhotel.com),
whichwon’t win any prizes for its interior
design. Having said that, it’s clean and
comfortablewith decent levels of service,
and it’snot too far fromthebazaar (above).
A double roomwith en suite bathroom
costs from IRR1,150,000 (£27).

Population: 8.1million
Languages: Farsi; some spoken English
Timezone:GMT+3.5 (Mar-SepGMT+4.5)
Visas:RequiredbyUKnationalsandmust
beobtained inadvance. It’s a complicated
and expensive process particularly if not
goingwith a tour operator.
Currency: Iranian rial (IRR), currently
around IRR44,200 to theUK£. US dollars
are accepted in someplaces. ATMs do
not accept foreign cards, so ensure you
have enough cash.
Best viewpoint:Head to the
observation deck in theMilad Tower

If time permits,make yourway to the
bohemian district ofNewJolfa (the
ArmenianQuarter), home to trendy shops
and one of the few churches to be found
in Tehran, before heading toDarband,
a quiet enclave in the foothills of the
mountains. Follow the gentlewalking
trails and end your day peacefully in one
of the clifside restaurants and cafés.

Get the lay of the landwith a trip to the top
of theMilad Tower (pictured right), the
city’s tallest building. Gaze across the city
towards the rugged and snow-capped
peak ofMount Damavand,which stands
at 5,671mmaking it the highest in Iran.
Nearby is themarbleAzadi Tower,

a striking 1970smonument built to
commemorate the 2,500th anniversary of
the first Persian Empire. It’s since become
the symbol of the city.
From here, head south into central

Tehran and the 10kmof alleyways and
stalls that make up the city’s main bazaar.
Take stock of your purchases over a cupof
sweet cinnamon tea at the famousAzari
Traditional Teahouse, and try a bowl of
dizzy, a delicious local lamb stew.
Afterwards, take a tour of the exquisite

GolestanPalace (golestanpalace.ir),
a former royal residence.More opulence
awaits at the Treasury of National Jewels,
a blingtastic collection of priceless gems

that once belonged to the shahs
of the Persian Empire.

They are nowon show in
a heavily guarded
vault beneath the
Central Bank.

Linger – but not for long. Tehran is an
interesting city with plenty to fill a couple
of days. Truth be told, though, it’s not
what lures travellers to Iran. Unable to
competewith rival cities Esfahan and
Shiraz, Tehran is, essentially, more often
a gateway to the varied treasures
awaiting elsewhere. The big question is:
where to go first?
You could head north to remote

mountain villages and the ruins of
ancient castles, but themain tourist trail

weaves south. The ‘Big Three’ – Shiraz,
Esfahan and the ancient desert city of
Persepolis– form an easy triangle.
No visit to Iranwould be complete
without ticking of each.
Roaming the sprawling ruins of

Persepolis, the former capital of the
Persian Empire, andwatching the sun go
down over the turquoise-hued domes of
Esfahan’s ImamSquare (pictured above)
are among themostmemorable travel
experiences in theworld.

(tehranmiladtower.ir), a 435m-tall
freestanding tower. The views, both
urban andmountainous, are equally
impressive andwell worth seeing.
Health issues:Nomajor health
concerns. No vaccinations are required
for entry into Iran, but it’s recommended
that you should be to up to datewith your
jabs. Tapwater is best avoided and
protection against the sun is advisable.
Web resources: tourismiran.ir/en
Climate: Its desert surroundingsmean
Tehran has amixed but largely dry
climate. Summers are sweltering, with
temperatures often in the 30s (ºC) while
winters are chilly. It’s not uncommon for
themercury to drop below freezing.
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did you
know?

Tehran is the nose-job capital of
the world and has around 3,000
plastic surgeons. A ‘new’ nose is 

often seen as a status symbol
among young Iranian  

women.
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V
ienna is a city of exceptional beauty,

but it’s not something that happened

overnight. Its architectural legacy is

mostly the result of its former role as

theHabsburg capital of an Austro-

Hungarian empire once eight times the size of

today’s Austria. This influence isn’t just found in the

city’s buildings however: besides the grand

imperial palaces and churches created during 640

years of Habsburg rule, the city’s abundant green

spaceswere also often royal in origin. The famous

Praterwas an imperial game reserve until Emperor

Joseph II gave it to the people as a park in 1766.

Less ‘in your face’ but no less important is the

influence of the vibrant pre-FirstWorldWar Vienna

Secession andWerkstättemovements on the city.

Buildings by JosephOlbrich andOttoWagner and

paintings byGustav Klimt and Egon Schiele helped

cement Vienna’s place as the cultural capital of

central Europe in the early 20th century. Thiswas

a timewhen residents suchasFreud,Mahler, Trotsky

and Hitler could all havemet on the city’s streets.

Vienna’s cultural reputation continues to this day

with its 160museums, four opera houses and over

15,000 concerts a year.Many composers have

made it their home, and buildings associatedwith

Haydn,Mozart, Schubert, Strauss andBeethoven

can all be visited. And yet it’s a city thatwears its

heritage lightly: Brahms once said that he lived in

Vienna “because I can onlywork in a village”.

The relaxed café culture forwhich Vienna iswell

knownwasn’t based onViennese gregariousness.

It developed partly because the population density

in thewalled city encouraged the use of cafés as

living rooms. In someways it anticipated today’s

internet cafés, and teenagers could be seen to

linger over a single cofee doing their homework in

peacewithout disapproval fromwaiters.

The café culture has evolved, though, and

a contemporary take on it can be found at Café

Supersense on Praterstrasse. This is an unusual

mix of café and concept store, with plenty of vinyl,

analogue cameras, a recording studio and even

a printing press all foundwithin a beautiful

19th-century ‘palace’.

Surrounding the city’swalkable Habsburg core

is the bourgeois Ringstrasse, a ring road dotted

withmansions and public buildings. It was built on

the site of the city’s razed defensivewalls and

bastions, whichwere demolished following an

order by Emperor Franz Joseph I in 1857.

Late February is a good time to visit the city,

with RestaurantWeek (22-28 Feb) in full swing.

Vienna’s chefs understood the term ‘fusion’ long

before it came into fashion, utilising elements from

many national traditions. However, whilemany

dishes comebraised, boiled or stewed, a golden

pan-fried coating of flour, egg and breadcrumbs is

still the preferredway to cook almost anything

– and localswouldn’t have it any otherway.

Vienna, Austria
Austria’s capital can often seem so densely packedwith culture that you don’t
knowwhere to begin. But it also has a lighter side, writes Anthony Lambert
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Summer break

Take time out from 

central Vienna to see 

Schönbrunn Palace, 

the Habsburg’s former 

summer residence 



HERE’S THEPLAN...

Take tramD for the 24-minute ride
around theRing, which has
a commentary on its history and the
surrounding buildings.
Get of at Julius-Raab-Platz and

take tram 1 to Prater Hauptallée.
Walk northwest to the ferriswheel
(wienerriesenrad.com; pictured)
built by English engineerWalter
Basset in 1897, which is synonymous
with Carol Reed’s classic 1949 film
The ThirdMan, starringOrson
Welles. It ofers some impressive
views– and don’t forget to check out
the surrounding funfair.
Take LineU2 to Karlsplatz and

walk to Schwarzenburgplatz and

Belvedere’s palace gardens.Walk
through the grounds of Lower
Belvedere toUpperBelvedere
(belvedere.at), which houses the
world’s largest collection of Gustav
Klimt paintings, including hismost
famouswork, ‘The Kiss’, housed in
theWestWing. Adjacent is the oldest
alpine garden in theworld (created in
1803); take some time out towander
its 4,000 species of plant.
Finally, whet your appetite by

walking toPetz ImGusshaus
(gusshaus.at) at Gusshausstrasse 23
for dinner. Chef Christian Petz blends
Austrian classicswith exquisite tastes
fromall over theworld.

When to go: The city looks
spectacular in clearwinter sun, and
spring arrives suddenly inMarch.
The crowds aremost dense and the
air hottest from June to August.
Getting there:Direct flights to
Vienna are available from London
Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted, as
well asManchester. Flights take
about two hours and start from
around £49. The rail option (from
London St Pancras; £68) requires
changes in Paris and eitherMunich
or Cologne (0844 848 5 848;
voyages-sncf.com).
Getting around: TheCity Airport
Train takes 16minutes non-stop to
the city (€12 [£9] single); S-Bahn
trains toWienMitte take 25minutes
(€4 [£3]). Vienna has fiveU-Bahn
lines, 172kmof tram routes and 145
bus lines, all covered by the Vienna
Card for 48 or 72 hours
(€18.90/21.90 [£14.50-18]), which
also ofers discounts on various
attractions andmuseums. It can be

Imperial Apartments, the silver
collection, Spanish Riding School
and themuseumdevoted to cult
figure Empress Elizabeth (‘Sisi’).
Round of the afternoon by taking

the tram toOper. Take tea atCafé
Sacher (sacher.com), opposite the
opera house, and try its Original
Sacher-Torte, arguably themost
famous cake in theworld since 1832.
Vienna’s vineyards on the city

outskirts are famous, so take tramD
toNussdorf Beethovengang and
finishwith dinner at a heuriger (wine
tavern). One of the finest is Kierlinger
(kierlinger.at), on Kahlenberger
Strasse, which dates from 1787.

Start atMarktgasse andwalk to
Stephansplatz to seeSt Stephen’s
Cathedral (stephanskirche.at;
pictured) and climb the 343 steps up
its ornate south tower for a stunning
view. It is regarded as the finest
Gothic building in Austria and still has
Turkish cannonballs embedded in it
from the siege of 1683.
Walk along Spiegelgasse to reach

the vastHofurgPalace (hofurg-
wien.at), which contains some

2,600 rooms. It is a city
within a city and far too
large to see in a day,
but itsmost popular
sections are the

TakeLineU2 toTaborstrasse for awalk
along the formal French-style allées
of the city’s oldest baroque garden,
theAugarten (augarten.at), home to
the Augarten porcelain factory and
museum, and the concert hall for the
celebrated Vienna Boys’ Choir. Stay
for cofee and cake at the café.
Take LineU2 toMuseumsQuartier

for lunch at the LeopoldMuseum’s
(leopoldmuseum.org ) excellent café
before exploring its impressive
collection of Schiele, Klimt andOskar
Kokoschkamasterpieces. If modern
art doesn’t appeal, almost opposite is
theKunsthistorischesMuseum
(khm.at; pictured), which has one of

theworld’s richest art collections, with
an entire roomdedicated to Titian.
Later, walk alongGetreidemarkt to

Vienna’s famousSecessionBuilding
and theNaschmarkt (naschmarkt-
vienna.com), a foodmarket on
weekdays and fleamarket on
Saturdays (from6.30am).
Afterwards, dine on Viennese

specialities in the formermonastic
cellars ofAugstinerkeller (bitzinger.
at) at Augustinerstrasse 1. End the day
with a visit to the tiny Loos Bar
(loosbar.at), of Kärntnerstrasse, for
a fruity gin cocktail. This bar dates
from 1908 and is usually a good place
for some celebrity spotting.

bought at the airport, main railway
station and tourist ofces.
Where to stay: The charming König
vonUngarn (kvu.at) became a hotel
in 1746 and is located behind the
cathedral; doubles from€225. 25
[£173]. The 25hours Hotel at
MuseumsQuartier (25hours-hotels.
com) is found on Lerchenfelder
Strasse and has funkywall murals,
a lively bar and roof terrace, and free
bike rental; doubles from€110 [£85].
Close to the Imperial Palace, Hotel
Kärntnerherhof (karntnerhof.com)
has light, bright double rooms from
€105 [£81]. All have freeWi-Fi.
Where to eat:Vienna’s oldest
restaurant is Griechenbeisl
(griechenbeisl.at) at Fleischmarkt 11,
which serves traditional cuisine.
Elsewhere, city-centre restaurant
Cristina Rojik (weinbotschaft.
at) at Annagasse 12 has
tasty organic dishes.
Further info:
wien.info

top tip
Explore Vienna by bike. Most
cycle rental firms will supply
cycle maps and many will

deliver bikes to your hotel for
a nominal charge. Some
also ofer electric bikes,

though the city is
relatively flat.

■ E s s e n t i a l I n f o

Day 1: RELIGION AND ROYALTY

Day 2: THE HIGH LIFE Day 3: THE ART OF THE MATTER
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FIRST 24 HOURS

Get orientated
Many Italian cities are architectural havens

but Florence, with its UNESCO-listed historic centre,

truly stands apart. Arrive in the Piazza della Signoria

and look up at the fortified palace, gaze at the

Fountain of Neptune or pose by the statue of

Michelangelo’s David, and you can’t fail to be

impressed. So it’s surprising to learn that 50 years

ago, this square came under threat when Florence

was hit by one of the worst floods in its history.

The city endured a month of heavy rainfall before

its main artery, the Arno River, burst its banks. The

Piazza della Signoria was completely submerged

and the basements of both the adjacent Ufzi

Gallery and Palazzo Vecchio were also flooded.

Despite countless works of art being destroyed,

locals and foreigners were heralded as saviours

and dubbed ‘Mud Angels’ after working tirelessly

to help clean up the city. Now, half a century on,

Florence is undoubtedly back to its beautiful best,

but even now some treasures afected by it are

only just starting to see the light of day. As March is

the month when Florentines celebrate their own

New Year, get yourself out there to join the party

and go and see the newly restored treasures.

Getting there & around
There are a limited number of airlines that

fly direct to Florence from the UK, with Pisa (from

£85) often proving to be a more popular

destination for most carriers to fly into. It’s about

80km and an hour’s train journey from Florence,

and flight times to Pisa are from around two hours.

There’s an extensive public bus and tram network

(ataf.net/en), with tickets covering both forms of

transport. Singles, which are valid for 90 minutes,

cost €1.20 (90p) and unlimited 24-hour tickets are

€5 (£3.70). Three-day tickets cost €12 (£8.90) and

seven-day passes are €18 (£13.30). Tickets must be

bought before boarding and validated on board.

The visit
In some ways the 1966 flood shaped

Florence’s future. With over 1,500 works of art

needing repair, Florence went on to become

a world leader in art restoration. This all takes on

special significance in 2016. The square’s Ufzi

Gallery (ufzi.org) is one of many museums finally

displaying pieces after years of restoration. Most

anticipated is Giorgio Vasari’s near-500-year-old

‘The Last Supper’, and there are plans to unveil it at

Santa Croce (santacroceopera.it/en) in November.

March 25 is the Florentine New Year and the

perfect time to visit. Medieval-style parades go

through the city from Palazzo Vecchio and you can

feast upon traditional Italian cuisine at the busy

market in Piazza della Santissima Annunziata.

✃

Standing the test of time
The famous Piazza della

Signoria is a beautiful site to

behold and backdrop to

many March celebrations

Florence, Italy
The city celebrates its own Florentine New Year in March, head to its famous 
square – Piazza della Signoria – for grand art unveilings, good food and a parade
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♦ Palazzo Vecchio
The massive and fortifi ed Palazzo Vecchio was once the seat of the 

government of the Republic of Florence, the Signoria, which began around 

1300. The palace is a symbol of the political and cultural glory of the city.

♦ Fontana del Nettuno
The Fountain of Neptune was 

made by Ammanati for the 

wedding of Francesco de’ Medici 

and Princess Johanna of Austria in

1565. Maybe it was built too 

quickly because the results were 

not satisfactory. The Florentines 

mocked: “Ammanato, what 

a beautiful block of marble you 

have ruined!”

♦ David
In front of the Palazzo Vecchio 

stands a copy of the David statue 

by Michelangelo, one of the most 

famous sculptures in the world. 

Anyone who wants to see the 

original has to go to the Galleria 

dell’ Accademia.

♦ Cosimo de’ Medici
The equestrian statue of

Cosimo de’ Medici, made by

Giambologna, was the first

publicly displayed monument

since antiquity.

♦ Palazzo degli Uf  zi
The Galleria degli Uffizi is housed in the 

palazzo on the Piazza della Signoria, 

and is one of the most famous art 

galleries in the world. It houses 

countless masterpieces, especially 

those of Italian origin.
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Language: Italian
Time: GMT+1 (Mar-Oct GMT+2)
Visas: Not required by UK nationals
Money: Euro, currently around €1.30 to the UK£
Health: Take a valid EHIC card

■  E s s e n t i a l s

This feature is adapted from Marco 
Polo’s Travel Handbook: Florence, 
which contains infographics, insider 
tips, tour suggestions and a large 
pull-out map. See marco-polo.com
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FREE£50 travel voucher if you subscribe now –see wanderlust.co.uk/subscribe for our latest special ofers

PLUS:
● Patagonia Trip Planner 
● Return to West Africa
● South-East Asia’s best UNESCO sites 
● Bulgaria 
● Sulawesi (Indonesia) 
● And much more...

BEST COUNTRY
IN THE WORLD

We reveal the results of our Readers’ Travel Awards – Best City, 
Best Emerging Destination, Best UK Destination and more...
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Parting shot

The timeless
charm of Cuba
Ah, Cuba. The island is currently top of most

Americans’ to-do lists now that the US has

eased travel restrictions and its citizens can

legally visit. For the rest of us, its charms never

went away, and these shots by John Lynn,

a runner-up in our Travel Photo of the Year 2015

‘Portfolio’ category (p112-127), ofer a glimpse into 

everyday Cuban life, from cowboys in Trinidad 

(top) to shoe-shiners and classic cars in Havana. 

What’s most striking is that they could have 

been taken at any time over the last 60 years. 

The big question is ‘For how long?’ Cuba’s improved 

relations with its big neighbour, coupled with new 

direct flights from China, could slowly nudge it 

into the 21st century, meaning John’s photos are 

a snapshot of a way of life that may soon be gone.

PORTFOLIO
RUNNER-UP



   0800 148 8159     www.tucantravel.com     adventures@tucantravel.com
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Travelling alone can be daunting; however, it is also one of life’s 

greatest experiences. We believe not having a travel partner 

should never hold you back from having the adventure of a 

lifetime.

 

Our group tours are perfect for people fying solo; whether it’s 

sailing around stunning Halong Bay in Vietnam, watching the sunrise 

over the impressive Great Wall of China, discovering Moscow’s 

intriguing history or journeying around the cultural highlights of 

India’s captivating Golden Triangle. Travelling as part of an organised  

group with other like-minded explorers makes it much easier, and 

more fun, for those going it alone. To celebrate we are waiving the 

compulsory single supplement for Wanderlust readers when 

quoting Wanderlust Solo at time of booking a Signature group tour 

for travel in 2016.

 

Valid on new bookings made by 29 Feb, excluding Japan festival 

tours and Iceland group tours, not to be used with any other ofer.
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